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With satellite remote sensing instruments, global data records of various atmospheric
species, spanning considerable periods of time, have been produced. These data provide
insight into atmospheric processes and the evolution of our atmosphere. Statistical analysis
on them is essential. One thing in particular that we often wish to know about is the long-
term trend in a species concentration on the order of decades. This is important because it
allows us to monitor changes in our atmosphere. Changes that can be traced back to human
activity, giving us feedback on how we are affecting the atmosphere, or changes from natural
phenomena, such as volcanic eruptions.
In this thesis, a statistical procedure is developed for modelling atmospheric remote sens-
ing data records, with particular emphasis placed on the ability to extract accurate and
informative information about the long-term trend. Procedures operating on the same prin-
cipals have been used in the past for time series analysis in general. For example, on economic
time series, as well as on atmospheric remote sensing data records, or just any atmospheric
data. In this thesis, we show the theory behind the procedure in detail as well as describe
how to implement and use it in practice. This is done with the intent of making the rather
complicated procedure more accessible so that it can become more adopted by scientists
working with atmospheric remote sensing data if desired, and compared to current methods
for obtaining long-term trends.
For an example application of this procedure, we apply it to a stratospheric ozone data
record that extends from 1984 to present (2019). Ozone is a species that is of considerable
interest since we know without a doubt that the changing chlorine situation in the atmosphere
due to human activity has a significant effect on it, and because of its importance in absorbing
ultraviolet radiation, which can seriously harm life on the Earth. The results we give paint a
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this research is on the development of a dynamic linear model (DLM)
procedure to be used by the Atmospheric Research Group at the University of Saskatchewan,
and potentially by the larger atmospheric satellite remote sensing community that this group
is a part of. The work has resulted in the development of software that can execute this
procedure on desired atmospheric data. The primary purpose of this thesis is to describe the
procedure in detail and to give theoretical background on the statistical methods it utilizes.
The application that prompted the development of this procedure is the problem of quan-
tifying temporal trends in stratospheric ozone concentration from satellite remote sensing
data records. Since the Antarctic ozone hole scare in the 1980s, which we discuss later in
this introduction, the monitoring of ozone concentration trends has become of great concern.
Historically, a multiple linear regression (MLR) procedure known as Prais-Winsten estima-
tion has been used to quantify trends with these satellite data records. For which, secondary
to the primary purpose of this thesis, this thesis provides detail of the underlying theory and
explanation of the algorithm, making this subject more easily accessible to the reader. How-
ever, the Prais-Winsten estimation seems to be on its way out for this stratospheric ozone
problem, and procedures using DLMs are starting to become adopted with results having al-
ready been published (Ball et al., 2017; Ball et al., 2018; Laine et al., 2014). So, in this thesis,
we work closely with this example application of stratospheric ozone. But, we importantly
note that the developed DLM procedure of this thesis work, which we will commonly refer
to in this thesis as just the “DLM procedure”, may also be well suited for other atmospheric
time series and may even be underused in this area of study. The importance of atmospheric
ozone for our planet and the history of its measurement will now be discussed.
Ozone, despite making up a small portion of Earth’s atmosphere, has a disproportionately
large impact on the atmospheric state and life of earth. Its peak concentration occurs in
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the equatorial lower stratosphere and is only about 10 ppmv. For solar radiation in the
wavelength range of 200 to 300 nm, ozone is the primary absorber. This absorption is the
main driver of the increase in temperature that defines the earth’s stratosphere, which is
not a characteristic of the Mars or Venus atmospheres. But perhaps more importantly, is
the role it plays in protecting life on earth, since solar radiation in this wavelength range
can interact with and alter DNA as well as affect normal life processes in many organisms
(Farman et al., 2010). For these reasons, the monitoring of ozone in the atmosphere has
been of interest, with probably the most sought after statistic being the temporal trend in
ozone concentration across the globe. Herein “ozone trend” or “trends in ozone” will refer to
long-term changes in ozone concentration with time.
Measurements of ozone in the atmosphere began in the 1920s with the use of ultraviolet
spectrometers (Rodgers, 2000). These devices were situated on the ground and originally
could only give an indication of the total amount of ozone in a vertical column of the atmo-
sphere. Eventually, ground-based techniques were adapted to allow for information on the
vertical distribution of ozone to be extracted (Dobson, 1968). Shortly after, when humanity
became capable of sending man-made objects to space, the possibility of putting atmospheric
remote sensing instruments on satellites became a reality. The advantage of this over ground-
based instruments is that measurements can be made across the entire globe in a relatively
short period of time, with the same instrument.
To assess the trends in stratospheric ozone over a long period, merged data records from
instruments, typically situated on satellites, that measure vertical distributions of ozone
have been used. The data records are said to be merged in that the data that forms them
is collected from multiple instruments, rather than one. Given the utilized instruments are
operational in different time periods, the result is data that spans a longer period of time
than any data record formed from an individual instrument could. This makes the data
record much more suitable for the assessment of long-term ozone trends.
The Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) II was a very successful early
NASA satellite instrument that measured ozone. It had an operational lifetime from 1984 to
2005. After about the year 2000 a significant number of ozone retrieving satellite instruments
became operational (Petropavlovskikh et al., 2019). Two of such instruments are the Optical
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Spectrograph and InfraRed Imaging System (OSIRIS), operational since 2001 to present, and
the limb sensor on the Ozone Mapping and Profiler Suite (OMPS), operational since 2011 to
present. Using data from these three stratospheric ozone retrieving instruments, a merged
data record can be obtained which extends from 1984 to the present. We call this the SAGE
II/OSIRIS/OMPS (SOO) data record. This data record is produced at the University of
Saskatchewan, and we use it frequently throughout this thesis.
The observed ozone trends to date are very well summarized in the World Meteorological
Organization’s (WMO) Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion: 2018 (WMO, 2018) and
the Long-term Ozone Trends and Uncertainties in the Stratosphere (LOTUS) initiatives 2019
report (Petropavlovskikh et al., 2019). A brief overview is given here.
A considerable drop-off of ozone concentration in the Antarctic spring season, starting
around 1975, was observed with ground-based instruments and first published famously in
1985 (Farman et al., 1985). Satellite data subsequently confirmed the findings and that the
entire Antarctic polar vortex region was affected. This phenomenon is now referred to as
the “ozone hole”. It was later found that chlorofluorocarbons, which were widely used in
refrigerants and solvents at the time, were mainly responsible for this. An agreement called
the Montreal Protocol was quickly made by the United Nations in 1987 to ban the use of these
substances. This protocol is considered to be very successful, and it is now generally agreed
upon that the ozone hole has neither gotten larger nor smaller since about the year 1990. In
fact, the WMO reported for the first time in 2018 that a small statistically significant decline
of the Antarctic ozone hole size and depth from the year 2000 had been identified.
For other regions across the globe, trends in stratospheric ozone are examined with merged
ozone data records like SOO among others (Bourassa et al., 2018; Damadeo et al., 2014;
Frith et al., 2014; Gebhardt et al., 2014; Kyrölä et al., 2013; Laeng et al., 2017; Nair et
al., 2013; Sofieva et al., 2017; Steinbrecht et al., 2017). The LOTUS initiative has been
developed in recent years with the goal of examining the statistical significance of the derived
trends. The consensus shows that between about 1984 and 1997 a significant decline in ozone
concentration took place in the upper stratosphere (to a larger degree in the middle to high
latitudes than the tropics), and a smaller, but still statistically significant, degree of incline
is observed in the same regions from the year 2000 to 2016. In the lower stratosphere, trends
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are small if not zero and are not statistically significant. Although, negative trends are
observed in the equatorial region of the lower stratosphere in many data records. In terms of
total ozone columns (integrating a region of atmosphere over altitude), negative trends were
observed in some regions of the globe before around 1997 to 2000, but no positive trends
afterward are statistically significant. This is the case because upper stratospheric ozone is
only a small portion of the total ozone column.
Quantifying trends in ozone is complicated by its variation caused by various ozone influ-
encing phenomena. For example, in some regions of the atmosphere, ozone is dependent on
the quasi-biennial oscillation and in others on the sun’s solar cycle. These ozone influencing
phenomena are regularly called either, predictors, regressors, proxies, or explanatory vari-
ables for ozone. The statistical procedures shown in this thesis, using DLMs or MLR models,
must account for these. MLR models do this by assessing the strength of the relationship
between ozone and these influencing phenomena. In doing so, it can be thought that the
model effectively “extracts out” the signals of the influencing phenomenon from the data.
With these signals extracted out, theoretically the only signals left in the data are the long-
term trend signals. The DLMs we use also extract out the signals of the ozone influencing
phenomena in an essentially equivalent way.
To infer trends with the leftover signal, for the MLR model one method is to construct
additional predictors that are linear/straight lines over a period of time. The MLR model
will then asses the strength of ozone’s relationship to these predictors also, and from this,
an estimation of the assumed to be linear trend in ozone over a region of time is obtained.
The DLMs we use take a different approach. They do not constrict the shape of the trend
to be linear over a wide region of time, instead, they estimate the trends uniquely at any
instant in time. Often, the construction of the linear predictors in the MLR is not well suited
for the ozone data. So, with the MLR model having no better alternative the DLM gains
advantage in this respect. The developed DLM procedure of this thesis work also does a
better job of estimating the statistical significance of trends, where we show in this thesis
that the Prais-Winsten procedure underestimates these more so than the DLM procedure.
For these reasons, it is concluded at the end of this thesis that the DLM procedure is more
suited for ozone trend analysis than the Prais-Winsten estimation procedure. Again, the
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development and implementation of this DLM procedure is the primary result of this thesis
work.
In Chapter 2, we show how the SOO data record is created, give theory behind MLR
and Prais-Winsten estimation, and give the Prais-Winsten estimation results for the SOO
data record. Again, the Prais-Winsten estimation is the primary way in which stratospheric
ozone trends are quantified to date. In Chapter 3, an introduction to the topic of Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is given. MCMC finds itself as an essential component of the
DLM procedure that we develop in this thesis. In Chapter 4, the DLM is introduced. An
introductory build up into the topic of DLMs is provided and we go deep into the underlying
theory behind the DLM estimation equations. We also provide instruction on how to con-
struct a suitable DLM for any given problem. In our case, we show the example of modelling
stratospheric ozone. In Chapter 5, the DLM procedure will finally be presented. This brings
all the topics of this thesis together and describes what is implemented in the software that
goes along with this thesis work. Lastly, in Chapter 6, we show the results of the application
of the DLM procedure to the SOO data record. These results paint a detailed picture of the
long-term ozone trends in the stratosphere.
We note that one of the goals of this thesis is to provide as much detail as possible about
the theoretical background underpinning the two statistical procedures. The idea is for this
thesis to serve as a reference document for this material. There are some longer sections that
contain this information, and much of the details are put into short appendices to make this
thesis more readable. So, since this document is rather long for a master’s thesis, we note
here that these sections of the thesis can be skipped without losing any major context for
future sections. Specifically, the parts that can be skipped are Section 4.1, Section 4.5, and
all of the appendices. Skipping these would bring the required reading down from 234 pages
to a more manageable 124 pages. Further to this, if this is the approach, the derivations and
theoretical background details in the background chapter can also be glossed over.
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2 Background
In this background chapter, we show how the SOO data record is constructed and present
the Prais-Winsten estimation procedure. In Section 2.1 we give a brief overview of the three
instruments that make up the SOO data record, describe what format the SOO data record
is reported in, and describe how data between the instruments are merged. In Section 2.2 we
give all the ozone influencing phenomena that are used as predictors in the MLR model. In
Section 2.4 we give theory for the MLR model and Prais-Winsten estimation, and in Section
2.5 we give the results of the application of the Prais-Winsten estimation procedure to the
SOO data record. These results are the primary way in which stratospheric ozone trends are
quantified to date.
2.1 The SAGE II/OSIRIS/OMPS Merged Data
Record
SAGE II was a NASA instrument onboard the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite that was
operational from 1984 to 2005. It used the limb occultation approach, viewing sunsets and
sunrises in wavelengths from approximately 0.2 µm to 1 µm. Its data is presented with a
spatial sampling of 0.5 km in altitude.
OSIRIS is a Canadian instrument onboard the Swedish Odin satellite that has been
operational since 2002 to the time of writing of this thesis. It uses the limb scattered sunlight
approach, measuring wavelengths from 280 to 800 nm. The SASKTRAN radiative transfer
model is used in combination with the obtained data to retrieve profiles of ozone number
density with a spatial sampling of 1.0 km in altitude. This is a University of Saskatchewan
instrument.
OMPS is a three-part instrument built by Ball Aerospace that is onboard the Suomi
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National Polar-Orbiting Partnership satellite and has been operation since 2011. Its three
parts are its nadir mapper, nadir profiler, and limb profiler. The data the limb profiler
generates is the data that is used in the SOO data record. This part of the instrument
operates similarly to OSIRIS, measuring limb scattered sunlight from 290 to 1000 nm. NASA
uses a radiative transfer model to retrieve profiles of ozone number density, and distribute this
data publicly. However, the atmospheric research group at the University of Saskatchewan
also publishes a similar OMPS data product using the SASKTRAN radiative transfer model
instead. The spatial sampling of this data is 1.0 km in altitude. In this thesis, we use the
SASKTRAN version of the OMPS data.
The SOO data record is reported on a spatial grid of latitude and altitude (not longitude)
and temporally in periods of 1 month. This type of data reporting is referred to by the
atmospheric science community as monthly zonal means (MZM). We choose not to divide
the data by longitude as well because the atmosphere is said to be “well-mixed” longitudinally,
meaning that concentrations of species such as ozone remain relatively constant over longitude
with the same altitude and latitude. So, we decide to average over all longitude in a latitude
region.
To obtain the SOO data record, MZM data of ozone number density is first obtained for
each of the three instruments and then these data are merged into one. Each instrument
makes scans that ultimately result in ozone number density as a function of altitude at some
latitude and longitude. To obtain MZM data, simply all the data that is collected in this
fashion within a month that falls in a given latitude and altitude region is averaged. The
regions we use in this thesis are 10◦ wide in latitude from [65◦ S - 55◦ S] to [55◦ N - 65◦ N]
for a total of 13 latitude regions and 1 km high in altitude from 18.5 km to 50.5 km for a
total of 48 altitude regions. In the following subsection, we discuss how the MZM data from
the three instruments are merged into one data record.
2.1.1 Merging Method
Consider the three ozone number density MZM time series for each of the three instruments
for an individual altitude-latitude region. One set of three time series for a particular altitude-
latitude region is shown in Figure 2.1. To merge the three time series, biases between them
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are first accounted for. Whereby bias we mean a consistent offset between one time series
to another. For example, in Figure 2.1 it can be seen by the eye that in the overlap period
for OMPS and OSIRIS the data of both instruments follow a similar trajectory, but the
OMPS data is consistently larger than the OSIRIS data. The bias between the two time
series is calculated by finding the average difference between them for each of the 12 months
in the overlap period and then averaging these 12 averages. It is done this way instead
of just calculating the average difference without regard for the months so that all months
are weighted equally in the calculation of the bias. Once these are found for both SAGE
II and OMPS relative to OSIRIS, then the SAGE II and OMPS time series are shifted by
these values towards OSIRIS, removing the biases. Following from this each time series is
“deseasonalized”. This means to remove the yearly periodic signal in the data. This is done
by calculating the average value of the time series for each of the 12 months of the year and
subtracting these values from each instance of the corresponding month in the time series.
The result is a time series with a mean of zero where each data point is positive if it is higher
than the average for that month and negative if it is lower than the average. Then, the
average value of the entire OSIRIS time series is added to the three individual time series.
This brings the data back up to its usual height. Then, for months in the overlap periods
where there is data from both instruments, the two values are averaged. Finally, we can
consider what is left after this as one single time series. To calculate a “relative anomaly”
from here, which is what the final SOO data record is reported in, we subtract and then
divide each value by the mean of the entire time series. The final merged time series from
the three time series shown in Figure 2.1 as an example is shown in Figure 2.2.
This process is, of course, carried out for every altitude-latitude region of the data, and
the resulting merged time series make up the SOO data record. We show a heat map in
Figure 2.3 to show the SOO data record in a particular latitude region for all altitudes. A
full picture of the SOO data record would be given by 12 additional plots for each other
latitude region. As for error estimation in these data, the SOO data record is reported with
standard deviations. We do not explain how these are constructed in this thesis.
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Figure 2.1: SAGE II, OSIRIS, and OMPS MZMs at an altitude of 24.5 km and
latitude region of 5◦ to 15◦ N. Overlap periods between two instruments are in gray.

















Figure 2.2: Merged MZM relative anomalies from the data in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.3: Merged SOO MZM relative anomalies for the latitude region 5◦ S to 5◦
N.
2.2 Ozone Influencing Phenomena
There are a number of atmospheric phenomena that stratospheric ozone is known to depend
upon in one region or another. In this section, we give an overview of these phenomena
and show times series “indexes” that describe them. These indexes are used in both Prais-
Winsten and DLM procedures in this thesis. The indexes are obtained from standard sources
about the phenomenon and we then scale them to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation
of 1.
These are phenomena that are, at best, weakly correlated with the yearly seasonal cycle.
So, we find their signals in relative anomaly data records like SOO. The exact mathemat-
ical relationship between ozone in a given altitude-latitude region and these phenomena is
of course not known. In light of this, what we do for the MLR and DLM statistical mod-
els is assume that the relationship is linear. So, we say that an ozone time series can be
approximated as a linear combination of the indexes that are presented in this section as:
OZONE(t) = a1Phenomenon1(t) + a2Phenomenon2(t) + ... (2.1)
where a1, a2, ... are constants. This is discussed further in Section 2.3. The following sections
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discuss the ozone influencing phenomena and the indexes we use to describe them.
2.2.1 The Quasi-Biennial Oscillation
The Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) is a quasiperiodic oscillation of east moving and west
moving wind in the tropical stratospheric region and is known to influence ozone in both the
tropical and subtropical stratosphere. The mean period of the QBO is 28 to 29 months. To
create an index for the QBO we use wind observations collected from radiosonde stations near
the equator, primarily from Singapore. The data is reported as monthly means produced
from daily observations on pressure altitude surfaces of 70, 50, 40, 30, 20, 15, and 10 hPa. It
is known that this data can be considered representative of the stratospheric winds in a belt
around the entire globe near the equator.
Rather than assuming ozone is a linear combination of the data at each of these altitudes,
or only one of these altitudes perhaps, a principal component analysis is performed on the
data for the 7 altitudes to obtain two uncorrelated time series indexes. Each of the 7 altitude
time series can be represented fairly accurately by a linear combination of these two time
series. Therefore, in theory, writing ozone as a linear combination of these for the statistical
models is just as good as writing it as a linear combination of all 7. But, it is in fact
probably better considering that more terms in the linear combination can cause problems
for the statistical models.
We call these two principal components QBOA and QBOB. The generated QBOA and
QBOB time series are shown in Figure 2.4, having been scaled to a mean of 0 and a standard
deviation of 1.
2.2.2 The Solar Cycle
The solar cycle is an 11-year periodic change in the solar activity of the Sun that is known
to influence stratospheric ozone. For the index to describe it, we use what is called the F10.7
index. This is a measurement of flux values emitted from the sun at a wavelength of 10.7
cm. This data has been measured daily in Canada in either Ottawa or Pentiction since 1947
and is reported as monthly means. We call this index the SOLAR index in this thesis and is
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Figure 2.4: The QBOA and QBOB Indexes (principal components of Singapore
winds).
shown in Figure 2.5 scaled to a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.
2.2.3 The El Niño-Southern Oscillation
The El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is associated with warm water that develops in
the east-central pacific ocean that is known to be coupled to many atmospheric phenomena,
including ozone concentration. For the index to describe it, we use what is called the Mul-
tivariate ENSO Index, which is compiled based on six observed variables over the tropical
pacific (sea-level pressure, zonal and meridional components of the surface wind, sea surface
temperature, surface air temperature, and total cloudiness fraction of the sky) (Wolter and
Timlin, 2011). This time series is shown in Figure 2.6, scaled to a mean of 0 and a standard
deviation of 1.
2.2.4 Aerosols
Aerosols are known to interact with ozone and affect their concentration. After the large
eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in 1992, a significant response from ozone is seen in many altitude-
latitude regions of SAGE II data. For the index, we use the aerosol optical depth at 550
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Figure 2.5: The SOLAR Index.

















Figure 2.6: The ENSO Index.
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Figure 2.7: The AOD Index.
nm in the altitude region of 15 to 35 km. This data is published by NASA’s Goddard
Institute for Space Studies. The data is given as a function of latitude and altitude. So, if
desired a separate time series index can be used in the linear combination for ozone for each
corresponding altitude-latitude region of SOO relative anomalies. But, stratospheric aerosol
only really affects ozone in the lower altitudes and there is not much variation in the shape of
these time series with latitude. So, we use a global average of the optical depth data referred
to as our index for the statistical models for all the altitude-latitude regions of SOO. This
time series, scaled to a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, is shown in Figure 2.7.
A large spike in the time series around the year 1992 corresponding to the eruption of Mt.
Pinatubo can be seen. We refer to this index as the aerosol optical depth (AOD) index.
2.2.5 Linear Increases and Decreases
Since the beginning of the SOO data record, there have been trends in ozone concentration
in the positive and negative direction. This has been found to be due to the changing
amount of chlorine in the atmosphere (mostly man-made). In the high altitudes and high to
middle latitudes for most ozone data records, including SOO, it is found that ozone typically
decreases until about the year 1997 and then increases at a slower rate thereafter. We make
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Figure 2.8: The LINEAR POST and LINEAR PRE Indexes.
two time series indexes, like the ones we have presented above, to represent this. They are
shown in Figure 2.8. This index is used in the Prais-Winsten estimation but not the DLM
procedure. The blue line in the figure is 0 before 1997 and linearly increasing after and the
orange line is just the opposite. We refer to these indexes as LINEAR POST and LINEAR
PRE respectively.
2.3 Modelling Ozone
As stated in Section 2.2, we can assume ozone is a linear combination of all the atmospheric
phenomena listed in Section 2.2, including the LINEAR PRE and LINEAR POST indexes
that we defined. More specifically, for the MLR model, we approximate an ozone time series
as,
OZONE(t) = a1QBOA(t) + a2QBOB(t) + a3SOLAR(t) + a4ENSO(t) + a5AOD(t)
+ a6LINEARPRE(t) + a7LINEARPOST (t) + a8, (2.2)
where OZONE(t) is the ozone approximation, QBOA(t), QBOB(t), ..., LINEARPOST (t)
are the time series indexes presented in the last section in Figures 2.4 through 2.8, and
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a1, a2, .., a7 are the coefficients multiplying each of them. A constant a8 is also included
because when finding the coefficients for the MLR model there is often an offset that needs
to be corrected for.
In the next section, we cover the theory of MLR and techniques to estimate these coeffi-
cients, including the Prais-Winsten estimation procedure. Until recently the Prais-Winsten
estimation procedure represented the state-of-the-art for ozone trend analysis. The section
goes into rigorous detail, but simply, with the most common technique, the coefficients are
found such that the sum of the squared differences between the approximation OZONE(t)
and the actual observed time series at each time t is a minimum. The Prais-Winsten esti-
mation is a slight modification to this principle, where an optimization is done considering
that the observed time series may be autocorrelated. This leads to similar, but theoretically
more optimized, estimate and is discussed later in the section after the basic least squares
theory is presented.
2.4 Multiple Linear Regression
Regression analysis is a commonly used statistical technique for investigating the relation-
ship between variables. Multiple linear regression (MLR) allows for the expression of the
relationship between a variable of interest as a linear combination of a set of variables that
the variable of interest is known to depend upon. The variable of interest is often called
the response variable and the variables it depends on are often called predictors, regressors,
or proxies. For the ozone topic of this thesis, we have set up ozone as the response vari-
able and the ozone influencing phenomena, LINEAR PRE, and LINEAR POST indexes as
the predictors. In Section 2.4.1 we cover the background theory for the MLR model using
what is called the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation technique. This paves the way
for Section 2.4.2, where we cover the background theory for what is called the generalized
least squares (GLS) estimation technique and Section 2.4.3 on the Prais-Winsten estimation.
Prais-Winsten estimation is a procedure that is fundamentally a GLS estimation technique
that optimizes a given MLR model and improves the error analysis. In Section 2.4.5 we show
how to quantify statistical uncertainty in the MLR model, and in Section 2.4.6 we summarize
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the Prais-Winsten estimation algorithm for easy reference.
2.4.1 Basic Theory
If there are k predictors with known values x1, x2, ..., xk then the MLR model treats the
response variable Y as a random variable and assumes that its expected value is a linear
combination of the predictors. So we have,
E[Y ] = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + ...+ βkxk, (2.3)
where β1, ..., βk are the linear coefficients of the predictors and β0 is an added constant term
that is necessary for almost all problems in practice. These coefficients are referred to as the
regression coefficients.
The variance of the random variable Y can be defined as σ2. So, if we define a random
variable e to have expectation 0 and variance σ2 (to denote this we simply write e ∼ [0, σ2])
then Y can be written as,
Y = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + ...+ βkxk + e, e ∼ [0, σ2]. (2.4)
Consider now that the values of the predictors change with time, and that there are n
known sets of these values at various times. The predictor variable sets will be defined as,
(x11, x21, ..., xk1), (x12, x22, ..., xk2), ..., (x1n, x2n, ..., xkn). (2.5)
Then, the random variables Y1, Y2, ..., Yn, which we define to represent the response variable
for each predictor variable set, are then specified as,
Yi = β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i + ...+ βkxki + ei, ei ∼ [0, σ2] i = 1, 2, ..., n, (2.6)
where the ei are independent random variables with mean 0 and variance σ2. This is now the
typical form that the MLR model is presented as. Furthermore, Equation 2.6 can be written
more compactly in matrix form as,
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Y = Xβ + e, e ∼ [0, σ2I], (2.7)
where Y is a n x 1 vector of the random variables Y1, Y2, ..., Yn, X is an n x (k + 1) matrix
of each of the predictor variable sets with a first column of 1’s, β is a (k + 1) x 1 vector of
the regression coefficients, and e is an n x 1 vector of the random variables e1, e2, ..., en.
Lastly, it should be noted that for the MLR model, there is no reason that we need to
assume all the ei are the same random variables. But, we will work under this assumption for
now and see later via the Gauss-Markov theorem that the least squares estimate we use for
the β coefficients is optimal in a sense under this assumption. Furthermore, we will use our
understanding of this to find a similar optimal estimate when this assumption does not hold.
This is the main idea behind the GLS estimation technique discussed later in Section 2.4.2.
But, note that under this assumption the covariance matrix of e and Y is σ2I as shown in
Equation 2.7. This follows clearly from the fact that the ei are independent, meaning that,
E[ekej] =
σ
2 k = j
0 k 6= j
. (2.8)
The interpretation of this covariance matrix is that the variance of the errors (or just as well,
the variance of the Yi’s) is the same for all indexes 1 to n and that there is no correlation
from one index to another.
2.4.1.1 Determining Model Parameters
The model of the response variable is fully specified by the model parameters β0, ..., βk, and
σ2. If these parameters are not known then they can be estimated from measurements.
Consider that n measurements of the response variable are made that we denote by the
values y1, y2, ..., yn, and that they correspond to each predictor variable set. Specifically, the
following tuples are observed:
(y1, x11, x21, ..., xk1), (y2, x12, x22, ..., xk2), ..., (yn, x1n, x2n, ..., xkn). (2.9)
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As a side note, notice that this is the case we have for the ozone problem of this thesis. We
have monthly ozone data as the measurements, yi, and monthly ozone influencing phenomena
as the predictor variables, xij.
Now, owing to the form of the MLR model that has been given, the following n equations
can be written:
y1 = β0 + β1x11 + β2x21 + ...+ βkxk1 + ε1
...
yn = β0 + β1x1n + β2x2n + ...+ βkxkn + εn,
(2.10)
where the εi’s are numbers that make these equations hold given the tuples of 2.9 and
whatever regression coefficients are used. The method most widely used to estimate the
regression coefficient model parameters β0, ..., βk is to choose them so that the sum of the
squares of the εi’s in these equations are minimized (i.e. ε21 + ε22 + ...+ ε2n is minimized). This
is called the method of least squares or OLS.
This minimization problem can be easier solved if the equations of 2.10 are written in
matrix form. So, we write these equations as,
y = Xβ + ε, (2.11)
where y is an n x 1 vector with elements y1, ..., yn, ε is an n x 1 vector with elements ε1, ..., εn,
and X and β have been defined previously. The sum of the squares of the εi’s will now be
written and minimized with respect to β. This sum, S(β), is given by,
S(β) = εTε = (y −Xβ)T (y −Xβ), (2.12)
and the solution for β from setting dS(β)/dβ = 0 is (see Appendix A for these details)
β∗ = (XTX)−1XTy. (2.13)
This is the OLS estimate of the regression coefficients for an MLR model given the observa-
tions specified by 2.9. We define this quantity as β∗.
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To estimate the final MLR model parameter σ2, Equation 2.11 will be rewritten with the
OLS estimate β∗ as,
y = Xβ∗ + ε∗, (2.14)
where the elements of the ε∗ vector in this equation are called the residuals. The residuals
are the differences between the observed values y and the estimated mean values of Y, Xβ∗.
The residuals ε∗ are often confused with the errors e by beginners, so we make sure to make
the distinction here. Now, an unbiased estimate of σ2 can be obtained from these residuals
and is given by (see Appendix B for proof that this is unbiased and see Appendix C for the







n− (k + 1)
. (2.15)
2.4.1.2 The Ordinary Least Squares Estimator
By substituting Y in place of y in Equation 2.13, the OLS regression coefficient estimator,
which we define as β̂, is obtained as,
β̂ = (XTX)−1XTY. (2.16)
The covariance matrix and expected value of β̂ will now be computed. Taking the expected
value of Equation 2.16 it is found that
E[β̂] = (XTX)−1XTE[Y] = (XTX)−1XTXβ = β. (2.17)
Therefore, β̂ is an unbiased estimator of β. Taking the covariance of Equation 2.16 (using
the identity shown in Appendix D) gives
Cov[β̂] = (XTX)−1XTCov[Y]X(XTX)−1. (2.18)
Now, since Cov[Y] = σ2I under the assumption discussed prior, this can be simplified to
Cov[β̂] = σ2(XTX)−1. (2.19)
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2.4.2 Generalized Least Squares Estimation
With the assumption discussed that the expected value and covariance matrix of the errors
is a zero vector and σ2I respectively, the Gauss-Markov theorem states that the OLS estima-
tor of the regression coefficients given by Equation 2.13 is the unbiased estimator with the
minimum variance out of all other possible linear in Y estimators (see Appendix E for this
proof). So, the estimator is optimal in this sense, and this is typically called the best linear
unbiased estimator (BLUE). If this assumption does not hold however, the OLS estimate
can be altered so that a BLUE is still obtained. This is called the Generalized Least Squares
(GLS) estimate. This is only possible however if another covariance structure of the errors is
specified. The theory behind this GLS estimate is that in knowing the true covariance struc-
ture a transformation can be made to the MLR model equation such that the error term
becomes a constant multiplied by the identity matrix yet again. This technique is described
in this section.
To determine whether data warrants the use of the GLS over the OLS, we can look at
the residuals of the MLR model using the OLS estimate. Essentially, if the assumption of
the errors ei all being the same and uncorrelated is good, then the residuals should closely
approximate draws from the probability distribution of the random variable ei. If this is not
the case then there is something about the MLR model that does not accurately represent the
given data. Often, but not always, this can just be the assumption about the errors ei being
all the same. If this is the case then this is the indication that the GLS estimation is better
for the given data (assuming that some reasonable estimation about the true covariance
structure of the errors can be made). There are more rigorous mathematical ways to assess
the residuals for this, but often it is just recommended to look at scatter plots of the residuals
versus its index and see if the plot resembles draws from the assumed ei or not. If it does
not, then a person can usually see in what way it does not. For example, if we look at the
residuals using OLS estimation for SOO ozone data at various altitude-latitude regions, we
often see that the values at one time are likely to be similar to the values at the time previous.
This indicates that the ozone data is probably serially correlated.
In Section 2.4.2.1 the GLS technique of transforming the MLR model equation is shown.
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In Section 2.4.2.2 the GLS estimate of the regression coefficients is given, and in Section
2.4.2.3 a general method for estimating the covariance structure of the errors so that the
GLS can be used in practice is given.
2.4.2.1 The Transformed Model
Instead of assuming the covariance matrix of e is σ2I, like in the MLR model we have
already presented, a general covariance matrix in the form of a2V is assumed, where V is
some symmetric positive definite matrix and a2 is a positive constant. So, the MLR model
equation becomes
Y = Xβ + e, e ∼ [0, a2V]. (2.20)
Since V is a symmetric positive definite matrix, a Cholesky decomposition can be per-
formed on it such that V = KKT , where the decomposition is unique (i.e. there exists only
one matrix K that satisfies this). For convenience we will define G as K−1. Now, the primary
property that allows for the GLS technique to work in finding the BLUE is that it turns out
that the covariance matrix of Ge is a2I. So, the MLR model equation can be right multiplied
by the matrix G,
GY = GXβ +Ge, e ∼ [0, a2V], (2.21)
so that the final term has a covariance structure of a2I. This is in principal identical to
the MLR model we had before. We can just consider GY to be Y from before, GX to
be X from before, and Ge to be e from before and it is the same model equation. Then
importantly, since the Ge term has covariance a2I, we know that the least squares estimate
of the regression coefficients with this transformed model results in a BLUE. Lastly, we give
the simple proof that the covariance matrix of Ge is a2I,
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2.4.2.2 The Regression Coefficient Estimates
To find the GLS estimate of the regression coefficients we can use the same technique as for
the OLS estimate where we wrote n equations for each of the data observations defined by
2.9. We can show this as,
Gy = GXβ + ε. (2.23)
Again, minimizing the sum of the squares of the elements of ε results in the GLS BLUE.
Alternatively, we could easily just use our knowledge of the transformed MLR model equation
and the OLS estimate obtained prior to quickly find the GLS estimate (see Appendix A for
these details). The GLS estimate is given as,
β∗ = (XTV−1X)−1XTV−1y, (2.24)
and the corresponding estimator is
β̂ = (XTV−1X)−1XTV−1Y, (2.25)
using the same notation that we used for OLS of β∗ and β̂.
The expected value and covariance matrix of this estimator will now be computed. The
expected value is calculated as,
E[β̂] = (XTV−1X)−1XTV−1E[Y] = (XTV−1X)−1XTV−1Xβ = β. (2.26)
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Therefore, β̂ is unbiased (as we already know should be the case from the Gauss-Markov
theorem). By taking the covariance, the covariance matrix of this estimator is found to be,
Cov[β̂] = (XTV−1X)−1XTV−1Cov[Y]V−1X(XTV−1X)−1 (2.27)
= (XTV−1X)−1XTV−1a2VV−1X(XTV−1X)−1 (2.28)
= a2(XTV−1X)−1. (2.29)
2.4.2.3 Estimating the Matrix V
To perform a GLS estimation, it is required that the matrix V is known. Unfortunately,
in most applications it is not known, nor is it simple to determine what it is. However, an
estimate of V can be obtained by a method known as Feasible Generalized Least Squares
(FGLS). The idea behind FGLS is to first perform the OLS estimate so that the resulting
residuals can be used to estimate V. Then, this estimated V is used to perform a GLS
estimation, to hopefully obtain a better estimate than OLS. To improve this estimate further,
residuals from the GLS estimation are used to update the estimate of V so that another
GLS estimation can be performed. This is then done iteratively in the method known as
FGLS until sequential V’s vary by less than some tolerance. The Prais-Winsten estimation
procedure that we use for stratospheric ozone is a special case of FGLS, the Prais-Winsten
estimation is the content of the next section. Let us define the general structure of a2V for
the MLR model with the GLS technique as,
a2V =

Var[e1] Cov[e1, e2] . . . Cov[e1, en]
Cov[e1, e2] Var[e2] . . . Cov[e2, en]
... ... . . . ...
Cov[e1, en] Cov[e2, en] . . . Var[en]
 , (2.30)
where e1, ..., en are the elements of e.
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2.4.3 Prais-Winsten Estimation
The Prais-Winsten estimation procedure can be used to estimate V for the GLS estimation
when it is assumed that the only covariance structure in the errors e is autocorrelation (Prais
and Winsten, 1954). More specifically, when this autocorrelation is assumed to be described
by an autoregressive model of first order (denoted as AR(1)).
The AR(1) model for a data sequence z1, ..., zn modelled by the random variables Z1, ..., Zn
is given as,
Zi = c+ ρZi−1 + ξi, ξi ∼ [0, σ2e ] i = 2, 3, ..., n, (2.31)
where ρ is the main parameter of the model that correlates the previous index to the current
index, c is a constant, and ξ2, ...ξn are independent random variables with mean 0 and variance
σ2e . This is called an autoregressive model because it actually has the structure of an MLR
model. It effectively is an MLR model with Zt−1 as the single regressor.
We will now calculate the theoretical a2V matrix given in Equation 2.30 when the error
random variables e1, ..., en of the MLR model are assumed to be described by an AR(1) model
such that,
ei = ρei−1 + ξi, ξi ∼ [0, σ2e ] i = 2, 3, ..., n. (2.32)
We drop the constant c for this because we have E[ei] = 0 for all i in the MLR model. To
calculate the diagonal elements of a2V, we take the variance of Equation 2.32,
Var[ei] = Var[ρei−1] + Var[ξi] (2.33)
= ρ2V ar(ei−1) + σ
2
e . (2.34)
Since the assumption of equal variances of all the errors is being made (i.e. V ar(ei) =






For all the off-diagonal elements of a2V, the covariance of ei and ei−s will be found where s
represents the difference in the index between the two random variables. First, notice that
the following equation can be written:
ei−1 = ρei−2 + ξi−1. (2.36)
Using this equation and Equation 2.32, it can be written that
ei = ρ
2ei−2 + ρξi−1 + ξi. (2.37)











Now, using the definition of the covariance of random variables we have,
















The fourth step requires noticing that E[ξaeb] = 0 for a > b. So, by putting these results into
the general matrix specified by Equation 2.30, we have a2V under this AR(1) autocorrelation













1−ρ2 . . .
ρn−2
1−ρ2








Furthermore, it can be verified that V−1 is (see Appendix F for details)
V−1 =

1 −ρ 0 . . . 0 0
−ρ 1 + ρ2 −ρ . . . 0 0
0 −ρ 1 + ρ2 . . . 0 0
... ... ... . . . ... ...
0 0 0 . . . 1 + ρ2 −ρ
0 0 0 . . . −ρ 1

, (2.47)




1− ρ2 0 0 . . . 0 0
−ρ 1 0 . . . 0 0
0 −ρ 1 . . . 0 0
... ... ... . . . ... ...
0 0 0 . . . 1 0
0 0 0 . . . −ρ 1

. (2.48)
2.4.3.1 Prais-Winsten Estimation with Missing Data
In the previous section, V was explicitly calculated from its general form, its inverse was then
found, and then the Cholesky decomposition of this inverse was done to find the matrix G.
Even though G is not necessarily needed to estimate β̂ or Cov[β̂] for the GLS model with
V−1 given, it is informative from a theoretical perspective since it is the matrix applied to
transform the MLR model equation. Alternatively to the approach in the previous section,
a matrix M could have been found such that Cov[Me] = a2I. Then, considering the proof
carried out in Equation 2.22, it can be concluded that such a matrix must equal the matrix
G. If G can be found in this way then V−1 is automatically known by a matrix multiplication
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(i.e. V−1 = GTG). The problem of correcting for missing observations is looked at with this
alternative approach.
First, we will give the verification that the G we have already seen in Equation 2.48
without considering missing data results in Cov[Ge] = a2I. Then we will do the same for
another G, given by reference (Savin and White, 1978), that accounts for missing data.




1− ρ2 0 0 . . . 0 0
−ρ 1 0 . . . 0 0
0 −ρ 1 . . . 0 0
... ... ... . . . ... ...
0 0 0 . . . 1 0































The last step is done with Equation 2.32. The covariance matrix of this vector is
Cov[Ge] = E[Ge(Ge)T ]− E[Ge]E[Ge]T (2.50)
= E[Ge(Ge)T ]. (2.51)
Now, since E[ξtξs] = 0 for any non-equal t and s and E[ξte1] = 0 for any t > 1, all off-diagonal
elements of Cov[Ge] are zero. For the diagonal elements, we know that E[ξ2t ] = σ2e for any
t, and therefore we know all the diagonal elements except for the first are σ2e . For the first
element, the expectation can be carried out as,
E[(
√
1− ρ2e1)2] = (1− ρ2)E[e21] = (1− ρ2)
σ2e
(1− ρ2)
= σ2e , (2.52)
noticing that E[e21] = V ar(e1). So, the covariance matrix Cov[Ge] with G specified in
Equation 2.48 is indeed a2I where a2 = σ2e . Therefore, we can conclude that this is the
correct matrix G that should be used in the GLS theory for an AR(1) covariance structure
in the errors, in the absence of missing observations.
Now, we will give the matrix G for missing observations and then verify that it gives
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Cov[Ge] = σ2eI, like we have just done above. When there are m missing observations




1− ρ2 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 0 0
−ρ 1 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 0 0
... ... . . . ... ... ... ... ...
0 0 . . . 1 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 . . . −gρm+1 g 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 . . . 0 −ρ 1 . . . 0 0
... ... ... ... ... . . . ... ...
0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 1 0
0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . −ρ 1

(2.53)























To simplify the −gρm+1es + ges+m+1 expression that shows up, we can see from Equation







and therefore we can also write,



































Now, like before we have Cov[Ge] = E[Ge(Ge)T ], and since E[ξtξs] = 0 for any non-equal t
and s and E[ξte1] = 0 for any t > 1, all off-diagonal elements of Cov[Ge] are zero. For the
diagonal elements, all but one of them are effectively the same as before, so are clearly σ2e .

























= σ2e . (2.62)
So, since we have Cov[Gε] = σ2eI again, it follows that for a single gap of missing obser-
vations of size m the matrix G defined in Equation 2.53 is the unique matrix which gives
V−1 = GTG for the GLS technique assuming an AR(1) covariance structure in the errors.
Furthermore, if there are multiple gaps of missing observations of any size m, it is easy to
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see how G is modified (i.e. the −gρm+1 and g matrix elements are inserted in the proper
locations in place of −ρ and 1 respectively).
For those more concerned with theory, we make one final note. From this verification,
it can be seen with a little extra thought how the matrix G could be found in an almost
systematic way. This gives insight into how this matrix was discovered in the first place. In
(Savin and White, 1978) this verification is not shown explicitly; the matrix is just given.
So, this insight could have been lost.
2.4.3.2 Estimating ρ and σ2e
In order to estimate β̂ and Cov[β̂] in the Prais-Winsten procedure it should be noted that
estimates of ρ and σ2e are needed (ρ is the only parameter V−1 depends upon, and σ2e shows
up right in the equation for Cov[β̂] if you recall that a = σ2e). In practice, these are in fact
estimated with an OLS regression on the AR(1) model we have written for the error terms.
This model is stated again here for convenience as,
ei = ρei−1 + ξi, ξi ∼ [0, σ2e ] i = 2, 3, ..., n. (2.63)
Using the general notation presented before for OLS estimation, the variable ρ would be
the only regression coefficient and is estimated with Equation 2.13, while σ2e is estimated
with Equation 2.15. To be completely specific, the matrix X (vector in this case of a single
regressor) and data vector y for this MLR model are given as,













where we have defined the variables Xp and yp to represent these vectors for this specific
regression, and ε1, ..., εn are the residuals for some MLR model estimation on the data. So,
we note that in order to run this OLS estimate for ρ (and to estimate σ2e), residuals for an
MLR model (likely using OLS estimation itself) must first be obtained. For notation, let us




We have now given all the tools needed to use the Prais-Winsten FGLS method of itera-
tively calculating a GLS estimate until it is found that the matrix V varies by less than some
tolerance. Again, the FGLS procedure first runs the OLS and uses its residuals to estimate
ρ (with the OLS given in this section). This ρ∗ gives an estimate of V, so the GLS can then
be run. The GLS is then run iteratively, using the residuals to get new estimates of ρ each
time, until we decide to stop when V (or just ρ∗ for this Prais-Winsten case) varies by less
than some tolerance. This algorithm is given in a table in Section 2.4.6 after the next two
sections on the model fit and confidence intervals.
2.4.4 The Model Fit
In this section, we give the model fit (the point estimates of the data y1, ..., yn that a model
provides) for the MLR model. It should come as no surprise that for both the OLS and GLS
estimation techniques this estimate is Xβ∗. We denote this model fit as Y∗. The model fit
estimator, which we define as Ŷ, is given as,
Ŷ = Xβ̂, (2.66)
and its excepted value is the model fit Y∗,
E[Ŷ] = XE[β̂] = Xβ∗ = Y∗. (2.67)
Taking the covariance, the covariance matrix of this estimator is found to be,
Cov[Ŷ] = XCov[β̂]XT . (2.68)
So, for OLS estimation we have,
Cov[Ŷ] = σ2X(XTX)−1XT , (2.69)
and for GLS estimation we have,
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Cov[Ŷ] = a2X(XTV−1X)−1XT . (2.70)
2.4.5 Confidence Intervals
In this section, we show how to quantify how precisely the MLR regression coefficients and
model fit are estimated. This is done by creating confidence intervals.
2.4.5.1 Confidence Intervals on the Regression Coefficients
Determining confidence intervals for the regression coefficient estimates requires an additional
assumption for the MLR model. Until now, the type of distribution of the error terms has
not been specified, only its mean and covariance given. If these error terms are assumed to be
Gaussian distributed, then Y is also Gaussian distributed, and therefore β̂ is also Gaussian
distributed since it is a linear function of Y (because linear operations on Gaussian distributed
random vectors result in Gaussian distributed random vectors). In practice, this is typically
a good assumption because of the prevalence of Gaussian noise in nature. Some resources
on MLR make this assumption immediately, but it has not technically been necessary until
now. With this assumption the MLR model equation we wrote for OLS estimation becomes
Y = Xβ + e, e ∼ N [0, σ2I], (2.71)
and the MLR model equation we wrote for GLS estimation becomes
Y = Xβ + e, e ∼ N [0, a2V]. (2.72)
The only difference in these from the model equations presented previously is the “N” to de-
note that the random vector is Gaussian distributed with the specified mean and covariance.
First we will consider confidence intervals for OLS estimation. Recall that Cov[β̂] is given
by,
Cov[β̂] = σ2(XTX)−1, (2.73)
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for the OLS estimation. If we denote (XTX)−1ii as the ith diagonal element of (XTX)−1 then
the quantity σ
√
(XTX)−1ii is the square root of the ith diagonal element of Cov[β̂], and this
quantity is the standard deviation of β̂i (if we define β̂i as the ith element of β̂). Now, given







is the standard normal (Gaussian) random variable (Appendix G gives an understanding of
why this is a standard normal random variable). So, this random variable could be used
to create confidence intervals. However, this is typically not possible because the value of
σ is rarely known in practice. But, an estimate of σ can be obtained from Equation 2.15
by taking the square root of the estimate σ2∗ . Lets likewise denote this estimate as σ∗ and







which turns out to be t distributed with n − (k + 1) degrees of freedom. So, in practice we
use this random variable to obtain confidence intervals on the regression coefficients. The
100(1 − α)% confidence interval for a regression coefficient βi is therefore defined by the
bounds,
lower bound: β∗i − tα/2,n−(k+1)σ∗
√
(XTX)−1ii
upper bound: β∗i + tα/2,n−(k+1)σ∗
√
(XTX)−1ii , (2.76)
where tα/2,n−(k+1) is the critical value of a t distribution with a significance level of α/2 and
n− (k + 1) degrees of freedom.
If we wish to know the confidence level of the sign of β∗i , which is something we will do
when we report the results for the MLR model on the SOO data record, then we find the








Then, the confidence level of the sign is 100(1− α)% given the found α. Lastly for the OLS




since it is clearly of interest to calculate with the square of its diagonal elements showing up
in our confidence interval.




Again, we can not use the standard normal random variable for confidence intervals unless
we know σe. Instead, we can use Equation 2.15 from the OLS regression described in Section





and the confidence intervals from the t distributed random variable become
lower bound: β∗i − tα/2,n−2σ∗e
√
(XTV−1X)−1ii
upper bound: β∗i + tα/2,n−2σ∗e
√
(XTV−1X)−1ii . (2.81)
The difference in the GLS Prais-Winsten case is that we have n−2 degrees of freedom instead
of n − (k + 1). This works out this way because the OLS described in Section 2.4.3.2 is on
data of length n− 1 and there is only a single regression coefficient (i.e. k = 1). Appendix H
can be seen for more detail on these t distributions for creating confidence intervals in both
the OLS and Prais-Winsten cases. Lastly, the 100(1−α)% confidence level for the sign of β∗i









2.4.5.2 Confidence Intervals on the Model Fit
For confidence intervals on the model fit we have a similar situation to the regression coeffi-
cients. Cov[Ŷ] is not typically known in the OLS or GLS Prais-Winsten cases because σ2 or
σ2e is not known. But similarly, with the estimates σ2
∗ and σ2∗e we can create t distributed









for the GLS estimation and the Prais-Winsten estimation procedure. Then, for the OLS
case for example, we can create a t distributed random variable with n− (k + 1) degrees of
freedom as,
T =
Ŷi − Y ∗i√
Cov[Ŷ]∗ii
. (2.85)
So, the 100(1− α)% confidence interval for a data point Yi is defined by,
lower bound: Y ∗i − tα/2,n−(k+1)
√
Cov[Ŷ]∗ii
upper bound: Y ∗i + tα/2,n−(k+1)
√
Cov[Ŷ]∗ii. (2.86)
Similarly, the 100(1−α)% confidence interval for the Prais-Winsten estimation is defined by,
lower bound: Y ∗i − tα/2,n−2
√
Cov[Ŷ]∗ii
upper bound: Y ∗i + tα/2,n−2
√
Cov[Ŷ]∗ii. (2.87)
Where again, there is n− 2 degrees of freedom for this one.
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2.4.6 An Implementation of the Prais-Winsten Algorithm
In this section, an implementation of the Prais-Winsten MLR algorithm, the state-of-the-art
for stratospheric ozone trend analysis, is given. This is done in the table below. The various
variables in this table are defined and used in the previous sections, and the algorithm is the
complete Prais-Winsten FGLS algorithm that has already been described. So, only a brief
explanation of some of the implementation details are given here.
The tolerance variable t is the defined value that the difference between successive esti-
mates of ρ has to be lower than before the procedure stops. When the while loop breaks
based on this rule, the last GLS estimate (obtained using the last estimate of ρ) is stored
in the β∗ variable. This is essentially the primary result of the algorithm. This is then the
appropriate time to calculate the quantities of Cov[β̂]∗, the model fit Y∗, and Cov[Ŷ]∗, since
these are all likely desired by the modeller. So, we add these calculations to the algorithm
in steps 14 through 17. As a byproduct, we also have estimates of the parameters ρ∗ and
σ2
∗
e which are related to the autocorrelation in the data y. Lastly, note that in steps 2 and
3 the variables α and ρprev are set so that there are a least two iterations of the while loop
done. This means that there are at least two GLS estimates performed after the first OLS
estimate.
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Algorithm 1 Prais-Winsten MLR Algorithm
Input: Data y, regressors X, tolerance t for when the iteration should end
Output: GLS regression coefficient estimates β∗, the covariance matrix Cov[β̂]∗, the model




1: Perform the OLS estimate. Set: β∗ = (XTX)−1XTy
2: Set: α = 1
3: Set: ρprev = 2
4: while α > t do
5: Calculate the residuals. Set: ε∗ = y −Xβ∗
6: Construct Xp and yp from the residuals ε∗
7: Perform the OLS estimate of ρ. Set: ρ∗ = (XTpXp)−1XTp yp
8: Construct the matrix G using ρ = ρ∗
9: Set: V−1 = GTG
10: Perform the GLS estimate. Set: β∗ = (XTV−1X)−1XTV−1y
11: Set: α = |ρprev − ρ∗|
12: Set: ρprev = ρ∗
13: end while





15: Calculate the covariance matrix: Cov[β̂]∗ = σ2e
∗
(XTV−1X)−1
16: Calculate the model fit: Y∗ = Xβ∗
17: Calculate the covariance matrix: Cov[Ŷ]∗ = σ2∗e X(XTV−1X)−1XT
2.5 Prais-Winsten Estimation Results
In this section, the results from applying the Prais-Winsten MLR algorithm on the SOO
relative anomaly data record are shown. For regressors, all of the indexes given in Section
2.2 are used. In the first section, the results for a single altitude-latitude time series are
shown in detail and in the next section, we illustrate the results for all the altitude-latitude
regions. The tolerance t (referring to Section 2.4.6) used for these is 0.01.
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2.5.1 Example Time Series
In this section, the results at an altitude of 42.5 km and latitude region of 35◦ to 45◦ N are
given. This altitude-latitude region has been selected because it is the region where a strong
negative trend is seen from the beginning until about 1997 and a smaller positive looking
trend afterward. This data is shown as the blue dots in Figure 2.9. The regression coefficient
estimates a1, ..., a8 (referring to Equation 2.2) are,
[
−0.0062 −0.0090 0.0066 0.0024 0.0017 −0.0796 0.0293 −0.0369
]
, (2.88)
and their standard deviations are (square root of the diagonal elements of Cov[β̂]∗),
[
0.0026 0.0026 0.0029 0.0027 0.0032 0.0093 0.0049 0.0055
]
. (2.89)
The AR(1) coefficient ρ converged upon by the Prais-Winsten algorithm is 0.43, and the
estimated variance of the AR(1) process σ2∗e is 0.00094. The model fit for each index of
the time series is shown as the orange line in Figure 2.9 with their 95% confidence intervals
spanning the shaded region. We also show each of the 8 components of the model fit separately
in Figure 2.10 (the sum is the model fit).
2.5.2 Results for the SAGE II/OSIRIS/OMPS Data Record
In this section, the same MLR results presented in the last section are shown, but for all
altitude-latitude regions in the SOO data record. To do this, we illustrate the regression
coefficients on heat maps with dimensions of altitude and latitude for each regressor. These
are shown in Figures 2.11 and 2.12. Figure 2.11 is of the ozone influencing phenomena and
Figure 2.12 is of the LINEAR PRE and LINEAR POST regressors multiplied by a number
that converts them into the units of linear percent change per decade. This number is the
change of each linear index term over 10 years multiplied by 100%. To give an idea of the
certainty of the sign of these coefficients, we overlay solid, dashed, and dotted contours that
show the percent confidence level that the estimated sign is correct. Recall that this can be
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Figure 2.9: MLR model fit. SOO 42.5 km altitude 35◦ to 45◦ N latitude.


























Figure 2.10: Components of MLR model fit. SOO 42.5 km altitude 35◦ to 45◦ N
latitude.
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calculated with Equation 2.82. The solid dashed and dotted lines represent the 80%, 90%,
and 95% bounds respectively.
Lastly, in Figure 2.13 we show the converged AR(1) coefficients for each altitude-latitude
region. Something that has not been done yet with this Prais-Winsten procedure, new to
this thesis, is that we also show estimated 95% confidence intervals for the AR(1) coefficients
in Figure 2.13. This is possible because if we assume the error term in the AR(1) model
equation (Equation 2.32) is Gaussian distributed, then we can construct confidence intervals
with t-critical values as we have already seen in this thesis. For instance, the variance of the







and the 100(1− α)% confidence interval is then given as,
lower bound: ρ∗ − tα/2,n
√
V ar(ρ̂)∗
upper bound: ρ∗ + tα/2,n
√
V ar(ρ̂)∗. (2.91)
In this chapter, the SOO data record has been described and the current state-of-the-
art method of quantifying trends in stratospheric ozone has been presented. The following
chapter begins to outline some background material for the developed DLM procedure of this
thesis work.
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Figure 2.11: Ozone Influencing Phenomena Regression Coefficients
.
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Figure 2.12: LINEAR PRE and LINEAR POST regression coefficients, converted to
units of percent change per decade.
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(b) 95% confidence interval lower bound
























(c) 95% confidence interval upper bound
Figure 2.13: Estimated ρ from Prais-Winsten Procedure.
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3 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
In this chapter, we cover the topic of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). MCMC finds
itself as an essential part of the DLM procedure developed in this thesis. It is used to estimate
a DLM’s unknown input parameters. Without this capability, we would be guessing on these
parameters. This is all that will be said for motivation for now, and we treat the topic
of MCMC very independently in this chapter, giving a good foundation into it, while not
referring to any of the other topics of this thesis. It should be noted that MCMC does not
come up again in this thesis until Chapter 5 when the DLM procedure is finally described.
When reading this thesis completely through, this chapter and Chapter 4 can be read in
either order.
At the core, MCMC methods are algorithms that allow for the drawing of a sample
from any probability distribution. This is done by drawing individual random values, and
repeating this until a sample of the desired size is obtained. Drawing random values from
a probability distribution is not a straight forward thing. However, there exist methods to
draw random values from Gaussian and uniform distributions. For any other probability dis-
tribution, MCMC methods can be used. As we will see in this chapter, all that is required to
use them is actually the capability to draw random values from a uniform distribution, and
usually, a Gaussian distribution, which as we said we already have the capability. In Section
3.1 we give the most fundamental of these algorithms called the Metropolis-Hastings algo-
rithm. In Section 3.2 we give the MCMC concepts of convergence, visual diagnoses, burn-in,
acceptance rate, and thinning. In Section 3.3 we discuss the parameter of the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm called the “proposal distribution”, which is essential for practitioners
to tune to their individual problem. In Section 3.4 we extend the Metropolis-Hastings al-
gorithm to multivariate probability distributions. This extension is quite straight forward.
Lastly, in Section 3.5 we give for reference a more complete Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
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incorporating some of the topics covered throughout the chapter.
3.1 The Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, like all MCMC algorithms, allows for the sampling from
a probability distribution. Consider a probability distribution function p(x) that we wish to
draw a sample from, and consider that we have a function g(x) such that p(x) ∝ g(x). Also,
consider any conditional probability distribution function that we define as q(a|b). With
these, the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm proceeds as shown in the table below. The result
when complete is that the sequence x1, x2, ..., xm is a sample of size m from p(x). However,
it is important to note that this is only an approximation. What the theory behind the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm tells us (theory that we do not give in this thesis) is that we
only have a limiting case result in that if m is infinite then the sequence x1, x2, ..., xm is a
sample of infinite size from p(x), without approximation.
Algorithm 2 Metropolis-Hastings
Input: Initial state, the number of iterations to perform m
Output: A sequence of m numbers x1, x2, ..., xm that is a sample (approximately) from p(x)
1: Initialization: Set: x1 = initial state
2: for i = 2 : m do
3: Set: x′ = a random draw from the probability distribution q(x|xi−1)
4: Set: α = g(x
′)q(xi−1|x′)
g(xi−1)q(x′|xi−1)
5: Set: u = a random number between 0 and 1
6: if α > u then
7: Set: xi = x′
8: else
9: Set: xi = xi−1
10: end if
11: end for
For a brief discussion of this algorithm, we make several notes while also defining various
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MCMC jargon terms. It can be seen that the “if” statement in the algorithm amounts to
setting xi = x′ if α ≥ 1 and otherwise, if α < 1 setting xi = x′ 100α% of the time and
setting xi = xi−1 the other 100(1 − α)% of the time. The value x′ is commonly referred to
as a “candidate” because it is a number that is sampled from q(a|b) and then, in the jargon
of MCMC, is either “accepted” or “rejected”. It is accepted if the algorithm ends up setting
xi = x
′ and rejected if not. The q(a|b) distribution that randomly generates the candidates
is referred to as the “proposal distribution” in light of this. You may also see it referred to
less commonly as the “jumping distribution”.
Now, other than the ability to perform arithmetic and compare numbers, take note that
this algorithm requires two additional capabilities, that random draws from the proposal
distribution can be taken and that random draws from a uniform distribution between 0 and
1 can be taken. Furthermore, note that the only required information about p(x) to use this
algorithm is that we are able to evaluate some function g(x) that it is proportional to. Of
course, if p(x) can be evaluated itself it can be used as g(x) in the algorithm.
There are a few more MCMC jargon terms that will be cleared up. One is that p(x)
is referred to as the “target distribution”. We say this since it is the distribution we are
“aiming” to draw a sample from. Another is that we refer to the sequence x1, x2, ..., xm as
a “chain”. Lastly, as the algorithm runs we say that the last value of xi to be saved is the
“state” of the MCMC “process” or MCMC “experiment”. It should be noted also that this
algorithm requires as input an initial state, which as we see is set to x1, the first sample from
the target distribution.
3.2 Convergence, Visual Diagnoses, Burn-in,
Acceptance Rate, and Thinning
In this section, the MCMC topics of Convergence, Visual Diagnoses, Burn-in, acceptance
rate, and thinning are defined and discussed.
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Again, consider a defined function g(x) which is proportional to the target distribution p(x).
Let us show a particular g(x) in Figure 3.1 that is used as an example throughout the rest
of this chapter. The MCMC chain is said to converge to p(x) when the chain approaches
equivalency with a true unbiased random sample from p(x). As already stated prior, equiv-
alency would require m to be infinity. So, in practice, we are only looking for when the
chain is near equivalency or approaching equivalency. Broadly speaking, when this occurs a
histogram generated by the values of the chain closely mimics the shape of the g(x) or p(x)
curve. An example of this is shown in Figure 3.2 using the g(x) function from Figure 3.1.
The MCMC literature contains more sophisticated ways to assess convergence, but we give
this simple way here for understanding and because it actually works fairly well in practice.
3.2.2 Visual Diagnoses
The first line of defense to assess the performance of an MCMC experiment is to look at
visual diagnosis illustrations. We discuss two of such illustrations in this section. One of
these we have already seen in Figure 3.2, which is just a histogram generated from the chain.
Of course, normally in practice, we do not know the true shape of p(x), so we cannot plot
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Figure 3.2: Histogram generated from the chain for a converged MCMC Experiment.
it with the histogram as shown in Figure 3.2. But, if we have just an idea of the shape of
p(x) this illustration can be useful in assessing the convergence of an MCMC experiment.
For example, often we know that p(x) is likely Gaussian or something close to Gaussian.
So, we can simply look for the histogram to be something close to Gaussian, and if we see
something which looks like a low amount of random draws from a Gaussian distribution, this
may indicate that the chain is not converged yet and would become converged if ran for more
iterations.
The second visual diagnosis is probably even more informative. It is called a trace plot
and it is simply a line graph of the MCMC chain. We will show three example MCMC
experiments with trace plots so that we can get an understanding of how to assess them.
In Figure 3.3 the trace plots and histograms of three MCMC experiments are shown.
The target distribution has been chosen to be Gaussian. We plot this Gaussian in blue with
the orange histograms. In Experiment 1 we see a converged chain. We can see how the
shape of the histogram approaches the shape of p(x) and how the trace plot is solidly filled
in when this happens. This is the type of trace plot we look for to indicate that we have a
converged chain. In Experiment 2 we see from the histogram that the chain is not converged
and from the trace plot that the value of the chain frequently remains the same for many
consecutive iterations. For the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, this happens, of course, when
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the candidate x′’s are a lot more often rejected than accepted. In Experiment 3 we have the
opposite problem. We can see from the trace plot that the candidates are accepted at a high
rate, but we see from the histogram that the chain is not converged. What is happening is
that the candidates generated from the proposal distribution are all very close to the previous
state, so it takes a large number of iterations before the chain can adequately explore all the
probability regions of p(x).
Experiments 2 and 3 show the two main problems encountered with MCMC in practice.
For the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, the parameter that controls how well the MCMC
experiment avoids these two problems is the proposal distribution q(a|b). So, when selecting
the proposal distribution there is a balance to be made between these problems. In Section
3.3, we discuss this distribution more in-depth, give the most commonly used class of proposal
distributions, and show how its parameter can be selected for the given target distribution
of the MCMC experiment to lead to faster convergence. In fact, it is difficult to determine
the optimal proposal distribution for a given target distribution. Instead, all practitioners
typically aim for is something good enough so that the time (or number of iterations) it takes
to obtain convergence is satisfactory. Selecting a better proposal distribution only means that
the same result can be achieved with fewer iterations. To illustrate this, in Figure 3.4 we
show the same MCMC experiment as Experiment 2 except that we run it for 30 times the
amount of iterations. We can see that convergence is obtained, just as well as the convergence
of Experiment 1 with 30 times fewer iterations.
3.2.3 Burn-in
We will use trace plots for two additional MCMC experiments to illustrate an important
concept for MCMC algorithms called a burn-in. As we have noted, the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm requires the specification of an initial state x1. All MCMC algorithms share this
characteristic actually (whether this is done under the hood or not). Figure 3.5 shows two
MCMC experiments and illustrates what happens if the x1 is selected in a high probability
region of p(x) versus what happens if it is selected in a very low probability region of p(x).
For these experiments we use the g(x) function defined in Figure 3.1 and again show trace
plots and histograms of the chain with g(x) plotted as well. We see that when x1 is selected
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Figure 3.3: Three MCMC experiments. Left: trace plots. Right: histograms of the
chains, blue: g(x), orange: Chain Histograms.
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Figure 3.4: Experiment 2 in Figure 3.3 ran for 30 times more iterations.
in a low probability region that the chain contains values at the beginning that are not easily
encountered by the chain after it enters the high probability regions. Furthermore, we see
that at the beginning the chain immediately begins to move towards the high probability
regions. The same unwanted effect is not seen in the experiment for when x1 is selected in
a high probability region. The concept of a burn-in is to simply throw away some portion
of the chain at the beginning, in hopes that the numbers for when the chain is still moving
towards the high probability region are removed. In practice, the amount to throw away is
typically chosen subjectively by the practitioner. To verify that their choice of this amount
is sufficient for their MCMC experiment they can simply look at the trace plot.
3.2.4 Acceptance Rate
The acceptance rate for an MCMC experiment is defined as the fraction of the total m − 1
candidate x′’s that are accepted and become part of the chain.
3.2.5 Thinning
In this section, we discuss the concept of thinning an MCMC chain. Thinning is simply
keeping only a fraction of the chain and throwing away the rest. Typically what MCMC
practitioners do to thin a chain is to keep every nth element of it. But, there are of course




























































(b) x1 in a high probability region
Figure 3.5: MCMC experiments explaining burn-in. Left: trace plots. Right: his-
tograms of the chains, blue: g(x), orange: Chain Histograms.
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For example, throwing away every 3rd element could be reasonable for many MCMC setups
so that two-thirds of the chain is kept. Another option could be something like keeping 2 in
a row, then discarding 1, then keeping 1, then discarding 1, and then repeating this until the
end of the chain so that three-fifths of the chain is kept. This is likely better than keeping
three, then discarding 2, and repeating, for example.
The logic to modify the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to include the capability for thin-
ning is given in the final section of this chapter. Lastly, it needs to be noted that thinning a
chain of size m is very rarely going to be better than keeping the non-thinned chain of size
m. But, thinning a larger chain down so that you are left with a chain of size m is typically
better than a non-thinned chain of the same size m. This means that essentially the only
reason to thin a chain is to reduce the memory required to run the MCMC experiment on a
computer.
3.3 The Proposal Distribution
In this section, the proposal distribution q(a|b) used in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is
discussed and potential choices for it are given. Recall that it is the distribution that is used
to generate candidate x′’s, and understand that it can be any distribution and the result
of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is still valid. It is typically chosen subjectively by the
practitioner. However, as we have already seen, not all proposal distributions will lead to
acceptable results, and a well-selected proposal distribution can lead to much faster conver-
gence. So, it is important for the practitioner to tune their choice of proposal distribution so
that they get satisfactory results.
In fact, some of the more advanced MCMC methods aim to solve the problem of ob-
taining a strong proposal distribution by updating the proposal distribution as the MCMC
experiment runs. These are called adaptive Metropolis algorithms. The tricky part about
creating these algorithms is ensuring that they maintain the result that every MCMC algo-
rithm should have, that for an infinite number of iterations the chain is equivalent to a sample
from the target distribution. We do not look at these algorithms in this thesis. Instead, we
only use the basic metropolis-hasting algorithm.
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3.3.1 Gaussian Centered at the Current State
In this section, we present the most commonly used class of proposal distributions for the






The practitioner then chooses the standard deviation σ to be suitable for the specific problem.
With this proposal distribution, we see that the candidates are selected from a Gaussian
distribution centered at the current state of the MCMC experiment (since in the candidate
proposal step of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm we have b = xi−1 and xi−1 equal to the
current state). So, this means that the candidate is equally likely to be larger or smaller than
the current state and that there is a higher probability that the candidate will be further
away from the current state with a larger selected standard deviation σ. As a side note, for
this particular proposal distribution we see that q(a|b)/q(b|a) = 1. Therefore, step 4 in the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm can be simplified to α = g(x′)/g(xi−1).
As a second side note, it is from this class of proposal distributions that the proposal
distribution gets its secondary name of a “jumping distribution”. When the chain moves
from one state to another this is sometimes referred to as a “jump” in the MCMC jargon.
The center of this Gaussian proposal distribution jumps along with a change of state, so it
is also called a jumping distribution.
Now, to illustrate how the choice of σ affects convergence we show three MCMC experi-
ments with different choices of σ, using the function g(x) shown in Figure 3.1. The standard
deviations selected are 0.05, 1, and 50. The trace plots and histograms of each experiment
are shown in Figure 3.6. For the σ = 0.05 experiment, we see from the trace plot that the
chain wanders the probability space slowly, so much so that it is not even able to find the
smaller local maximum of p(x). This is similar to the situation of Experiment 2 in Figure
3.3. For the σ = 50 experiment, we see from the trace plot that regularly the chain goes
for a large number of iterations where no candidate x′ is accepted. These are seen as the
horizontal line segments in the plot. This is similar to Experiment 3 in Figure 3.3. For the
σ = 1 experiment, we see from the histogram and the trace plot that the chain has converged
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fairly well to p(x), much better than the other two experiments at least. So, it can be seen
now that when using this class of proposal distributions, the practitioner tries to select the
standard deviation so that they get the fastest convergence. This can be done through trial
and error with shorted MCMC experiments.
3.3.2 Value Constrained
Another general option for proposal distributions is that they can be constrained to be
between two values. The practitioner may choose to do this if they know for sure that x does
not lay outside these values. For example, if we choose a uniform proposal distribution, we
could have q(a|b) as,
q(a|b) =
constant d ≥ a ≥ c0 a < c or a > d , (3.2)
where the values c and d are the constraints. All values between c and d for this proposal
distribution are equally likely to be proposed as candidates. In fact, a uniform distribution is
clearly not practical to use when it is not value constrained. For another example, consider
value constraining the Gaussian proposal distribution from the previous section to be between





2σ2 d ≥ a ≥ c
0 a < c or a > d
. (3.3)
Such a function is called a truncated normal distribution. For a truncated normal distribution
the normalizing constant C is calculable with a Gauss error function. It should be noted that
for this truncated version we no longer have the simplification of q(a|b)/q(b|a) = 1. Lastly,
we note that we can also consider value constrained proposal distributions to only have one
bound in a sense if we choose either c as negative infinity or d as positive infinity.
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(a) σ = 0.05



























(b) σ = 50





























(c) σ = 1
Figure 3.6: MCMC experiments with different choices of σ for the Gaussian centered
at the current state proposal distribution. Left: trace plots. Right: histograms of the
chains, blue: g(x), orange: Chain Histograms.
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3.3.3 Independence Sampler
Another class of proposal distributions is called independence samplers. These are charac-
terized by q(a|b) = q(a). In words, this means that the distribution that proposes candidates
in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm does not depend on the previous state. As an example,
consider a Gaussian proposal distribution centered at some particular value, and that this
value does not move throughout the entire MCMC experiment. When such a proposal distri-
bution is used, it is noted in (Gilks et al., 1995) that this either works very well or very poorly
depending on how well q(a) covers the target distribution p(x). This is intuitive since if q(a)
does not cover regions of p(x) well then it will take long for the sequence to encounter these
regions because q(a) will not propose them as candidates often, and if it does cover p(x) then
the sequence is pretty much guaranteed to see all necessary regions of p(x). If q(a) covers a
wide region much larger than p(x) however, we start to get the situation of Experiment 3 in
Figure 3.3 where too many candidates are rejected. So, this class of proposal distributions is
basically only useful if the target distribution is known fairly well beforehand, in which case
it can be very good. But, it can also be risky in that the chain can more easily miss regions
of the target distribution without the practitioner noticing.
3.4 The Multivariate Metropolis-Hasting Algorithm
The extension of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm from one variable to multiple is pretty
simple and not a lot about the algorithm changes or needs to be discussed. We wish to draw
a sample from a multivariate probability distribution p(x) where we have a function g(x)
such that p(x) ∝ g(x). We define the resulting sequence as x1,x2, ...,xm where each xi is
a vector of length n and the proposal distribution as q(a|b) where a and b are each length
n. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is the same as the univariate case except for the x’s
are all vectors. The result at the end is that the sequence x1,x2, ...,xm is approximately a
sample of size m from p(x), with m as infinity giving no approximation. We show this slight
modification of the algorithm in the table below.
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Algorithm 3 Multivariate Metropolis-Hastings
Input: Initial state, the number of iterations to perform m
Output: A sequence of m numbers x1,x2, ...,xm that is a sample (approximately) from the
probability distribution p(x)
1: Initialization: Set: x1 = initial state
2: for i = 2 : m do
3: Set: x′ = a random draw from the probability distribution q(x|xi−1)
4: Set: α = g(x
′)q(xi−1|x′)
g(xi−1)q(x′|xi−1)
5: Set: u = a random number between 0 and 1
6: if α > u then
7: Set: xi = x′
8: else
9: Set: xi = xi−1
10: end if
11: end for
3.4.1 The Proposal Distribution
We now discuss multivariate proposal distributions. A simplification that can be made is
that if we choose the random variables of the proposal distribution to be independent such
that,





where aj is the jth element of a and then we relax the dependence of these distributions on















where (x)j is the jth element of x. This is a common choice, because with this we can now
effectively specify proposal distributions separately for each variable in x, using the single
variable proposal distributions discussed in Section 3.3, where the discussion had still applies.
However, it should be noted that this is certainly not necessary, and it actually restricts
us slightly in our choices for proposal distributions. For example, a multivariate Gaussian
proposal distribution centered at b could be used with covariance between the variables.
Such a proposal distribution cannot possibly be created using Equation 3.6. To be clear,
if the practitioner chose there to be no covariance between variables then this multivariate
Gaussian proposal distribution could be equivalently formulated using Equation 3.6 with
multiple single variable Gaussian proposal distributions centered at b. But, with a multi-
variate Gaussian proposal distribution with covariance between its variables, this is a more
complicated proposal distribution that can clearly not be made using equation 3.6.
3.4.2 Visual Diagnoses
For visual diagnoses in the multivariate case, we can similarly look at trace plots and his-
tograms. This time we have them for each of the n components of x. With these illustrations,
we essentially look for the same things already discussed with univariate MCMC experiments.
Examples of this were given throughout this chapter.
Let us make one additional note. Consider the n sequences from each of the n compo-
nents of x1,x2, ...,xm. The note is that these sequences are an approximate sample from
the marginal distributions of p(x). So, this means that the histograms generated by these
sequences will closely resemble the marginal distributions when the chain converges.
3.5 Final Algorithm
In this section, we show for reference a final algorithm which is an implementation of the
Multivariate Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with the capability of performing a specified
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burn-in and specified thinning. This is shown in the table below. For a quick explanation,
we require as input to the algorithm the number of burn-in iterations b. The burn-in part of
the algorithm is steps 1 through 9. At the end of step 9, the state at the end of the burn-in
is stored in the variable x1. The rest of the algorithm is identical to before except for the
thinning logic. For the thinning, we require as input to the algorithm an array of Booleans of
length m (to total number of iterations of the MCMC experiment) that specify which states
to save to the chain and which to throw away. We denote this array as thin. For the thinning
logic, we introduce the extra index variable j, which lags further behind the index variable i
as states are elected to not be saved, and the variable xstate, which keeps track of the current
state of the MCMC process.
In this chapter, we have given an introduction to the topic of MCMC, which is a vital part
of the DLM procedure developed in this thesis. In the next chapter, the DLM is introduced.
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Algorithm 4 Multivariate Metropolis-Hastings with Burn-in and Thinning
Input: Initial x at the beginning of the burn-in, the number of iterations to perform m, the number of
burn-in iterations to perform b, a Boolean array of length m indicating which sample points in the chain
to keep thin.
Output: A sequence of s numbers x1,x2, ...,xs, where s is the number of True’s in thin, that is a sample
(approximately) from the probability distribution p(x).
1: Initialization: Set: x1 = initial x at the beginning of the burn-in
2: for b iterations do
3: Set: x′ = a random draw from the probability distribution q(x|x1)
4: Set: α = g(x
′)q(x1|x′)
g(x1)q(x′|x1)
5: Set: u = a random number between 0 and 1
6: if α > u then
7: Set: x1 = x′
8: end if
9: end for
10: Set: xstate = x1
11: Set: j = 1
12: if thin[1] then
13: Set: j = j + 1
14: end if
15: for i = 2 : m do
16: Set: x′ = a random draw from the probability distribution q(x|xstate)
17: Set: α = g(x
′)q(xstate|x′)
g(xstate)q(x′|xstate)
18: Set: u = a random number between 0 and 1
19: if thin[i] then
20: if α > u then
21: Set: xj = x′
22: Set: xstate = x′
23: else
24: Set: xj = xstate
25: end if
26: Set: j = j + 1
27: else if α > u then




4 Dynamic Linear Model
In this chapter, we introduce the dynamic linear model (DLM), the fundamental model
of the procedure developed in this thesis for quantifying trends in time series. In Section
4.1 we introduce the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm. This algorithm is simply a
recursive version of the OLS estimation formula for the MLR model. It finds its way in as
the first section of this chapter because of its similarity in operation to the DLM estimation
equations and because we reference its theory further in this chapter. It can be thought of as
a transition topic between MLR and DLMs. As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis,
this section can be skipped over for a faster read. In Section 4.2 we introduce two unique
DLMs that serve as an introduction to DLMs in general. In Section 4.3 we give a general
form of the DLM that encompasses all DLMs that we would want to create. In Section 4.4 we
give the recurrence relations that are used to estimate the “states” of the DLM. This is the
analogous task of estimating the regression coefficients for the MLR model. In Section 4.5 we
go into the theory behind the DLM estimation equations, giving several derivations of them
using different statistical criteria. Now, for modelling a time series with a DLM, typically the
approach is to have a set of fundamental DLMs that model different characteristics of the
time series and then “superimpose” these DLMs to create a single DLM. The resulting single
DLM is able to model all the characteristics together. So, in Section 4.6 we show a number
of fundamental DLMs and then superimpose them to construct a DLM that is well suited
for ozone trend analysis. Lastly, in Section 4.7 we describe what the ozone model looks like
for the DLM we have constructed.
We note that the reader can safely skip Section 4.5, which is on the theoretical background
of the recurrence relations that are used to estimate the states, and instead just use this
section as a reference to the theory if desired at a later date. This is a rather large and detail-
filled section. So, the reader can do what most people who use these recurrence relations in
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practice do, and just accept that they result in statistically optimal estimates for DLMs and
consider them as a tool for obtaining these statistically optimal estimates. An understanding
of the theoretical underpinnings behind them is not necessary for the subsequent sections
and chapters of this thesis.
4.1 Recursive Least Squares
The recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm for estimating β for the MLR model will now be
shown. This algorithm yields the same answer as the OLS estimate given in Equation 2.13,
but it provides an efficient way to update estimates of β when new data becomes available.
For instance, consider a real-time application where data is sampled at a frequency of 1
Hz. Estimates of β can be updated efficiently every second with the RLS algorithm by just
incorporating the new single piece of data, rather than performing the matrix multiplications
with X over again. However, in the context of this thesis, the main reason why RLS is being
shown is not for its usefulness in real-time applications, but for its comparison to the topic
of DLMs. Namely, it has a similar recurrence relation algorithm that is used to estimate
model parameters. The MLR estimation equations we have shown are sometimes referred to
as “batch processing” in light of this algorithm which processes individual pieces of data.
4.1.1 Derivation
The RLS recurrence relation algorithm will now be derived from the OLS estimation formula,
following closely to reference (Asada, 2006). Recall the OLS estimation formula,
β∗ = (XTX)−1XTy, (4.1)
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Now, if P and B can be updated efficiently when new data becomes available then of course
so can β∗ by their multiplication. Let us define the ith update of P, B, and β∗ to be Pi,








yjϕj + yiϕi (4.7)
= Bi−1 + yiϕi, (4.8)



















Pi can be calculated as follows by inverting the above equation and using the Woodbury














Notice that both Pi and Bi can be updated based on the previous estimates Pi−1 and Bi−1
with the above equations. Therefore, β∗i can be updated with the equation β∗i = PiBi. This
is fundamentally the RLS algorithm.
Additionally, this algorithm may be expressed in the following different form (this is
actually the standard form that we will see used for the DLM recurrence relations, and is
also more commonly used for the RLS algorithm):
β∗i = β
∗
i−1 +Ki(yi −ϕTi β∗i−1). (4.15)
This equation may be read as “the current estimation β∗i is the sum of the previous estimation
β∗i−1 and a linear operation Ki on the error of the previous estimation in predicting the current
data point yi”. We see this because we interpret that ϕTi β∗i−1 is the best estimate of yi given
the previous estimation, or to think about it another way, given the data until index i − 1.
The linear operator Ki that makes this recurrence relation consistent with the RLS algorithm






This along with the update equation for Pi given in Equation 4.11 completes this other form
of the RLS algorithm.
Recall that the original definition of P was (XTX)−1 and that for the MLR model with
OLS estimation the covariance of the regression coefficient estimator is σ2(XTX)−1. So, we
just make the point here that the value Pi which shows up in the RLS recurrence relations
is related to the error of the estimates.
Lastly, we note that by the way we have written the estimate as a function of the last
estimate, it is natural that prior information can be incorporated with this procedure. The
first data point is typical labelled y1, and so β∗0 can be thought of as the best guess for
the regression coefficients prior to analyzing any data and P0 as the confidence in this best
guess. However, typically β∗0 is set to be a zero vector and P0 is set to be κI where κ is some
large number. This is meant to reflect that there is a great deal of uncertainty in the prior
best guess of the regression coefficients. Doing this has the nice property that the resulting
estimate of the regression coefficients at the end of the algorithm (i.e. β∗n) is the same as
what you would find from the OLS batch processing estimation equation for β.
4.1.2 Summary of Algorithms
The two different forms of the RLS algorithm derived in the above section are summarized
in the tables below for easy reference.
Algorithm 5 RLS Algorithm 1
Input: B0: arbitrary, P0: arbitrary positive definite matrix, data y1, ..., yn
Output: The least squares estimate of regression coefficients incorporating data y1, ..., ys
(i.e. β∗s) for all s = 1, ..., n
1: Initialization: B0 = B0, P0 = P0
2: for i = 1 : n do
3: Bi = Bi−1 + yiϕi




5: β∗i = PiBi
6: end for
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Algorithm 6 RLS Algorithm 2
Input: β∗0: arbitrary, P0: arbitrary positive definite matrix, data y1, ..., yn
Output: The least squares estimate of regression coefficients incorporating data y1, ..., ys
(i.e. β∗s) for all s = 1, ..., n
1: Initialization: β∗0 = β∗0, P0 = P0




4: β∗i = β
∗
i−1 +Ki(yt −ϕTt β∗i−1)
5: Pi = Pi−1 −KiϕTi Pi−1
6: end for
4.1.3 Cost Function Theorem
Because it is informative for the DLM theory, we give the following theorem. For data






(yi −ϕTi β)2 +
1
2
(β − β∗0)TP−10 (β − β∗0). (4.17)
More specifically, what is meant is that the minima location of this function is at β = β∗n.
For the proof of this see Appendix K.
Recall that the cost function for OLS estimation is (y−Xβ)T (y−Xβ) (given by Equation
2.12). We see from linear algebra that
(y −Xβ)T (y −Xβ) =
n∑
i=1
(yi −ϕTi β)2. (4.18)
So, the RLS cost function is identical to the OLS cost function minus an additional term
that considers the prior information that the RLS uses. This is intuitive if we recall that
OLS estimation does not use any prior information.
As a final note for the topic of RLS, we reference a simple modification to this algorithm
called the weighted RLS algorithm. This modification weights certain data more than others
in the estimation of the regression coefficients. So, it is related to the GLS version of MLR
estimation, where what has been shown in this section is related to OLS. The weighted
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RLS algorithm is given in Appendix L. We now transition to the topic of DLMs with the
introduction of two unique DLMs.
4.2 Introductory Models
As an introduction to DLMs, two specific DLMs are given in this section. These are special
cases of a more general DLM that is given in the next section. The two DLMs are called the
multiple regression DLM, which should serve as a good introduction for the reason that it is
similar to the MLR model that has already been shown in detail in this thesis, and a DLM
referred to as the “first order polynomial DLM” or sometimes just the “local level DLM”.
4.2.1 The Multiple Regression DLM
Recall the MLR model of Equation 2.6,
Yi = β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i + ...+ βkxki + ei, ei ∼ [0, σ2] i = 1, 2, ..., n, (4.19)
and rewrite it more compactly as (using ϕi defined in Section 4.1),
Yi = ϕ
T
i β + ei, ei ∼ [0, σ
2] i = 1, 2, ..., n. (4.20)
The multiple regression DLM “model equation” is identical to this other than that it does
not assume β to be constant for all index i. So, let us define βi as the regression coefficient
vector at index i. Furthermore, consider it to be a random vector that we choose to define
as
βi = βi−1 +wi, wi ∼ N [0,Wi], (4.21)
where again, the notation wi ∼ N [0,Wi] means wi is a Gaussian distributed random vector
with mean 0 and covariance matrix Wi. Also, we will assume immediately that the ei are
Gaussian distributed, rather than waiting until we needed this assumption as we did in the




i βi + ei, ei ∼ N [0, σ
2] (4.22)
βi = βi−1 +wi, wi ∼ N [0,Wi] i = 1, 2, ..., n. (4.23)
The multiple regression DLM, like all DLMs, can be specified by two equations. What
we call an observation equation, or model equation, is given by Equation 4.22 and what we
call an evolution equation is given by Equation 4.23.
A statement about the statistical estimation procedure for the βi is deferred until the
general DLM is defined. But take note that with this setup, we have constructed a model
that is less constrained than the MLR model in that the regression coefficients can vary at
each index, rather than requiring them to be the same. If one wanted to construct such a
model for their data this is not something that is necessarily impractical either because as
we have said there is an estimation procedure for DLMs that can be used to estimate these
varying regression coefficients.
As another point, notice that if we choose Wi = 0 then the evolution equation becomes
uninteresting, telling us that the βi are all equal, and the model equation reduces to the
MLR model equation. So, we consider the MLR model to be a special case of this multiple
regression DLM. Furthermore, it is shown later in this thesis that for this special case the DLM
estimation procedure effectively yields the same results as the MLR least squares estimation.
4.2.2 The Local Level DLM
The second introductory model we give is the local level DLM. The local level DLM is defined
by the following observation and evolution equations:
Yi = Mi + vi, vi ∼ N [0, Vi] (4.24)
Mi = Mi−1 + wi, wi ∼ N [0,Wi], i = 1, 2, ..., n. (4.25)
By just looking at this definition, it is likely that the model’s utility is not obvious. Suffice it
to say that the random variable Mi represents the “level” or “background level” of the data at
index i and that this background level can be estimated for each i with the DLM estimation
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Local Level DLM fit
Figure 4.1: Local Level DLM Fit example. SOO 42.5 km altitude 35◦ to 45◦ N
latitude.
procedure. To showcase this model, we give the estimated background level resulting from
the DLM estimation procedure for some test data in Figure 4.1. This test data is actually the
SOO MZM time series at 42.5 km altitude and 35◦N to 45◦N latitude that was seen before in
this thesis. The variances Vi and Wi were defined to be 0.01 and 0.00001 respectively (these
are required for the DLM estimation procedure).
4.3 A General Model
A more general DLM is presented in this section. Consider a DLM with the following
observation and evolution equations:
Yi = FiXi + vi, vi ∼ N [0, Vi] i = 1, 2, ..., n, (4.26)
Xi = GiXi−1 +wi, wi ∼ N [0,Wi] i = 1, 2, ..., n, (4.27)
where Yi is, again, the random variable that represents the data observation at index i, Xi is
a random vector that is said to represent the “state of the system” at index i, and the vector
Fi, number Vi, and matrices Gi and Wi define the model relating Yi to Xi. We also refer
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to values or estimates of the random vector Xi as the “state vector” or “parameter vector”.
Many authors choose not to distinguish between the random variable Yi and observed values
yi, stating that it is clear from the context or not stating anything at all. We make sure to
make this distinction in this thesis. Now, notice that this model encompasses the two DLMs
presented previously. For the multiple regression DLM for example we just have Fi = ϕTi
and Gi = I and we consider Xi to be βi. We would like to solve the problem of estimating
the state vector with this more general formulation since in doing so the problem is solved
for all DLMs that can be described by it at once. It would be tedious to instead solve the
problem for each DLM individually. We also note that we choose all the vi’s and wi’s (for
all i) to be uncorrelated to each other.
To be slightly more general than the DLM above, consider the possibility of multiple
measurements at each index i. For this, we define a random vector Yi where each element
represents one of the multiple measurements at index i. Using this in place of the single
random variable Yi, the observation and evolution equations become
Yi = FiXi + vi, vi ∼ N [0,Vi] i = 1, 2, ..., n, (4.28)
Xi = GiXi−1 +wi, wi ∼ N [0,Wi], i = 1, 2, ..., n, (4.29)
where Fi and Vi are now matrices as well, and again the vi’s and wi’s are uncorrelated. In
time series applications this extra generalization is not typically useful since we usually just
model one time series at a time. But, for engineering applications, where much of this theory
arose, it is often necessary. We call the first set of equations in this section the univariate
DLM and the above equations the general multivariate DLM or just the DLM. In this thesis
we develop the DLM estimation procedure with the multivariate DLM generalization because
this is how it is commonly done in the literature and because the univariate case is only a
special case. This is done in the sections following this one.
Lastly, take notice that the DLM is specified by the four matrices Fi, Gi, Vi, and Wi
for all i. So, we will denote DLMs as “DLM {Fi,Gi,Vi,Wi}”. Take for example the
two introductory DLMs of Section 4.2. The multiple regression DLM is denoted as DLM
{ϕTi , I, Vi,Wi} where Vi and Wi could be any number and positive definite matrix for each
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index i, and the local level DLM is denoted as DLM {1, 1, Vi,Wi} where again, Vi and Wi
could be any numbers for each index i. Most of the time Fi and Gi are really the defining
matrices between classes of DLM models, and then Vi and Wi are selected in some manner
for the specific application.
4.4 Estimation of the States
In this section, the recurrence relation algorithms for estimating the DLM state vectors
are given. We first distinguish between three different circumstances for these estimations.
Consider having observed the data y1,y2, ...,yn. Estimates of the state vector at index i
where i is equal to n is called a filtered estimate, where i is less than n is called a smoothed (or
interpolated) estimate, and where i is greater than n is called a prediction. This terminology
stems from old engineering literature where noisy measurements are made of a signal and the
“problems” of then inferring knowledge about the signal at times during the measurements,
at the time of the last measurement, and at times after the last measurement are referred to
as the smoothing problem, the filtering problem, and the prediction problem. To summarize,
for data observed from index 1 to n, estimates of the state vector at index i are called:
i < n a smoothed estimate,
i = n a filtered estimate, and
i > n a prediction.
Let us define ỹn as the sequence y1,y2, ...,yn and similarly Ỹn as the sequence Y1, ...,Yn.
From the DLM estimation theory in the next section, we will see that we have,
p(xi|ỹn) ∼ N [xni ,Pni ]. (4.30)
In words, this says that the probability distribution of the random vector Xi given the
observed data ỹn is Gaussian distributed with a mean that we have defined as xni (=E[Xi|ỹn])
and a covariance we have defined as Pni (=Cov[Xi|ỹn]). Both xni and Pni can be calculated
in the cases of filtering, smoothing, and prediction from recurrence relations that we will
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present shortly. So, with these being calculable we have a completely calculable probability
distribution of the state vector at any index i. Since this is a Gaussian distribution, we, of
course, consider xni to be the point estimate of the state vector at any index i and Pni to
describe the uncertainty in this estimate. The recurrence relations for calculating xni and Pni
for the cases of prediction, filtering, and smoothing are given in the following sections before
we show the various statistical arguments for them in the subsequent sections.
4.4.1 Prediction




where i > n. This equation can be recursively applied for each sequential prediction starting
from the prediction one forward from the latest filtered estimate (i.e. xnn+1 = Gn+1xnn where







and is applied similarly from the last filtering estimate covariance matrix Pnn.
4.4.2 Filtering





























−1(yi − Fixi−1i ), (4.34)
using the prediction estimate xi−1i and covariance matrix Pi−1i already defined. We note here
that xi−1i along with its covariance matrix Pi−1i is commonly referred to as the “one-step-
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ahead” prediction. This equation can be recursively applied for each sequential estimation












−1(y1 − F1x01), (4.35)
where x00 and P00 (recall that x01 = G1x00 and P01 = G1P00GT1 + W1) are subjective prior
estimates specified by the modeller. Typically these are chosen to be x00 = 0 and P00 = κI
where κ is a large number. This leads to the priors having little impact on the final estimations
for all xii, especially when i is large. In other words it is a “non informative prior”. From this
estimate of x11 and the data y2, the next filtered estimate x22 can be found, and so on. The
corresponding covariance matrix recurrence relation is
Pii = P
i−1
i −Pi−1i FTi (Vi + FiPi−1i FTi )−1FiPi−1i . (4.36)
It should be stated that these recurrence relations for xii and Pii are known as the Kalman
Filter. This is a highly celebrated algorithm first published in engineering literature in 1960
that has found its use in many different applications. Let us define what is known as the























(xni+1 − xii+1), (4.38)
where i < n. Notice that xii+1 is a one-step-ahead prediction estimate and xni+1 is itself a
smoothed estimate. This equation can be recursively applied starting with the smoothed
estimate one index backwards from the last filtered estimate. That is, if we have a filtered










−1(xnn − xnn). (4.39)
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and is applied in the same way. For convenience, let us define an auxiliary parameter Ji that










4.4.4 Summary of DLM Estimation
The algorithms discussed in the previous three sections, which are simply the application of
the given recurrence relations, for obtaining filtered, prediction, and smoothed estimates are
summarized in the tables below for easy reference. We note that the smoothing and prediction
algorithms require as inputs the filtered estimates of xnn and Pnn. As discussed above and
shown in the tables below, these are the starting points for applying the smoothing and
prediction recurrence relations. So, this means that to obtain any desired smoothed estimate
or prediction the filtering algorithm must first be executed.
Algorithm 7 Filtering Algorithm
Input: x00: arbitrary, P00: arbitrary positive definite matrix, data y1, ...,yn
Output: The DLM filtered estimate xii and covariance matrix Pii for all i = 1, .., n
1: Initialization: x00 = x00, P00 = P00
2: for i = 1 : n do
3: xi−1i = Gix
i−1
i−1















6: xii = x
i−1
i +Ki(yi − Fixi−1i )





Algorithm 8 Prediction Algorithm
Input: filtered estimation and covariance matrix xnn and Pnn
Output: The DLM prediction xni and covariance matrix Pni for any i > n
1: Initialization: xnn = xnn, Pnn = Pnn
2: for i = n : ∞ do
3: xni = Gix
n
i−1






Algorithm 9 Smoothing Algorithm
Input: filtered estimation and covariance matrix xnn and Pnn
Output: The DLM smoothed estimate xni and covariance matrix Pni for all i = 1, ..., n− 1
1: Initialization: xnn = xnn, Pnn = Pnn
2: for i = n− 1 : −1 : 1 do



















4.4.5 DLM Estimation with Data Gaps
Handling gaps in the observed data with a DLM is pretty simple. We just notice that if
there is missing data at some index s (i.e. ys = NULL), the filtering estimate xss is equal to
xs−1s by definition. If there is a larger data gap of size p, from index s− p+ 1 to index s lets
say, then the filtering estimate xss is equal to xs−ps . The same goes for Pss in relation to Ps−ps
by definition. So, the filtering algorithm given in the above section can easily be altered to
handle gaps in the data as shown in the table below. If yi exists then we apply the normal
filtering estimate recurrence relation, and if it does not we just propagate the one-step-ahead
predictions. The smoothing and prediction algorithms remain the same.
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Algorithm 10 Filtering Algorithm
Input: x00: arbitrary, P00: arbitrary positive definite matrix, data y1, ...,yn
Output: The DLM filtered estimate xii and covariance matrix Pii for all i = 1, .., n
1: Initialization: x00 = x00, P00 = P00
2: for i = 1 : n do
3: xi−1i = Gix
i−1
i−1





5: if yi exists then










7: xii = x
i−1
i +Ki(yi − Fixi−1i )




10: xii = x
i−1
i





4.5 Estimation of the States Theory
In this section, we give theoretical background behind the prediction, filtering, and smoothing
recurrence relations for the DLM. There are several statistical arguments/criteria that lead
to the same recurrence relations. The prediction is rather straight forward, while filtering
and smoothing are more complicated. In this section we show the following:
1. A simple proof for the prediction recurrence relations (Section 4.5.1);
2. The filtering and smoothing recurrence relations obtained from a procedure known as
Recursive Bayesian Estimation (Section 4.5.2);
3. The filtering recurrence relations obtained as the minimum mean squared error (MMSE)
estimate (Section 4.5.3);
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4. The filtering and smoothing recurrence relations obtained as maxmimum likelihood
estimates (MLEs) (Section 4.5.6); and
5. A cost function theorem, that is essentially a least squares cost function, that results
in the prediction, filtering, and smoothing recurrence relations (Section 4.5.5).
References for these derivations are supplied within.
This work started in 1960 with the seminal paper of (Kalman, 1960) where the filtering
recurrence relations were found with the criteria of MMSE. The filtering recurrence relations
are known better as the Kalman filter for this reason. The original application of this filter
was quite a bit different than what we are using it for in this thesis as a tool for time
series analysis. It was developed for engineering applications where the problem was, very
generally, to update an estimate for something in real-time based on noisy measurements
that are related to the thing being estimated. As an example, the Kalman filter found itself
as an essential part of NASA’s Apollo Guidance Computer at this time. Only later was
it realized that DLMs for time series using these recurrence relation tools can be useful.
Many subsequent works followed from Kalman’s seminal paper. Noteworthy among them is
(Rauch et al., 1965) which shows that the criteria of MLE also results in the same filtering
recurrence relations found by Kalman. With this, (Rauch et al., 1965) was able to extend
the work of Kalman to find usable recurrence relations for the smoothing problem. These
are the smoothing recurrence relations we have seen in this thesis and are known as the
Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoother. So, we note that the Kalman filter and the Rauch-Tung-
Striebel smoother are the two recurrence relations used in the DLM procedure (we do not
really use the prediction recurrence relations in the DLM procedure unless you consider how
they show up within the Kalman filter for the one-step-ahead predictions as using them). In
this section, we assume some notions of probability and statistics are known to the reader,
but we also go into details with a fair amount of depth.
4.5.1 Prediction Proof
First, we get the proof for the prediction recurrence relations out of the way since essentially
it only involves the evolution equation. The quantities we want to calculate are E[Xi|ỹu] and
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Cov[Xi|ỹu] for i > n.
For E[Xi|ỹu], we see that we have,
xni = E[Xi|ỹn] (4.42)





and we note that this is only valid for i > n because for i ≤ n it is no longer the case that
E[wi|ỹn] = 0. (4.46)
This can be seen from the expanded observation equation presented in Equation M.7 in
Appendix M. Because, in the case where i > n wi and yn are independent, but for i ≤ n
they are not. So, when they are independent we have E[wi|ỹn] = E[wi] = 0.
For Cov[Xi|ỹu], using the property of Appendix D (The property of Appendix D will no
longer be referenced from this point on, the reader is assumed to know it now) we have,
Pni = Cov[Xi|ỹn] (4.47)
= Cov[GiXi−1 +wi|ỹn] (4.48)






Similarly, this is only valid for i > n where we have Cov[wi|ỹn] = Cov[wi] = Wi. This
completes the proof as these are the same recurrence relations for the prediction problem
given in Section 4.4.1.
4.5.2 Recursive Bayesian Estimation
In this section, the filtering and smoothing recurrence relations for the general DLM are
found by recursively applying Bayes theorem. For this, we cite (Petris et al., 2009) and
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(Rodgers, 2000). (Rodgers, 2000) contains the derivation for filtering, while (Petris et al.,
2009) contains the derivations for both filtering and smoothing. The approach used is known
as Recursive Bayesian Estimation. First, we give an introduction to Bayes theorem.
4.5.2.1 Bayes Theorem
Let the probability of any event X be defined as P (X). The traditional Bayes theorem is an
equation for the probability of an event A occurring given that an event B has occurred (i.e.
the conditional probability P (A|B)) in the form of:
P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)
P (B)
. (4.51)
This can be proven by writing the joint probability of both A and B occurring as,
P (A,B) = P (B|A)P (A), (4.52)
and equivalently as,
P (A,B) = P (A|B)P (B), (4.53)
and then equating the two and dividing by P (B).
There is a similar notion for probability distributions, which is also called Bayes theorem.
The joint probability distribution p(x, y) for the random variables X and Y is given as,
p(x, y) = p(x|y)p(y), (4.54)
and equivalently as,
p(x, y) = p(y|x)p(x). (4.55)




However, this time we must be careful in the interpretation of this equation. Typically people
think of p(x|y) as a probability distribution of the random variable X given a known value y
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of the random variable Y . However, we can also consider this function to have an unspecified
value y and hence be a function of both variables, or even to have an unspecified value of y
and a specified value of x so it is just a function of y. For Equation 4.56, suppose we think
of p(x|y) in the common way, as a function of x with a known value y, then the right-hand
side of this equation must also be a function of only x. So, the p(y|x) is actually a function
of x for a fixed y in this scenario. This is called a likelihood function and we will write it
as L(y|x) to indicate this. The functions values are a measure of how likely it is to observe
the given observation y. For example, if we find that L(10|1) > L(10|2), then for the given
observation of y = 10 it is more likely that x = 1 than it is that x = 2. We also note that
p(x) is a function of x and p(y) is only a constant in this scenario. Let us rewrite Bayes




In the language of Bayesian inference, p(x|y) is referred to as the posterior distribution,
L(y|x) as the likelihood function, and p(x) as the prior distribution. Since p(y) is just a
constant, it is often convenient to just write Bayes theorem as,
p(x|y) ∝ L(y|x)p(x). (4.58)
We note that we do not require likelihood functions to integrate to 1 like we do for a proba-
bility distribution function.
It should be noted that the concepts of the likelihood function and the posterior distribu-
tion may seem the same based on the example of “L(10|1) > L(10|2)”. It could be thought
that the same could be said about p(1|10) > p(2|10). The difference is that the posterior
takes into account prior information (contained in p(x)) and the likelihood does not. Lastly,
for random vectors X and Y, the story is the same and we have Bayes theorem written as,
p(x|y) ∝ L(y|x)p(x). (4.59)
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4.5.2.2 A Note on Likelihood Functions
Before we find the DLM filtering recurrence relations with Recursive Bayesian Estimation, we
make the following short discussion about likelihood functions. A likelihood function L(y|x)
can still be written mathematically as if it were some probability distribution of y. The
difference is that at least one of the parameters of the distribution is the unknown variable
instead of y. As one example, which is seen commonly in the subsequent sections, if we know
the random variable Y is some random function g(X) plus a Gaussian distributed random
variable such that
Y = g(X) + v, v ∼ N [0, V ], (4.60)
then the likelihood function is written as a Gaussian distribution with a mean of g(x) and





4.5.2.3 The Filtering Estimation Derivation for The Local Level DLM
Before we give the Recursive Bayesian Estimation derivation for the filtering recurrence
relations of the general DLM, we show the same process for the filtering recurrence relations
of the local level DLM in this section. This makes for a nicer and simpler introduction with
the benefit of how to extend the process to the general DLM afterward being very obvious.
The observation and evolution equations for the local level DLM are given here again for
convenience as,
Yi = Mi + vi, vi ∼ N [0, Vi] i = 1, 2, ..., n, (4.62)
Mi = Mi−1 + wi, wi ∼ N [0,Wi] i = 1, 2, ..., n. (4.63)
We define values of the random variable Mi as µi and the initial conditions (mean and
variance of M0) to be µ00 and P 00 . Furthermore, assume the random variable M0 is Gaussian
distributed so that p(µ0) ∼ N [µ00, P 00 ]. The objective is to find the mean µii and variance P ii
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of the conditional distribution p(µi|ỹi) for any i. First, notice that for i = 1, using Bayes
theorem, we may write,
p(µ1|y1) ∝ L(y1|µ1)p(µ1). (4.64)
Then, for i = 2 we may write similarly that,
p(µ2|y2, y1) ∝ L(y2|µ2, y1)p(µ2|y1), (4.65)
and for general i we have,
p(µi|ỹi) ∝ L(yi|µi, ỹi−1)p(µi|ỹi−1), (4.66)
where we use the ỹi−1 = y1, y2, ..., yi−1 notation.
The likelihood L(yi|µi, ỹi−1) is given as described in Section 4.5.2.2 in light of the obser-
vation equation (Equation 4.62). It is Gaussian with mean written as µi and variance Vi.
This likelihood does not depend on any ys for s < i when µi is given (we see this because Yi
is completely described by the observation equation when µi is given). So, we can technically
write the likelihood as L(yi|µi) without the conditioning on ỹi−1. Putting this into Equation
4.66 we have,
p(µi|ỹi) ∝ L(yi|µi)p(µi|ỹi−1), (4.67)
for general i.
The prior distribution p(µi|ỹi−1) is Gaussian distributed and the posterior distribution
p(µi|ỹi) is also Gaussian distributed. To prove that this is true for any i we use the following
argument: the first prior p(µ1) is clearly Gaussian distributed by looking at the evolution
equation with i = 1, since M0 is Gaussian and linear combinations of Gaussian random
variables are also Gaussian. Now, Appendix N shows that for Bayes theorem a Gaussian
prior and a Gaussian likelihood result in a Gaussian posterior. Therefore, the first posterior
p(µ1|y1) must also be Gaussian. With this we can show then that the next prior p(µ2|y1) is
Gaussian because the random variable that represents this distribution (define it as M12 ) is
described by the random variable that describes the first posterior p(µ1|y1) (define as M11 )
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with the evolution equation such that M12 = M11 + w2, and linear combinations of Gaussian
random variables are Gaussian random variables. So, this means that the prior p(µ2|y1) is
Gaussian and therefore, again, by the result of Appendix N the next posterior p(µ2|y2) is
also Gaussian. This can be continued for all i.
Appendix N also shows the resulting mean and variance of the posterior distribution for
when the prior and likelihood are Gaussian with known means and variances. They are given
by Equations N.8 and N.16 in the appendix. We have stated the expectation and variance
of the likelihood already as µi and Vi, and we can find the expectation and variance of the
prior distribution p(µi|ỹi−1) as follows:




Var[Mi|ỹi−1] = Var[Mi−1 + wi|ỹi−1] (4.71)
= Var[Mi−1|ỹi−1] + Var[wi] (4.72)
= P i−1i−1 +Wi. (4.73)
So, using the equations in the appendix we see that the mean and variance of the posterior





P i−1i−1 +Wi + Vi
(yi − µi−1i−1) (4.74)
P ii =
P i−1i−1 +Wi
P i−1i−1 +Wi + Vi
Vi. (4.75)
These are the filtering recurrence relations for the local level DLM. It can easily be verified
that they are consistent with the recurrence relations for the general DLM filtering problem
given in Section 4.4.2 by setting Fi, Gi, Wi, and Vi equal to the local level DLM’s model
matrices of 1, 1, Wi, and Vi respectively.
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4.5.2.4 The Filtering Estimation Derivation
Finally, we show in this section the Recursive Bayesian Estimation derivation for the filtering
recurrence relations of the general DLM. We follow essentially the same process as what was
shown in the previous section for the local level DLM case.
The general DLM evolution and observations equations stated again for convenience are
given as,
Yi = FiXi + vi, vi ∼ N [0,Vi] i = 1, 2, ..., n, (4.76)
Xi = GiXi−1 +wi, wi ∼ N [0,Wi] i = 1, 2, ..., n. (4.77)
The initial conditions (mean and variance of X0) are x00 and P00, with p(x0) ∼ N [x0,P0].
The objective is to find the mean xii and variance Pii of the conditional distribution p(xi|ỹi)
for any i. Like in Equation 4.67 for the local level DLM case, we may write,
p(xi|ỹi) ∝ L(yi|xi)p(xi|ỹi−1), (4.78)
using Bayes theorem. The likelihood L(yi|xi) is given as described in Section 4.5.2.2 in
light of the observation equation (Equation 4.76) (i.e. Gaussian with mean written as FiXi
and variance Vi). The prior p(xi|ỹi−1) and posterior p(xi|ỹi) are Gaussian distributed for
all i with the same argument given in the previous section. The variables and evolution
equation are slightly different here, but otherwise the argument does not change. The prior
has expectation
E[Xi|ỹi−1] = xi−1i , (4.79)
and covariance
Cov[Xi|ỹi−1] = Pi−1i , (4.80)
simply by definition.
Now, Appendix N, in addition to the univariate case used in the last section, also shows
the resulting mean and covariance matrix of the posterior distribution for the multivariate
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case when the likelihood and prior are Gaussian distributed. These are given by Equations
N.37 and N.28 in the appendix. Using these equations for the problem at hand we see that












−1(yi − Fixi−1i ) (4.81)
Pii = P
i−1
i −Pi−1i FTi (Vi + FiPi−1i FTi )−1FiPi−1i . (4.82)
These are the filtering recurrence relations for the general DLM, consistent with what has
already been given in Section 4.4.2. So, we have seen our first derivation for the filtering
recurrence relations.
4.5.2.5 A Note on Conditioning with a Random Variable
Before we use a Recursive Bayesian Estimation like approach to obtain the smoothing recur-
rence relations, we have a short discussion in this section about a topic that is seen in this
approach. The topic is probability distributions that are conditioned on random variables,
rather than numbers. Consider a Gaussian distributed conditional probability distribution





We may also define the density p(x|Y ) as,




What perhaps seems odd about this is that the density p(x|Y ), expectation E[X|Y ], and
variance Var[X|Y ] are random variables themselves. This is not unfounded and can be a
common formulation. The law of total expectation can be used in such scenarios to find the
“total” expectation of the random variable X. This expectation, written as E[X], can be
found by evaluating the law of total expectation formula, given as,
E[X] = E[E[X|Y ]]. (4.85)
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Similarly, there is a law of total variance that states that the “total” variance Var[X] can be
found with the following formula:
Var[Y ] = E[Var[X|Y ]] + Var[E[X|Y ]]. (4.86)
To generalize these from random variables to random vectors X and Y, the law of total
expectation is pretty simple with E[X] = E[E[X|Y]], and the law of total covariance (using
covariance matrices) becomes
Cov[Y] = E[Cov[X|Y]] + Cov[E[X|Y]]. (4.87)
Lastly, we note that the likelihood from Section 4.5.2.2 could similarly be written with a
random variable Y , instead of the number y, as,




4.5.2.6 The Smoothing Estimation Derivation
The derivation for the smoothing recurrence relations using Bayes theorem is a little bit
less intuitive and more tricky than the filtering derivation just given. The objective is to
calculate E[Xi|ỹn] and Cov[Xi|ỹn] (xni and Pni ) where i < n. By the law of total expectation
and the law of total covariance, we see that we can calculate these from the quantities
sni = E[Xi|Xi+1, ỹn] and Sni = Cov[Xi|Xi+1, ỹn] with the following two equations:
E[Xi|ỹn] = E[sni |ỹn] (4.89)
Cov[Xi|ỹn] = E[Sni |ỹn] + Cov[sni |ỹn]. (4.90)
The variables sni and Sni have been defined here for convenience. So, the approach we will
take in this derivation is to first try to find p(xi|Xi+1, ỹn) so that the above equations can
then be used to find p(xi|ỹn).
The first thing we notice is that we can write,
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p(xi|Xi+1, ỹn) = p(xi|Xi+1, ỹi), (4.91)
because Xi and Ys for any s such that s > i are conditionally independent given Xi+1 (see
Appendix O). Now, using Bayes theorem we may write,
p(xi|Xi+1) ∝ L(Xi+1|xi)p(xi), (4.92)
and then conditioning on ỹi we may write p(xi|Xi+1, ỹi), the distribution of interest, as,
p(xi|Xi+1, ỹi) ∝ L(Xi+1|xi, ỹi)p(xi, ỹi). (4.93)
We see in this equation that the prior is the filtering estimation distribution, so it has a mean
xii and covariance Pii, and that the likelihood is given as described in Section 4.5.2.2 in light
of the evolution equation. This likelihood does not depend on yi for any i (this is seen clearly
by the evolution equation). So, we may write the likelihood simply as L(Xi+1|xi), and its
mean and covariance are Gi+1Xi and Wi+1 respectively. With this information the mean
and covariance of the posterior distribution can be found by using Equations N.37 and N.28





















(Xi+1 − xii+1) (4.95)
Si = P
i






where the superscript n for sni and Sni have been dropped because they are redundant in light
of Equation 4.91.
The quantities in Equations 4.89 and 4.90 can now be calculated as,
E[si|ỹn] = xii +PiiGTi+1Pii+1
−1
(xni+1 − xii+1) (4.98)















by recalling that by definition E[Xi+1|ỹn] = xni+1 and Var[Xi+1|ỹn] = Pni+1. So, we can
finally put these into Equations 4.89 and 4.90 to calculate the mean and covariance of the



























These are the smoothing recurrence relations for the general DLM, consistent with what has
already been given in Section 4.4.3.
Lastly, we note that we have not been completely rigorous in this derivation yet having not
made any argument for the smoothing distribution p(xi|ỹn) being Gaussian. The distribution
p(xi|Xi+1, ỹi) is the posterior of a Gaussian likelihood and a Gaussian prior (Equation 4.93)
and is therefore also Gaussian. But, the distribution is itself a random vector. Its mean is the
Gaussian random vector si, and si is a linear function of the Gaussian random vector Xi+1,
so it is Gaussian. Since p(xi|Xi+1, ỹi) is written as a Gaussian distribution with mean as a
Gaussian random vector, the distribution p(xi|ỹn), with Xi+1 absorbed in, is also a Gaussian
distribution. This can be verified and is not shown here in this thesis. So, we have seen our
first derivation for the smoothing recurrence relations.
4.5.3 Minimum Mean Squared Error
The original derivation used by Kalman in 1960 for the filtering recurrence relations is based
on the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) statistic. An introduction to the MMSE
statistic is given in Appendix C. For the general DLM, the MSE of an estimator Ai of the
random vector Xi is given by,
MSE = E[(Ai −Xi)T (Ai −Xi))] (4.103)
= tr(E[(Ai −Xi)(Ai −Xi)T ]). (4.104)
If the data ỹn is observed and the estimate ai is some function of ỹn (and its corresponding
estimator Ai is the same function of Ỹn), then the MSE of the estimate ai can be written
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as,
MSE = E[(ai −Xi)T (ai −Xi))|ỹn]. (4.105)
In Section 4.5.3.1 it is shown that the MMSE estimate ai,m out of all possible estimates
for ai is given as,
ai,m = E[Xi|ỹn], (4.106)
which is the conditional expectation we defined as xni before. In Section 4.5.3.2 what is called
the “error covariance matrix” is discussed and in Section 4.5.3.3 the MMSE derivation for
the filtering problem is carried out. Also, in Section 4.5.4 a difficult proof made by Kalman
in his seminal paper which is needed for part of the derivation in Section 4.5.3.3 is given.
We make note of this in Section 4.5.3.3 when it comes up. This point is often overlooked by
other resources that show this MMSE derivation for the Kalman filter.
4.5.3.1 MMSE as a Conditional Expectation
Given that the estimate we have labelled as ai is some function of the observed data g(ỹn), the
MMSE problem we have set up is the same as the one described in Section C.1 of Appendix
C. Using the result of this section we have,
ai,m = E[Xi|ỹn] (4.107)
= xni . (4.108)
So, the ai,m and Ai,m notation will be dropped now and the MMSE estimate is written as
xni , and its corresponding estimator as Xni moving forward. Also, any estimate of the state
vector (not necessarily MMSE) is written as xni ′ and its corresponding estimator as Xni
′.
Plugging in Ỹn for ỹn we have the MMSE estimator given as,
Xni = E[Xi|Ỹn]. (4.109)
Taking the expected value of this random vector gives E[Xni ] = E[Xi] by the law of total
expectation. This shows that the estimator is unbiased. In fact, these expectations are also
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usually equal to zero when the prior expectation E[X0] is chosen to be zero (see Appendix
M).





′ −Xi)T ] (4.110)
is the matrix where if Xni
′ is selected so the trace is minimized, then the selection is the
MMSE estimate Xni . We have denoted this matrix by Pni
′. When the MMSE estimator Xni
is used we will denote the matrix as Pni , which is what we call the error covariance matrix.
So, the error covariance matrix is given as,
Pni = E[(X
n
i −Xi)(Xni −Xi)T ]. (4.111)
This error covariance matrix Pni should not be confused with the interpretation of Pni pre-
sented in the Recursive Bayesian Estimation derivations, even though we will see that it ends




i −Xi)(Xni −Xi)T ] (4.112)
= Cov[Xni −Xi]− E[Xni −Xi]E[Xni −Xi]T (4.113)
= Cov[Xni −Xi], (4.114)
since the expectation of the “error” is zero (i.e. E[Xni −Xi] = 0).
4.5.3.3 The Filtering Estimation Derivation
In this section, the derivation of the filtering recurrence relations for the DLM is given with
the MMSE criteria. As a reference to this, we cite (Brown and Hwang, 2012). For this
derivation, we seek to find an MMSE estimator of the state vector at index i using all Ỹi
(what we have defined as Xii) given that the MMSE estimator of Xi−1 using all Ỹi−1 is known
(what we have defined as Xi−1i−1).
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With Xi−1i−1 known and Xni = E[Xi|Ỹn] being true for the MMSE estimator, we have the




Given this one-step-ahead Xi−1i estimator, we now seek a better estimator of the state vector
at index i by using the additional piece of information, Yi. The equation that we use to do
this is arbitrarily defined (at least consider it to be arbitrary for now, until the reasoning is





i(Yi − FiXi−1i ), (4.116)
where K′i is any matrix and Xii
′ is the estimator of the state vector at index i, where again the
prime denotes that it is any estimator, not necessarily the MMSE estimator. This equation
is commonly called the “update” equation by Kalman filter practitioners. It “updates” the
prediction estimate Xi−1i of the state vector given one piece of additional data Yi, where
essentially, the matrix K′i is related to how much weight the new Yi carries in the estimation.
Again, the justification for the form of Equation 4.116 is given in Section 4.5.4. Some authors
reference the Recursive Bayesian Estimation derivations we have shown as justification for
this form, but Kalman deduced the form without the use of Bayes theorem in his seminal
paper. The justification that Kalman used is what we give in Section 4.5.4.
Now, the MMSE estimator Xii will be found by finding the matrix K′i that minimizes the
MSE. We denote this optimal matrix as Ki without the prime as well. First, we will evaluate
Pii









i(Yi − FiXi−1i )−Xi]. (4.118)






i(FiXi + vi − FiXi−1i )−Xi] (4.119)
= Cov[(I−K′iFi)(Xi−1i −Xi) +K′ivi]. (4.120)
Since vi is uncorrelated to both Xi−1i and Xi (for Xi−1i the data yi has not entered the picture
yet, so therefore neither has vi, and for Xi recall the evolution equation and that wi and vi
have been defined to be uncorrelated) we have,
Pii
′
= Cov[(I−K′iFi)(Xi−1i −Xi)] + Cov[K′ivi] (4.121)
= (I−K′iFi)Cov[Xi−1i −Xi](I−K′iFi)T +K′iViK′i
T (4.122)
= (I−K′iFi)Pi−1i (I−K′iFi)T +K′iViK′i
T
. (4.123)
This will now be minimized with respect to K′i. We rewrite it in the following form first to
make the derivatives easier:
Pii
′

















= −(FiPi−1i )T − (FiPi−1i )T + 2Ki(FiPi−1i FTi +Vi) = 0. (4.125)











So, the MMSE estimator Xii is given by using this as the K′i matrix in Equation 4.116
and its corresponding estimate is given as,
xii = x
i−1
i +Ki(yi − Fixi−1i ). (4.127)
This is the same form of the recurrence relation for filtering estimation given and derived in
previous sections.
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We would now also like to use this optimal Ki to find the recurrence relation for the error
























= Pi−1i −Pi−1i FTi (FiPi−1i FTi +Vi)−1FiPi−1i (4.129)
= Pi−1i −KiFiPi−1i . (4.130)
This is the same form of the filtering recurrence relation given for Pii in previous sections,
and also the same as the quantity Cov[Xi|ỹi], which we also defined as Pii, found with the
recursive application of Bayes theorem.
However, if we are looking at this MMSE derivation stand-alone we have yet to specify
what Pi−1i is. Because we have actually only used it as a definition in the process carried out






i−1 −GiXi−1 −wi]. (4.132)
Since wi is uncorrelated to both Xi−1i−1 and Xi−1 we have,
Pi−1i = Cov[Gi(X
i−1






So finally we have now shown that the recurrence relations for both xii and Pii obtained in
this section are the same as those given and argued in previous sections.
Lastly, we make the note that if someone wished to use a matrix K′i that is not MMSE,
then they could do so and they would use Equation 4.123 for updating Pii instead of Equation
4.130. This is called the Joseph form of the error covariance matrix. In the next section, we
will give Kalman’s justification for the form of the “update” equation.
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4.5.4 Kalman’s Justification
In this section, we justify the form of Equation 4.116, as done in the seminal work of (Kalman,
1960). We also cite (Jazwinski, 1970), who provides a more throughout explanation of this
content that the work presented here follows more closely.
To proceed with the justification, we must first develop the concepts of orthogonality and
orthogonal projections of random variables and random vectors. These concepts are analo-
gous to orthogonality concepts in linear algebra. Consider the random variables Y1, Y2, ..., Yn.
The set of all linear combinations of these random variables is said to form a vector space,
in analogy to the way a linear combination of vectors forms a vector space. The set of all




where the coefficients ai can take on any values. The vector space this forms will be called
the Υn vector space or simply Υn space.
The definition of orthogonality of random variables is given as follows: two random
variables U and V are said to be orthogonal if E[UV ] = 0. A trick commonly used in this
section is to write random variables as two components, one orthogonal to a given vector
space and one in the vector space. Consider the random variable S:
S = S̄ + S̃, (4.136)
where we define S̃ to be the part of S orthogonal to the chosen vector space and S̄ as the
component of S in the chosen vector space. We call S̄ the “orthogonal projection” of S onto
the chosen vector space.
For random vectors, we will develop a story that is pretty much the same. Consider the
random vectors Y1,Y2, ...,Yn where each is of length m. The set of all linear combinations
of the random variables that make up these random vectors is said to form a vector space.







where Yij is the jth component of Yi and the coefficients aij can take on any values. The
vector space this forms will be called Υn space.
Two random vectors U and V are said to be orthogonal if each of their components are
orthogonal to each other. Mathematically, if U and V are the same length this means that
E[UVT ] = 0.
Similarly to the trick above but for random vectors, we can break random vectors into
two components. In fact, this is only the trick of Equation 4.136 applied for each of the
elements of the random vector. Consider the random vector S:
S = S̄+ S̃, (4.138)
where we define S̃ to be the random vector where each of its elements are the part of each of
S’s elements that are orthogonal to the chosen vector space, and the elements of S̄ are the
orthogonal projections of each of the elements of S onto the chosen vector space.
Now that this background material is set up, we can proceed with Kalman’s justification
of the form of Equation 4.116. Consider that the Υn vector space is formed by the DLM
random vectors Y1, ...,Yn (what we have labelled as Ỹn previously). Now, we refer to a proof
in Appendix Q that shows that for Gaussian distributed Xi and Yi (made by our assumptions
of vi, wi, and X0 being Gaussian) the orthogonal projection of Xi onto the Υn vector space
is equal to E[Xi|Ỹn], which is the DLM MMSE estimator. The only caveat for this to be
true is that we must choose the prior expectation of E[X0] to be zero, which is typically
done in practice. This allows us to deduce the following: if we restrict the estimator to be
in the Υn vector space (which means that the estimator is a linear function of the random
variables that make up the Y1,Y2, ...,Yn random vectors) and then find the MMSE under
this restriction, then this results in the MMSE estimate for when Xi and Yi are Gaussian
(i.e. no non-linear functions of the Y1,Y2, ...,Yn random vectors can possibly have a smaller
MSE, so we lose nothing by making this restriction).
So, this argument tells us that one aspect of the form of Equation 4.116 is good, that it is
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a linear function of the random variables that make up Υn. But, the form of Equation 4.116
is still more particular than this. We will need to introduce the concept of an orthonormal
basis for vector spaces before we proceed further.
In linear algebra, given a set of vectors that forms a vector space, an orthonormal basis
can be found that spans the vector space with basis vectors qi having the following property
(this is done in practice with the Gram-Schmidt process):
qiq
T
j = δij =
0 i 6= j1 i = j . (4.139)
In a similar vein, given a set of random variables that forms a vector space, an orthonormal
basis can be found that spans the vector space with basis random variables ui having the
following property (done with a similar Gram-Schmidt process):
E[uiuj] = δij =
0 i 6= j1 i = j . (4.140)
With this, we know that we can write any random variable X̄ in a given vector space as a



















Thus the coefficients are given by,
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aj = E[X̄uj]. (4.146)
Or, if X is written as the sum of a component X̄ in the vector space and a component X̃
orthogonal to the space as described by the trick of Equation 4.136, the coefficients are also
given as,
aj = E[Xuj], (4.147)
since we have,
E[Xuj] = E[(X̄ + X̃)uj] = E[X̄uj]. (4.148)
The last term in zero since X̃ is orthogonal to all basis vectors in the space by definition.
Now, back to the general DLM problem, where we have the random vector set Ỹn. If
we say the length of each Yi is m then we have nm random variables that make up the Υn
vector space and nm basis random variables that also make up the space. Let us denote
these basis random variables as,
{{u11, ..., u1m}, ..., {un1, ..., unm}} = {u1, ...,un}. (4.149)
We know, from the argument made earlier in this section, that any component of the MMSE
estimator Xnn for Gaussian distributed Xi and Yi is the linear combination of these basis
vectors. And now we know, from our discussion of basis random variables and that Xnn is the
orthogonal projection of Xn onto the Υn vector space, what the coefficients that multiply
these basis random variables should be. For instance, for the jth component of Xnn, the
coefficient that multiplies the basis random variable uts (any arbitrary t and s) is E[Xnjuts]
where we define Xnj as the jth component of Xn. Using some linear algebra (instead of







This equation will now be utilized to finally justify the form of Equation 4.116. We may







j ]uj + E[Xnu
T
n ]un. (4.151)






j ]uj + E[Xnu
T
n ]un. (4.152)














= Xn−1n + E[Xnu
T
n ]un. (4.155)
The second step is made noticing that Xn−1n−1 appears, as defined by Equation 4.150. However,
we notice that this step can only be made if we assume that the basis random variables that
make up the Υn space can be selected such that they are all of the basis random variables of
the Υn−1 space plus one additional basis random variable. This can indeed be done and is in
fact how the Gram-Schmidt process works naturally, so it is actually not an assumption at
all. We see now from Equation 4.155 that the first term Xn−1n is the same as the first term
of Equation 4.116 that we are trying to justify. So, what remains is to show that the second
term can be given as some linear operation on Yn − FnXn−1n .
We note that the elements of the second term have to be orthogonal to all the elements
of the first term since the basis random variables are all orthogonal to each other. More
specifically, its elements are orthogonal to the Υn−1 vector space. From this we can see that
what is precisely needed as the second term is some linear operation on the components of
the elements of Yn which are orthogonal to the Υn−1 vector space. We define the linear
operation as K′n and the part of Yn orthogonal to Υn−1 as Ỹn (this Ỹn should not be
confused with the collection of random vectors we have also denoted as Ỹn in this thesis).







With the trick of Equation 4.138, we can write explicitly Yn as the sum of Ȳn and Ỹn, where
the elements of Ȳn are the components of the elements of Yn in the Υn−1 vector space and
Ỹn is as defined above. We have,
Yn = Ȳn + Ỹn. (4.157)
Now, since the elements of Xn−1n are the components of the elements of Xn in Υn−1 space,
FnX
n−1
n is Ȳn. Therefore, Ỹn is given as,
Ỹn = Yn − FnXn−1n , (4.158)





n(Yn − FnXn−1n ). (4.159)
To wrap this up, if the argument made about how Ȳn = FnXn−1n is unclear or unsatis-
factory, we can explicitly verify that Yn −FnXn−1n is the orthogonal part of Yn to the Υn−1
space by showing that each of its elements is orthogonal to every basis random variable in
the Υn−1 space. Mathematically, showing that
E[(Yn − FnXn−1n )uTj ] = 0, (4.160)
for all j = 1, ..., n − 1. If this is shown to be true then FnXn−1n is indeed Ȳn. By inserting
the observation equation into this we have,
E[(Yn − FnXn−1n )uTj ] = E[(FnXn + vn − FnXn−1n )uTj ] (4.161)
= FnE[(Xn −Xn−1n )uTj ]. (4.162)
We notice that the elements of Xn−Xn−1n are the components of the elements of Xn orthog-
onal to the Υn−1 space and that therefore each of its elements are orthogonal to all basis
random variables that make up the Υn−1 space. Therefore this expectation is zero and we
have verified that Yn − FnXn−1n is indeed the part of Yn orthogonal to the Υn−1 space.
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4.5.5 Cost Function Theorem
In this section, we give the cost function for DLM estimation and prove that it results in
the filtering, smoothing, and prediction recurrence relations. For the filtering part, we cite
(Sorenson, 1970). We have the following cost function theorem: given data ỹn, the cost
function for DLM estimation is given as a function of x1, ...,xn, ...,xp for some p ≥ n as,
















(xi −Gixi−1)TW−1i (xi −Gixi−1). (4.163)
What is meant by this is that the values of x1, ...,xn, ...,xp that minimize this function are the
estimates that we have previously defined as xn1 ,xn2 ...,xnn−1,xnn,xnn+1, ...,xnp−1,xnp which take
into account all of the given data ỹn. The estimates xn1 through xnn−1 are smoothed estimates,
the estimate xnn is a filtered estimate, and the estimates xnn+1 through xnp are predictions. We
note that this is a multivariate quadratic function with all positive quadratic terms, so it has
a single extremum that is a minimum. The extremum xn1 ,xn2 ...,xnn−1,xnn,xnn+1, ...,xnp−1,xnp
can be found by solving the system of equations where each partial derivative is set to zero.
However, this problem is too complicated to be solved naively like this, so instead we will
take an approach that allows us to obtain recursive solutions, which we will see are consistent
with the filtering, smoothing, and prediction recurrence relations for the DLM.
We also note that the cost function given here is effectively a least squares cost function.
The first two terms are actually identical to the weighted RLS cost function given in Appendix
L (a slight modification to the RLS cost function presented in Section 4.1.3). The only
difference is that the second term here in Equation 4.163 is for multivariate data. The last
term is then characterized by the general DLM evolution equation, which is of course not a
characteristic of the MLR model.
4.5.5.1 Prediction Proof
First, we will get the proof that the cost function given in Equation 4.163 is consistent with
the prediction recurrence relation out of the way since it is much simpler than the smoothing
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and filtering cases. Assume that the extremum values of the cost function xn1 , ...,xnp−1 are






(xp −Gpxp−1)TW−1p (xp −Gpxp−1), (4.164)





the prediction estimate recurrence relation already seen in this thesis. To see that this works
for all prediction estimates defined by the cost function, consider looking at the case p = n+1,
then p = n+2, and so on. The prediction estimate recurrence relation would be found simply
as shown here for all p greater than n.
4.5.5.2 Three Results
Throughout the next proofs carried out for the filtering and smoothing problems, three results
are used. These results are given here in this section and proven in Appendix R. So, rather
than solving these problems as we need them for the filtering and smoothing problems we
will refer to them here.
Result 1




(x− a)TA(x− a) + 1
2
(b−Bx)TC(b−Bx), (4.166)
where a and b are vectors, A, B, and C are matrices, and A and C are restricted to be
symmetric. The location of the minimum, which we define as xm, can be written as,
xm = a+A
−1BT (C−1 +BA−1BT )−1(b−Ba). (4.167)
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Result 2









where a, b, and d are vectors, A, B, C, D, and E are matrices, and A, C, and E are
restricted to be symmetric. The location xm of the minimum can be written in the following
way, which is only a convenient way to write it for the problem we use it for in this section,
as,
xm = Z
−1Y + Z−1DT (E−1 +DZ−1DT )−1(d−DZ−1Y), (4.169)
where Z = A+BTCB and Y = Aa+BTCb.
Result 3
For the third result consider the following function:











where k is a constant, a and b are vectors, A, B, C, D, and E are matrices, and A and
E are restricted to be symmetric. Let us define the single extremum of this function to be
(x1m,x2m). If we set the derivative of this function with respect to x1 equal to zero, solve for
x1m (as a function of x2), and then plug the result back into the original function for x1, then
we have a function of only x2 left over, with an extremum at x2m. This is just basic calculus.
So, the third result that we give is that the function F (x1m(x2),x2) (where we define x1m(x2)
as the x1m function of x2 found as just described) that results from this procedure is






(x2 −Da)TP−1(x2 −Da), (4.171)
where P = E−1 +DA−1DT . Again, the proofs of these results are given in Appendix R.
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4.5.5.3 Filtering Estimates Proof
In this section, we prove that the cost function given in Equation 4.163 is consistent with
the filtering estimate recurrence relations. We start by writing out the case where n = 1 and






(x1 − x01) +
1
2
(y1 − F1x1)TV−11 (y1 − F1x1). (4.172)
As an aside, it can be quickly verified that the filtering recurrence relation is obtained for
this individual case by using the first result in Section 4.5.5.2. It is seen that the minimum
of L1(x1) is at x11 = x01 + P01FT1 (V1 + F1P01FT1 )−1(y1 − F1x01), which is the correct filtering
solution that we have already seen for x11.
Now, to begin to tackle the general case, we first perform a quadratic Taylor series







(x11 − x01) +
1
2

























(x11 − x01) +
1
2
(y1 − F1x11)TV−11 (y1 − F1x11). (4.174)
The derivatives are found to be,
∂L1(x1)
∂x1
= (x1 − x01)TP01









−1 − FT1V−11 F1. (4.176)
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is clearly zero since the point x11 is the location of the minimum
of this function by definition. So, the new expression of L1(x1) obtained from this quadratic
Taylor series expansion is
L1(x1) = C1 +
1
2
(x1 − x11)T (P01
−1 − FT1V−11 F1)(x1 − x11). (4.177)
This is not an approximation since Equation 4.173 is only quadratic in x1 and clearly













−1 − FTi V−1i Fi)−1. So, we will simplify this equa-
tion slightly by defining P01
−1 − FT1V−11 F1 as P11
−1. We have,





(x1 − x11). (4.178)
The next thing we will do is write L2(x1,x2) (this is the n = p = 2 case now). We see from
the definition of the cost function that we can write L2(x1,x2) as the sum of L1(x1) and two
additional terms. So we have,





(x1 − x11) +
1
2




(x2 −G2x1)TW−12 (x2 −G2x1), (4.179)
where the last two terms are the two additional terms we are referring to. Now, using the










where A = W2+G2P11GT2 . Recall from the thrid result of Section 4.5.5.2 that this means that
the extremum of this function is also equal to x22. To simplify this slightly, we have G2x11 = x12
by recalling the prediction estimate, and by carrying out the evaluation of P12 = Cov[X12−X2]
(which has been done in Section 4.5.3.3 for the general Pi−1i case) we notice that A = P12.
So, L2(x21(x2),x2) can be simplified to
L2(x
2
1(x2),x2) = C1 +
1
2





(x2 − x12). (4.181)
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Now, what we notice here is that this function of x2 is essentially identical to the form of
L1(x1) in Equation 4.172. The difference is that all the indices are incremented by 1. Recall
that the filtering recurrence relation for x11 was found with Equation 4.172, so because the
equation here is essentially identical we can see that the extremum x22 of this function is also
the same as the filtering recurrence relation for x22.
What we will do now is essentially repeat the procedure we have followed so far to
generalize this argument to any case n = p = i. For instance, for the next case of n = p = 3
we would follow the same procedure of Taylor series expanding L2(x21(x2),x2) about x22,
add the two additional terms to obtain L3(x21(x2),x2,x3), and then use the third result of
Section 4.5.5.2 to obtain the function of only x3 where the extremum value of x2 (i.e. x32)







2(x3),x3). We know because of the identical procedure just carried out for







2(x3),x3) = C1 + C2 +
1
2






(x3 − x23), (4.182)
where C2 is another constant. This function is again in identical form to L1(x1) in Equation
4.172 and L2(x21(x2),x2) in Equation 4.181 with only the indices incremented. So, we again
find that the extremum x33 of this function is the same as the filtering recurrence relation for
x33. But, unfortunately we have not been completely rigorous with this extension to the n =
p = 3 case yet. We have to verify that the minimum of this function L3(x21(x32(x3)),x32(x3),x3)
is the same as the minimum of the function L3(x31(x3),x32(x3),x3) (whose minimum we know
to be x33) where the true extremum values x31 and x32 as a function of x3 have been plugged




= 0 and ∂L3(x1,x2,x3)
∂x2
= 0. (4.183)
Now, we can verify this it true by considering going about solving ∂L3(x1,x2,x3)
∂x1
= 0 for x1. The
result, in general, would be x31 as function of x2 and x3. But, for our specific cost function
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L3(x1,x2,x3) we see pretty clearly that it would only be a function of x2, and furthermore
that it would be the same function of x2 as the function x21(x2) that we have seen in this








as x31(x2), then we can say that we have x31(x2) = x21(x2). To obtain what we have defined
as x31(x3) now, we simply plug in x32(x3) into x31(x2). So, we have x31(x3) = x31(x32(x3)) =
x21(x
3












showing that these functions are the same. So finally, the extremum of them both is indeed
x33.
For all the next cases n = p = i for any i > 3, we are able to verify a similar result
by considering what the solutions to the simultaneous equation look like, as we have done
above. So, we can see that the generalization of this procedure, of Taylor series expanding,
adding the two terms, and using the third result in Section 4.5.5.2, to the case of n = p = i













(yi − Fixi)TV−1i (yi − Fixi) +
1
2
(xi − xi−1i )TPi−1i
−1
(xi − xi−1i ), (4.186)
where all Cj are constants. It is not really important what the constants are since this is a






















Now, as we have similarly said several times for functions in this form, we know from using
the first result of Section 4.5.5.2 that the minimum point of the function in Equation 4.186












−1(yi − Fixi−1i ), (4.188)
which is indeed the filtering recurrence relation that has been shown and derived previously.
4.5.5.4 Smoothing Estimates Proof
In this section, we prove that the cost function given by Equation 4.163 is consistent with








That is, the cost function Ln(x1, ...,xn) where the functions of
xn1 (xi),x
n
2 (xi), ..., and xni−1(xi), (4.190)






= 0, ..., and ∂Fn(x1,x2, ...,xn)
∂xi−1
= 0, (4.191)






Now, we notice that the functions of xi1(xi),xi2(xi), ...,xii−1(xi), that are obtained from






= 0, ..., and ∂Fi(x1,x2, ...,xi)
∂xi−1
= 0, (4.192)







2 (xi), ..., and xii−1(xi) = xni−1(xi). (4.193)
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This is just due to the fact that the additional terms added for Ln(x1, ...,xn) from Ln(x1, ...,xi)
do not depend on any of x1,x2, ...,xi−1, so the simultaneous equations are the same in both















This allows us to notice that we can write this Ln(xn1 (xi),xn2 (xi), ...,xni−1(xi),xi,xi+1, ...,xn)
function as the sum of Li(xi1(xi),xi2(xi), ...,xii−1(xi),xi) (which was specified in the last sec-













(yi − Fixi)TV−1i (yi − Fixi) +
1
2
(xi − xi−1i )TPi−1i
−1




(xi+1 −Gi+1xi)TW−1i+1(xi+1 −Gi+1xi) + . . . ,
where the additional terms that are not functions of xi have not been written (so we have only
actually written one additional term). We now seek to find the point (xni ,xni+1, ...,xnn) that
minimizes this function. If we assume that xni+1, ...,xnn are known and only xni is unknown














(yi − Fixi)TV−1i (yi − Fixi) +
1
2
(xi − xi−1i )TPi−1i
−1




(xni+1 −Gi+1xi)TW−1i+1(xni+1 −Gi+1xi) + constant.
Now we have a function of only xi. Using the second result of Section 4.5.5.2 we find the
minimum point of this function to be,
xni = Z
















i yi. We notice that Z−1 is equal











(xni+1 − xii+1), (4.196)
which is the same smoothed estimate that has been shown and derived in previous sections.
So, in this DLM cost function section we have given a least squares estimation cost function
and proven that it gives the prediction, filtering, and smoothing recurrence relations for DLM
estimation.
4.5.6 Maximum Likelihood Estimate
In this section, we show that the same DLM filtering and smoothing recurrence relations can
be obtained by an estimate known as the marginal maximum likelihood estimate (MLE).
We follow very closely to the seminal work of (Rauch et al., 1965) in this section, and we
note that this work was how the solution to the smoothing problem was first obtained (i.e.
the smoothing recurrence relations). The marginal MLE is obtained from maximizing the
marginal distribution p(xi|ỹn). The maximum of this, which we will denote as xni , is obtained
as a solution to the equation of its derivative with respect to xi equal to 0. This is opposed
to the joint MLE where the maximum of the joint distribution p(x1,x2, ...,xi|ỹn) is found by
solving i simultaneous equations of derivatives equal to zeros. According to (Rauch et al.,
1965), this also results in the same filtering and smoothing recurrence relations we have seen.
But, only the marginal MLE proof is shown in this section.
4.5.6.1 The Filtering Estimation Derivation
For the filtering problem, we have n = i. So, we want to find the maximum of the marginal
distribution p(xi|ỹi). We have already written p(xi|ỹi) in a certain way with Bayes theorem
in Section 4.5.2.4. Here we will find the same formula in a slightly different way, following
what is shown in (Rauch et al., 1965) by continually applying the following property of joint
distributions:
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p(a, b) = p(a|b)p(b). (4.197)





where p(ỹi) is a constant. Then, for p(xi, ỹi) we have,
p(xi, ỹi) = p(xi,yi, ỹi−1) = p(yi|xi, ỹi−1)p(xi, ỹi−1), (4.199)
where p(yi|xi, ỹi−1) is the same as the likelihood function in Section 4.5.2.4, and reduces to
p(yi|xi) as discussed in the section. For p(xi, ỹi−1) we have,
p(xi, ỹi−1) = p(xi|ỹi−1)p(ỹi−1), (4.200)
where p(ỹi−1) is a constant. So, putting all this together we have,
p(xi|ỹi) ∝ p(yi|xi)p(xi|ỹi−1), (4.201)
which is the same as what we had in Section 4.5.2.4. Recall from this section that p(yi|xi)
(we have not used our likelihood notation of L(yi|xi) here because it is not convenient to do
so) is written with a mean of FiXi and covariance of Vi, and that p(xi|ỹi−1) has mean xi−1i
and covariance Pi−1i . To find the marginal MLE, we find the maximum of the logarithm of
p(xi|ỹi), which is given as,
ln(p(xi|ỹi)) = ln(p(yi|xi)) + ln(p(xi|ỹi−1)) + ln(constant)
= −1
2
(yi − Fixi)TV−1i (yi − Fixi)−
1
2
(xi − xi−1i )TPi−1i
−1
(xi − xi−1i )
+ constant. (4.202)
The extremum of the negative of this function was already found in Section 4.5.5.3 (this was
the section where we proved the cost function theorem for the filtering problem). Using this













−1(yi − Fixi−1i ), (4.203)
which is the filtering recurrence relation we have now seen numerous times.
If we were going to look at this marginal MLE as a stand-alone derivation for the filtering
recurrence relations, we would now also want to find the error covariance matrix Pii by
evaluating Cov[Xii − Xi] where Xii is the estimator of the estimate xii obtained here. This
has technically been done already in Section 4.5.3.3, so it is not repeated here.
4.5.6.2 The Smoothing Estimation Derivation
For the smoothing problem, we want to find the maximum xni of the marginal distribution
p(xi|ỹn) where i < n. But, what we do instead is find the maximum of the joint probability
distribution p(xi,xi+1|ỹn), where the values that maximize this function are xni and xni+1.
This gives us another way to find xni .
Similarly to the last section, we follow what is done in (Rauch et al., 1965) and obtain
an expression for this distribution by continually applying the p(a, b) = p(a|b)p(b) property





where p(ỹn) is a constant. For p(xi,xi+1, ỹn) we have,
p(xi,xi+1, ỹn) = p(xi,xi+1,yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|ỹi)p(ỹi), (4.205)
where p(ỹi) is a constant. For p(xi,xi+1,yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|ỹi) we have,
p(xi,xi+1,yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|ỹi) = p(xi+1,yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|xi, ỹi)p(xi|ỹi), (4.206)
where p(xi+1,yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|xi, ỹi) reduces to p(xi+1,yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|xi) because xi+1, yi+1,
yi+2, ..., yn given xi is independent of ỹi (we see this from the evolution and observation
equations). So, for p(xi+1,yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|xi, ỹi) we have,
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p(xi+1,yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|xi, ỹi) = p(xi+1,yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|xi) (4.207)
= p(yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|xi+1,xi)p(xi+1|xi), (4.208)
where for p(yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|xi+1,xi) we see from the DLM observation equation that we
have,
p(yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|xi+1,xi) = p(yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|xi+1). (4.209)
Putting this all together we finally have p(xi,xi+1|ỹn) in the form we want given as,
p(xi,xi+1|ỹn) ∝ p(yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|xi+1)p(xi+1|xi)p(xi|ỹi). (4.210)
The p(xi+1|xi) distribution has a mean of Gi+1xi and covariance of Wi+1 and the p(xi|ỹi)
distribution is our filtering distribution with a mean of xii and covariance of Pii. We will
assume that we know the value xni+1 (similarly to how we assumed the higher index smoothing
estimates were known in Section 4.5.5.4) so that the only job is to find the other value xni
that makes up the extremum point of p(xi,xi+1|ỹn). With this assumption we see when we
write it out that we can ignore the p(yi+1,yi+2, ...,yn|xi+1) distribution when finding the
extremum value xni because it does not depend of xi. So, to find xni , we find the maximum of




i+1|ỹn)) = ln(p(xni+1|xi)) + ln(p(xi|ỹi)) + ln(constant) (4.211)
= −1
2





(xi − xii) + constant. (4.213)











(xni+1 − xii+1), (4.214)
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where Pii+1 = Wi+1 +GTi+1PiiGi+1 and xii+1 = Gi+1xii. This is indeed the smoothing recur-
rence relation we have seen many times now.
Likewise to the end of the last section on the filtering estimate, in order for this MLE
derivation to be stand-alone for the smoothing recurrence relations, we would need to find
the error covariance matrix Pni by evaluating Cov[Xni − Xi] using the estimator obtained
here. This has not been done yet in this thesis so it is presented here.






using the defined Ji from Section 4.4.3. Subtracting Xi from both sides and rearranging
gives,
(Xni −Xi)− JiXni+1 = (Xii −Xi)− JiXii+1. (4.216)
Now, as stated in (Rauch et al., 1965), by taking the covariance of this and using the following
facts:
E[(Xni −Xi)Xni+1
T ] = E[(Xii −Xi)Xii
T
] = 0 (4.217)
Cov[Xii] = Cov[Xi]−Pii (4.218)
Cov[Xni+1] = Cov[Xi+1]−Pni+1, (4.219)
we readily find the smoothing recurrence relation for Pni . This will be shown now before
Equations 4.217, 4.218, and 4.219 are proven. Equation 4.217 is used to infer that (Xni −Xi)
is uncorrelated to Xni+1 and that (Xii − Xi) is uncorrelated to Xii. This is actually only
true under the assumption that the prior exception E[X0] is chosen to be zero. Recall that
if the prior expectation is chosen to be zero then the expectation of Xi and all estimators
of Xi are zero (for any i), and therefore E[(Xni − Xi)Xni+1
T ] and E[(Xni − Xi)Xni+1
T ] are
equal to the covariances Cov[Xni − Xi,Xni+1
T ] and Cov[Xni − Xi,Xni+1
T ] since Cov[A,B] =
E[AB]−E[A]E[B]T for any random vectors A and B. So, with Equation 4.217, we see that
we can write the following:
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Cov[(Xni −Xi)− JiXni+1] = Cov[(Xii −Xi)− JiXii+1] (4.220)
Cov[Xni −Xi] + Cov[JiXni+1] = Cov[Xii −Xi] + Cov[JiXii+1]. (4.221)
















Pni + Ji(Cov[Xi+1]−Pni+1)JTi = Pii + JiGii+1(Cov[Xi]−Pii)Gii+1
T
JTi . (4.223)
For Cov[Xi+1], recalling from the evolution equation that Cov[Xi+1] = Gi+1Cov[Xi]GTi+1 +


















Then, recalling that Pii+1 = Gii+1PiiGii+1
T





i+1 −Pii+1)JTi , (4.226)
which is indeed the correct smoothing recurrence relation for Pni we have given previously.
Now, we will prove Equations 4.217, 4.218, and 4.219 that were used to obtain this result.
The work of (Rauch et al., 1965) states that the first equation can be verified by a lengthy
manipulation of both the filtering and smoothing recurrence relations together. Then, we
assume that they find the other two equations just as a consequence of the first. However, we
can very easily verify these three equations instead with orthogonal projections of random
variables, which was developed in Section 4.5.4 and Appendix Q of this thesis for what we
called “Kalman’s justification”. It is stated in this Section 4.5.4 and proven in Appendix Q
that the orthogonal projection of Xi onto the Υn vector space (the vector space formed by the
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DLM random vectors Y1, ...,Yn) is the conditional mean E[Xi|Ỹn], which is the estimator
Xni . Again, the only additional assumption needed here is that the prior expectation E[X0]






where X̃ni is defined as the random vector that contains the components of the random






T ] = 0, because all the elements of Xni and X̃
n
i are orthogonal to each other.
Now, using this we will show that E[(Xii − Xi)Xii
T
] = 0. We notice that we can write
Equation 4.227 for the case n = i as Xi = Xii + X̃
i
i, so we have,
E[(Xii −Xi)Xii
T















which proves first part of Equation 4.217. Similarly for the second part of the equation, we
find,
E[(Xni −Xi)Xni+1













For proving Equation 4.218 now, we start by writing,
Pii = E[(X
i








T −XiiXTi ] (4.235)
= Cov[Xii] + Cov[Xi]− E[XiXii
T
]− E[XiiXTi ]. (4.236)




















i ] (since covariance matrices are symmet-
ric). Plugging this into Equation 4.236, we see that we have,
Cov[Xii] = Cov[Xi]−Pii, (4.240)
which proves Equation 4.218. Equation 4.219 can be proved in fundamentally the same way
as this one. To our knowledge, these three equations have never been proved in this way
before.
4.6 Model Specification
So far we have seen how a DLM is specified by defining the model matrices Fi,Gi,Wi,Vi at
each index i. We have also seen two examples of DLMs (the multiple regression DLM and
the local level DLM) and the recurrence relations used to estimate the states of the model
given observed data. In this section, we will see how DLMs can be constructed by combining
two or more DLMs together (West and Harrison, 1997). This is commonly done in practice
for time series analysis since each individual DLM captures a different feature of the time
series. For example, if a time series is known to depend upon some regressor variables and
also has a smoothly varying background level, the modeler may wish to combine the multiple
regression DLM with the local level DLM. For such a time series this should be better than
just using one of the DLMs. Using the terminology of (West and Harrison, 1997), we refer
to this as the superposition of DLMs.
The superposition of DLMs is done as follows. Let us denote m DLMs for data of
the same dimension as DLMj {Fij,Gij, Vij,Wij} for j = 1, ...,m with state vector random
vectors denoted as Xij for j = 1, ...,m. The superposed DLM constructed from these DLMs









Gi1 0 0 0
0 Gi2 0 0
0 0
. . . 0





Wi1 0 0 0
0 Wi2 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 Wim
 , (4.243)








The form of Gi and Wi are what are called block diagonal matrices. We note that the
model matrix Vi should be treated independently of this because it is defined based on the
knowledge of the accuracy of the data alone.
As an example, we show the DLM model matrices for the superposition of the multiple













where Wi1 and Wi2 are the Wi for the local level DLM and multiple regression DLM respec-





In the next sections, we specify four DLMs that can be superimposed to create a good
model for a stratospheric ozone time series. These are also just four very common univariate
DLMs that are fundamental to DLM time series analyses in general.
4.6.1 The Local Level Trend DLM
















Often this model is presented with its own unique observation and evolution equations rather
than using the general DLM framework we have set up in this thesis. To show this, if we





the observation equation can be written as,
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Yi = Mi + vi, v ∼ N [0,Vi], (4.253)
and the evolution equation can be written as two equations, rather than a single matrix
equation, as,
Mi = Mi−1 + Ai−1 + wi1 and (4.254)




 ∼ N [0,Wi]. (4.256)
The Mi component of the state vector is called the level component and the Ai component
is called the trend component. Effectively, Mi represents the background level of the data,
the same as we described for the local level DLM in Section 4.2.2. And, we can think of the
second variable Ai as an addition to the basic local level DLM, and we see from the evolution
equations that in a sense it is related to the change in the level. This is why it is called the
trend component.
So, this DLM performs a similar function to the local level DLM in that it models a
smoothly varying background level in the data. Lastly, we make the note that typically the
modeller chooses Wi3 to be 0. Then, the values of Wi1 and Wi2 alone control how quickly
the background level fit can vary. With larger Wi1 and Wi2 allowing for more variation and
smaller less variation. This is illustrated later in this thesis in Section 5.1.2.
4.6.2 The Multiple Regression DLM
The multiple regression DLM has already been introduced in a previous chapter as DLM
{ϕTi , I,Vi,Wi}, where ϕi is defined as,
ϕTi =
[
x1i x2i . . . xki
]
i = 1, 2, ..., n, (4.257)
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and the x1i, ..., xki are the values of each of the k regressors at index i.
This model allows for the capturing of the signals of each chosen regressor similarly to
how this is done with an MLR model. The matrix Wi can be chosen to be anything, where
the diagonal elements control the degree of variability in the estimation of the regression
coefficients over the time series (independently of the other regressors), and the off-diagonal
elements allow for the same control but allow for the variability to be coupled between
regressors. Another possible choice is to specify Wi to be all zeros, allowing for no variability
in the regression coefficients at all.
As stated earlier in this thesis, with this final choice of Wi, the multiple regression DLM
actually reduces to the equivalent of the MLR model. It is equivalent in form as well as
leads to the same estimation of the regression coefficients. It can be seen from the evolution
equation that βi = βi−1 in this case, and so if we define all βi to then be β, we may write
the multiple regression DLM observation equation as Yi = ϕTi β + ei, which is the MLR
model equation. The next question becomes whether or not the DLM estimation procedure
yields the same estimate of β as the MLR least squares estimate. Again, it turns out that it
basically does. What happens is that the filtering recurrence relation becomes the same as
a weighted RLS algorithm (see Appendix L for the weighted RLS algorithm). So, assuming
the prior information used in the DLM is negligible, the last estimate (xnn if the time series
has n data points) is identical to the GLS estimate with a diagonal covariance structure
in the errors. This is intuitive because the multiple regression DLM requires specification
of Vi, which is effectively the diagonal elements of the matrix we defined as a2V for the
GLS estimation theory. Further to this discussion about the filtering estimation, we also
need to know what happens with the smoothing estimation. It is found that the smoothing
recurrence relation reduces to xni = xni+1 in this case. So, this means that the sequence of
smoothed estimates will have the same objects and they are equal to xnn, the equivalent of
the GLS estimate. Furthermore, we get essentially equivalent error estimation too because
Pnn is identical to the covariance matrix of the GLS estimator, and then for the smoothing




A first order autoregressive model, AR(1), (which was introduced in Section 2.4.3) can be














where we define σ2AR as the variance of wi in the observation equation. So, the observation
and evolution equations take the following form:
Yi = Xi + vi, vi ∼ N [0, Vi] (4.259)
Xi = ρXi−1 + wi, wi ∼ N [0, σ2AR]. (4.260)
The evolution equation takes the same form of an AR(1) model equation (see Equation 2.31),
and the observation equation tells us that the data is only the AR signal plus some noise.
So, this is effectively an AR(1) model where the error in the model and the data have been
separated into two equations, and nicely into the standard DLM form so that we can use it
as a DLM.
4.6.3.2 Order p
Auto regression models of any order p, AR(p), (which has not been given in this thesis yet)
can be expressed in the DLM form with the following model matrices:
Fi =
[





ρ1 ρ2 ρ3 . . . ρp
1 0 0 . . . 0
0 1 0 . . . 0
... . . . ...







σ2AR 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0
... ... . . . ...
0 0 . . . 0
 , (4.263)








For a brief explanation, we see that by putting these matrices into the general evolution
equation form of
Xi = GiXi−1 +wi, wi ∼ N [0,Wi], (4.265)
that the first element of the evolution equation is the same as the AR(p) model equation and
the other elements are congruent but non-informative. The AR(p) model equation has not
been shown thus far in this thesis, but it is indeed given by what we would find from this




ρiZi−j + εi, εi ∼ N [0, σ2AR]. (4.266)
The other elements 2 through p of the evolution equation simply state the following:
Zi−1 = Zi−1, Zi−2 = Zi−2, . . . , and Zi−(p−1) = Zi−(p−1). (4.267)
So, the evolution equation is a valid matrix equation for an AR(p) process. Then, the
observation equation is the same as it was for the AR(1) case, simply the AR signal plus
some noise. Lastly, we should also note that the AR(p) DLM can be formulated in other
ways. One such way is actually the same as what is presented here but with Gi transposed.
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4.6.4 The Fourier Form Seasonal DLM















The rest of this section will be an explanation of these model matrices. A discrete sinusoid
with a frequency ω can be written as,
s[i] = si = acos(ωi) + bsin(ωi), (4.271)
and a similar quantity can be defined as,
s[i]∗ = s∗i = −asin(ωi) + bcos(ωi). (4.272)
It can easily be verified using trigonometry identities that




s∗i = −si−1sin(ω) + s∗i−1cos(ω). (4.274)
These equations give a way of calculating the values of si and s∗i given the values at the
previous index i − 1. The point of this is that this is the way the DLM evolution equation
works, so this can be used to construct a DLM evolution equation. More specifically, the









+wi, wi ∼ N [0,Wi], (4.275)
where we use capital S’s now to denote that these are random variables. We see that the





For the Wi model matrix, it makes sense considering the symmetry of these equations to
have it be a diagonal matrix with equal diagonal elements. The defined model matrices at
the beginning of this section reflect this evolution equation.




so that the observation equation is described by the Si signal
as,
Yi = Si + vi, vi ∼ N [0, Vi]. (4.277)
This covers all the model matrices discussed. Again, Vi is defined independently based on
the error in the data. Lastly, it is important to note that if σ2seas is chosen to be zero, then
the smoothed estimate of Si (and S∗i technically) for this DLM would be sinusoidal with
constant amplitude. If σ2seas is non-zero then the smoothed estimate is sinusoidal with a
variable amplitude, with the degree of variability depending on σ2seas.
4.6.5 Superposition Example for a Stratospheric Ozone Time
Series
In this section, we use the DLMs presented in the last four sections and the DLM super-
position principle to create a DLM that is suitable for modelling a stratospheric ozone time
series. But first, we go through the details of the application of each of the individual DLMs
that we use.
For the local level trend DLM, since the values of Wi1 and Wi2 basically control the same
thing, the smoothness of the background level fit, it is acceptable to use Wi1 = 0 and have
Wi2 as the only non zero element of the Wi matrix. With this, something that is fairly useful
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for trend analysis happens. Consider the sequence of smoothed estimates for a local level
trend DLM. It turns out that for this choice of Wi the trend component of this sequence
is equal to the forward difference of the level component of this sequence (see Appendix U
for the proof). So, the trend component is the numerical derivative of the level component.
This is important because we use this fact later in this thesis when we show a full picture
of the state of ozone trends in the stratospheric with the SOO data record using the DLM
procedure. We will define Wi2 in the local level trend DLM as σ2trend where we loosely call
this variable the “trend variance”.
For the regressors in the multiple regression DLM, we use the ENSO, SOLAR, QBOA,
QBOB, and AOD indexes described in Section 2.2. We also choose the Wi matrix for this
DLM to be all zeros so that the regression coefficient estimates are constant over the time
series like they are in the MLR model. We also use the AR(1) DLM as presented in Section
4.6.3.1. In the stratospheric ozone trend literature, both the AR(1) and AR(2) DLMs have
been used before.
Lastly, we use two Fourier form seasonal DLMs. One with a full-year period (ω = 2π
12
)
and one with a half-year period (ω = 2π
6
). With monthly data these ω’s have the desired
periods of 12 and 6. For a note about using this DLM in this context, recall the discussion
of choosing σ2seas at the end of Section 4.6.4. By choosing σ2seas to be zero for the full-year
period DLM, the seasonal cycle of ozone data is modelled as a sinusoid, but, by choosing it
to be non-zero we allow for the model to pick up variable amplitude from year to year in the
seasonal cycle.
Now, combining all these models with the DLM superposition principal, we have an



















where we define REGRESSORi as the value of the regressors time series index at index i,
Gi =

G1i 0 0 0 0
0 G2i 0 0 0
0 0 G3i 0 0
0 0 0 G4i 0



























































where the off-diagonals of Wi are all zeros and we differentiate the two seasonal components
variance with subscripts 1 and 2. With this formulation, the random vector that represents













where we define the random variable representing the state vector of the AR component as
Xi,AR. Lastly, we note that if the monthly mean ozone data we are modelling is of relative
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anomalies or anything deseasonalized then this DLM without the Fourier form DLMs can be
sufficient since the seasonal cycle is already considered to be removed from the data.
Now, something that should be alarming is noticing that the model presented requires
specification of the variables ρ, σtrend, σseas,1, σseas,2, and σAR. Luckily, there exist procedures
for estimating these parameters from the data, which we will get into shortly. In fact, rather
than just estimating these parameters, we use MCMC algorithms to draw a sample from their
probability distribution given the observed data. We can then run the DLM estimate for each
sample point, allowing for the capability to obtain statistical inferences about stratospheric
ozone taking into account the uncertainty of these parameters in a Monte Carlo fashion. This
is the subject of Section 5.1 in the next chapter and is essentially the defining feature of the
developed DLM procedure of this thesis work.
4.6.6 Selection of the DLM Prior
As stated previously, typically the DLM prior values of x00 and P00 are chosen to be x00 = 0
and P00 = κI where κ is a large number. This selection of large diagonals on P00 leads to
the prior estimate x00 having little effect on the estimation of the states after the first few
indices. But, as stated when we specified the Kalman filter recurrence relations in Section
4.4.2, these prior values could be almost anything. If something is known about the state
vector beforehand then that information can be incorporated into x00 and P00, where x00 is the
best guess of the state vector and P00 expresses the degree of uncertainty in this guess.
For the ozone model in Section 4.6.5 we will take the first approach and set x00 = 0
and have P00 large (except for the caveat which is discussed in the paragraph below). The
guess of 0 is actually a reasonable guess for all the SOO altitude-latitude regions since the
regression coefficients, the initial background level, trend, and the AR(1) terms could all be
on either side of zero. For P00, there is a limit to how large the diagonals can be until it starts
causing problems. The problem it causes is the variance of the first few estimates can become
abnormally large. But, there is often a wide region of values where the results are acceptable
and all identical to each other. It is important to find this region and use a reasonable P00
because this can also affect the probability distributions of the DLM’s unknown parameters
(i.e. ρ, σtrend, σseas,1, σseas,2, and σAR in the DLM presented in the previous section).
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For the last diagonal of P00 in the ozone DLM, the one corresponding to the AR(1) part, we
find that selection of it is very sensitive to making the first few variance estimates abnormally
large and causing the problem discussed. Now, recall that for the AR(1) model, we derived
the variance to be σ
2
AR
1−ρ2 in Equation 2.35. The variance estimates P
n
i , whether they are
filtering, smoothing, or prediction, for the AR(1) DLM described in Section 4.6.3 are not the
same as this, as we might be inclined to believe. This is because these variance estimates are
conditioned on the observed data, whereas this was not part of the setup when we derived
Equation 2.35. However, if we have Vi >> σ2AR, then it is the case that the variance estimates
Pni are equal to
σ2AR
1−ρ2 . For stratospheric ozone data, Vi is typically a significant amount greater
than σ2AR, so this turns out to be a good estimate for all the Pni in this application. So, for
the last diagonal element of P00 for the ozone model we will actually use this
σ2AR
1−ρ2 quantity. In
practice, it is found that this works well for all the altitude-latitude regions of the SOO data
record, not causing any problems with the first few estimates. Furthermore, as expected,
the filtered estimates and smoothed estimates for the variance of the AR(1) term of the
ozone DLM remain close to this value as they are sequentially calculated with the recurrence
relations. Again, this is expected because Vi is a fair amount greater than σ2AR.
4.7 The Model Fit
In this section, we give the model fit for the DLM, like how we gave the model fit for the
MLR model in Section 2.4.4. The contents of this section, of what we choose the model fit
to be, are hopefully intuitive by now.
Consider observing data y1, ...,yn, or just as well consider observing one-dimensional data
y1, .., yn like the case of just a single time series. The model fit that we construct from our
DLM state vector estimates is simply Fixni at each index i. Of course, it makes sense that
we use the smoothed estimate xni here rather than say the filtered estimate xii, the one-step-
ahead prediction estimate xi−1i , or any other estimate, since the smoothed estimate takes the
most information into account. If we define the model fit estimator at index i given observed
data until index n as Ŷ
n







where we define X̂ni as the Gaussian distributed random vector with mean xni and covariance
Pni . Taking the covariance, we have the covariance of the model fit given as,
Cov[Ŷ
n







i is Gaussian since it is a linear function of a Gaussian distributed random
vector. So, the probability distribution of the model fit estimator is Gaussian with a mean
of Fixni and covariance of FiPni FTi .
4.7.1 Modelling Ozone
Consider the DLM for stratospheric ozone presented in Section 4.6.5 without the seasonal
DLM components. We will write the approximation (or model fit) of this DLM in a way that
is analogous to what was written in Equation 2.2 for the MLR model. We have,
OZONE(t) = a1QBOA(t) + a2QBOB(t) + a3SOLAR(t) + a4ENSO(t) + a5AOD(t)
+ LEV EL(t) + AR1(t), (4.289)
where LEV EL(t) and AR1(t) are the background level and AR(1) components of the se-
quence of smoothed estimates, and the coefficients a1, ..., a5 are the regression coefficient
smoothed estimates, which are the same for all indices (as discussed in Section 4.6.5) so we
state them here as a single number rather than a function of time. This is what the DLM
model fit looks like for the ozone model application we are developing.
In this chapter, we have provided introductory buildup for the DLM, shown the recurrence
relations used to estimate a DLM’s states (along with the theory behind them), and explained
how to construct DLMs suitable for time series analysis. In the next chapter, the developed
DLM procedure of this thesis work will finally be described.
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5 The Dynamic Linear Model Procedure
In this chapter, we describe the DLM procedure we have developed for quantifying trends
in time series. Likewise to the Prais-Winsten estimation, what we have is a procedure that
optimizes a model, in this case, the DLM, and also does a better job in the error analysis.
We also note here that this is a procedure whose application with a computer becomes fairly
computationally expensive, unlike the Prais-Winsten estimation.
In Section 5.1 we discuss the most defining topic for the DLM procedure of how to estimate
required input parameters to the DLM. This requires MCMC experiments. For this, some
additional DLM theory about the DLM likelihood function is needed. In Section 5.2 some
final details of the DLM procedure are described and we give a high-level overview of how
the procedure is executed. Lastly, in Section 5.3 we summarize all of the parameters for the
DLM procedure that the modeller must specify.
5.1 Estimating Unknown DLM Parameters
In this section, we show how we can estimate the unknown parameters of a DLM. We will
denote the unknown DLM parameters as θ. For example, for the DLM in Section 4.6.5
we have θ =
[
ρ σtrend σseas,1 σseas,2 σAR
]
. What we are interested in is the probability
distribution of θ given the observed data. We write this as p(θ|ỹn). This distribution can
not be calculated directly, but the probability distribution of the observed data for a given
DLM, written as p(ỹn|θ), can be. So, consider Bayes theorem with these distributions (see
Section 4.5.2.1 for an introduction to Bayes theorem) as,
p(θ|ỹn) ∝ p(ỹn|θ)p(θ). (5.1)
Before we show how we calculate p(ỹn|θ) for a DLM, we will discuss what can be done with
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the above Bayes formula to obtain information about p(θ|ỹn). First, there exists numerical
optimization algorithms to find maximums of functions when an analytical solution is not
obtainable. These algorithms can be used to find the θ that maximizes the right-hand side
the equation, and hence simultaneously the left-hand side p(θ|ỹn). The result is that the
most probable θ for the DLM given the observed data becomes known. Second, we can use
an MCMC algorithm to obtain a sample from p(θ|ỹn). The topic of MCMC was introduced
in Chapter 3 of this thesis. Recall that for the Metropolis-Hastings MCMC algorithm, the
only required knowledge about the probability distribution we wish to draw a sample from is
the ability to evaluate a function that it is proportional too (i.e. g(x) in the Chapter 3). This
is exactly what we have in the right-hand side of Equation 5.1. So, to be clear, using the
notation of Chapter 3 on MCMC we consider p(θ|ỹn) to be the target distribution (or p(x))
and p(ỹn|θ)p(θ) to be the function g(x) we use in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, if we
consider that x = θ. Again, with this, we can obtain an approximate sample from p(θ|ỹn),
and as was hinted at previously in this thesis, this is useful for stratospheric ozone modelling,
or any application for that matter, because it allows us to take into account the uncertainty
of θ in a Monte Carlo fashion by running the DLM for each of the θ sample points. As for
the prior distribution p(θ) on the right-hand side of the equation, it is typically specified in
a subjective manner by the modeller. This is discussed more in Section 5.1.2.
5.1.1 The DLM Likelihood Function
In this section, the likelihood function p(ỹn|θ) for a DLM will be derived. The probability
distribution of a sequence can be written as,





In the context of a sequence being modelled by a DLM, we calculate the probability of
a sequence given the DLM model we have defined. So, if we wish to indicate this we may
explicitly write this distribution conditioned on θ. Since θ is the only thing that we anticipate
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We will now find the distribution p(yj|y1, ...,yj−1,θ) (or p(yj|ỹj−1,θ) using our defined
notation) for a DLM model. Given the DLM observation equation,
Yj = FjXj + vj, vj ∼ N [0,Vj], (5.5)
the expectation and covariance of Yj conditioned on ỹj−1 and θ can be calculated as follows:
E[Yj|ỹj−1,θ] = FjE[Xj|ỹj−1,θ] + E[vj|ỹj−1,θ] (5.6)
= Fjx
j−1
















where xj−1j and P
j−1
j are defined in Section 4.4.1. The conditioning on θ which was not seen
in Section 4.4 is nothing to be alarmed about since it is just stated to remind us that we are
working with a given DLM. In prior sections of this thesis, we could say that conditioning
on θ or just on the given DLM was implied in all the work.
Also, p(yj|ỹj−1,θ) must be a Gaussian distribution. If we define the random variable
that represents this distribution as Yj−1j , then by definition we have,
Yj−1j = FjX̂
j−1
j + vj, (5.12)
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where X̂j−1j was defined in Section 4.7. Now, it can be seen that since Y
j−1
j is a linear


















j + Vj and where k is the number of
elements of yj. This equation actually also encompasses the p(y1|θ) case where there is no















An important thing to notice here is that this can be calculated along with the Kalman
filter recurrence relation algorithm. We see this because the quantities Cj and xj−1j are
inherently calculated by the Kalman filter algorithm. In this section, we have shown a
calculable likelihood function for the DLM, which we can use in the Metropolis-Hastings
MCMC algorithm to draw a sample from p(θ|ỹn) for our DLM procedure.
5.1.1.1 A Note on this in Practice
Since we do not care about any multiplicative constant in g(x) in the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm, let us write Equation 5.14 without the constant multiplier that does not depend















and define this right-hand side as anθ. Now, because this is typically an exponential with a
large negative exponent it is not practical for a computer to directly calculate anθ, or more

















which is practical to calculate. So, in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm we calculate the
ratio anθ′/anθi−1 with the formula exp(ln(anθ′) − ln(anθi−1)) instead, making it doable for a
computer.
5.1.2 Prior Distribution Selection
In this section, we discuss the choice of the prior distribution p(θ). The most simple choice
is a uniform distribution across the whole probability space so that essentially no prior
information is incorporated. With this, the shape of p(θ|ỹn) becomes the shape of p(ỹn|θ)
since we would have p(θ|ỹn) ∝ p(ỹn|θ).
If we instead choose to incorporate prior information, then it is often the case that the




that shows up in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm becomes the product of the









where (θ)j is the jth of n elements of θ. This is similar to the discussion that was had in
Section 5.1.2 on the Metropolis-Hastings proposal distribution.
With regards to the ozone model of Section 4.6.5, notice that we have mostly standard
deviation parameters in θ. For standard deviation parameters, we can at the very least select
a uniform prior with bounds at 0 and positive infinity because standard deviations cannot
be less than 0.
Now, we recommend that if there is reliable prior information available the modeller
should not be scared to include it. Also, we note that using a prior distribution to constrain
a parameter can sometimes event be necessary.
To illustrate this further, consider the σtrend element of θ for the ozone model in Section
4.6.5. Recall that we said earlier that this parameter essentially controls how quickly the
background level component of the DLM may vary. We illustrate this in Figure 5.1 using the
42.5 km altitude and 35◦N to 45◦N latitude SOO time series where we show the time series
as the blue dots and the background level fit of the model as the orange line for four different
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values of σtrend. The values we use for σtrend are 0.0001, 0.0004, 0.01, and 100. We see that by
increasing σtrend the background level component of the DLM is allowed to vary more quickly,
until the point where it becomes so large in the case of σtrend = 100 that the background level
component essentially follows the data completely. This last case of σtrend = 100 is clearly
not useful, for the ozone time series or any time series. However, we have found through
experience that the odd time the MCMC chain for the DLM can get stuck in this region of
σtrend. This is bad since we know for the ozone problem that something around σtrend = 0.0001
is much more reasonable. To fix this, all we need to do is select a prior distribution which is
uniform with a lower bound of 0 and an upper bound of some finite number that we decide
σtrend should not be larger than. Again, the lower bound is 0 because a standard deviation
parameter cannot be less than 0. As for how to select the upper bound, recall what we are
trying to model with this background level component in a stratospheric ozone time series.
We are trying to model slow changes in concentration over decadal periods, mainly due to
the slowly changing chlorine situation in the stratosphere. In the current state-of-the-art
Prais-Winsten Estimation procedure for quantifying these changes, we even assume that the
rate of change is constant for periods of time longer than a decade. So, we know that we
should not have a quickly changing background level at all in our model. When we present
the results of the DLM procedure on the SOO data record in the next chapter, we will choose
0.0004 for this upper bound. This value is used in Figure 5.1 (b), and so this plot gives an
idea of the maximum variability of the background level we are allowing for the results we
present in the next chapter.
We make one last note about using a uniform prior with an upper and lower bound,
which is only related to optimizing the MCMC algorithm. Say that we decide to specify a
uniform prior between 0 and 0.0004 for a parameter (like we are) and that for this parameter
we use a Gaussian centered at the current state proposal distribution in the Metropolis-
Hastings MCMC algorithm (see Section 3.3.1 for the description of this proposal distribution).
What we note is that this choice could be equivalently formulated by value constraining the
proposal distribution to be between 0 and 0.0004 instead, and having the prior distribution
uniform with no bounds (see Section 3.3.2 for a description of value constraining a proposal
distribution). The formulated model and MCMC results are essentially the same, the only
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(a) σtrend = 0.0001




(b) σtrend = 0.0004




(c) σtrend = 0.01




(d) σtrend = 100
Figure 5.1: DLM background level fits with different choice of σtrend. X-axis: Time.
Y-axis: Relative Anomaly. Blue: SOO 42.5 km altitude 35◦ to 45◦ N latitude data.
Orange: DLM background level fit.
difference is that the performance of the MCMC experiment is likely improved. It is improved
because the MCMC algorithm will not waste time proposing states that are outside of the
prior distribution and will never be accepted into the chain. The only thing that makes this
not completely cut and dry is that it may take longer to draw a random value or evaluate
a value from a constrained proposal distribution at each step of the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm. When presenting the final results of our model for the SOO data record we
will use the option of value constraining the proposal distribution, rather than the prior
distribution.
5.2 Sampling the DLM Results and a high-level
Overview of the Procedure
We have already hinted that we want to run an MCMC experiment to obtain DLM results
for each value of θ in the MCMC chain and that we want to use all of these results to make
inferences about the time series of interest. In this section, we outline the data about the
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DLM that we record with each value of θ. This is the last piece of the puzzle for the developed
DLM procedure of this thesis work. A high-level overview of the procedure is given at the
end of this section.
For each θ in the MCMC chain, consider that we have ran the DLM filtering algorithm
followed by the smoothing algorithm. The result is the smoothed estimates xni and covari-
ances Pni for i = 1, ..., n for each θ in the MCMC chain. Now, recall from Section 4.4 that
the probability distribution of Xi given the data ỹn is given as, p(xi|ỹn) ∼ N [xni ,Pni ]. So,
what can be done is to take a sample from this Gaussian distribution at each θ in the MCMC
chain, and then concatenate all these samples. This is done for each i, and the result is a
sample of the state vector Xi at each index i that takes uncertainty in θ into account.
We note that for the probability distribution we have written here as p(xi|ỹn) from Section
4.4 could be written more explicitly as p(xi|ỹn,θ) to indicate that when it is calculated we
are assuming a given θ (or a given DLM). Then, with the procedure described in the above
paragraph we can consider that we are drawing a sample from the true p(xi|ỹn) with θ
integrated out.
We have described the procedure for sampling the state vector, now we will consider
sampling the DLM model fit. With the discussion of the model fit in Section 4.7, we know
that the model fit is given by the probability distribution N [Fixni ,FiPni FTi ]. So likewise, we
take a sample from this distribution at each θ in the MCMC chain for each index i and the
result is a sample of the model fit for each index i taking uncertainty in θ into account. Also,
it should be noted that another equivalent method to obtain a sample of the model fit at an
index i is, of course, to take the sample of the state vector from p(xi|ỹn), the way that was
described in this section, and then right multiply everything with the matrix Fi.
At this point, we have touched on every aspect of the DLM procedure developed in
this thesis. To make the description of the procedure more concrete, we give a high-level
overview of its execution in a computer using the diagram in Figure 5.2. The diagram in
Figure 5.2 describes the process that takes place each time a new θ is generated from the
MCMC experiment. The entire DLM procedure is just this process repeated for every θ
generated. The yellow blocks in the diagram represent software that performs a specific task,















Figure 5.2: High-level Overview of the DLM Procedure
is effectively our Metropolis-Hastings MCMC algorithm, it generates the θ’s. The Smoothed
Estimates Calculator then calculates the smoothed DLM estimates given this θ with the
smoothing recurrence relations. If the θ is the same as it was in the previous iteration
(which as we recall from Chapter 3, happens frequently in MCMC experiments), this block
should have the previous smoothed estimates stored in memory so that it does not have to
redo the calculation in this case. With these smoothed estimates, the DLM Results Sampler
then generates the desired samples. For example, a sample of p(xi|ỹn) from N [xni ,Pni ] and
a sample of the model fit from N [Fixni ,FiPni FTi ] at each i, as discussed in this section.
The last step is to put the samples generated into computer storage, appending them with
the respective samples from θ’s generated previously. Again, this is done until the MCMC
experiment is complete, and the result is our desired samples stored in the Sample Storage.
5.2.1 Sampling Specific to Stratospheric Ozone Time Series
Mainly for comparison purposes between the DLM procedure and the Prais-Winsten MLR
procedure for stratospheric ozone, there is another sample we can take. Recall that the MLR
model we presented estimates the linear trend in ozone over a large time region with the
LINEAR PRE and LINEAR POST regressors. To get a comparable data product from the
DLM we constructed in Section 4.6.5 we can look at the difference between the background
level fit between two time regions. To do this, we take a sample from N [xnt −xns ,Pnt +Pns ] where
t and s are any indices of the time series. We only consider the background level component
of this sample because that is all we care about here, and likewise to the explanation in the
previous section, we want to take this sample at each θ in the MCMC chain and concatenate
the results to one final sample so that the uncertainty in θ is taken into account. Referring to
the high-level overview of the DLM procedure given in Figure 5.2, this sample can be added
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as part of the DLM Results Sampler block. So, here we stress that for whatever types of
samples we may be interested in, we can add them to this part of the procedure.
Lastly, the indices t and s that we are interested in are the ones that give us the best
comparison to the linear trends estimates with the LINEAR PRE and LINEAR POST re-
gressors. Since these regressors are from the beginning of the data till usually 1997 and then
from 1997 to the end of the data, the indices t and s that we are interested in are the ones
that span these time regions.
5.3 Fully Specifying the Procedure
In this section, we give all the inputs to the DLM procedure. These are all choices that the
modeller must specify for the procedure. These are given below.
1. The DLM model matrices Fi,Gi,Wi,Vi.
2. The DLM priors x00 and P00.
3. What the unknown parameters θ of the DLM are.
4. The starting point, number of burn-in iterations, number of iterations after the burn-in,
and thinning rules (if any) for the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.
5. The proposal distribution q(a|b) for the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.
6. The prior distribution of the DLM unknown parameters θ for use in the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm.
7. A description of the sampling done with the smoothed DLM estimates at each θ in the
MCMC chain. Discussion of this was had in Section 5.2. Options for this include:
(a) Sampling the state vector from N [xni ,Pni ] at each index i. For this the size of the
sample taken at each θ in the MCMC chain must be specified.
(b) Sampling the DLM model fit from N [Fixni ,FiPni FTi ] at each index i. Again, for
this the size of the sample taken at each θ in the MCMC chain must be specified.
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s ] (see Section 5.2.1). The size of the sample taken at each θ in the
MCMC chain and the points t and s where the difference is calculated must be
specified.
In this chapter, the developed DLM procedure of this thesis work was described. In the
next and final chapter before the summary and conclusion, we show the results of the DLM
procedure for the example application of stratospheric ozone with the SOO data record.
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6 Results
In this chapter, the results of the DLM procedure applied to the SOO monthly mean
relative anomaly data record are given. In Section 6.1 the inputs we choose to use for the
procedure are specified. In Section 6.2 the results for a single altitude-latitude time series in
the SOO data record are shown in detail. Then, in Section 6.3 we show the results for all
the SOO altitude-latitude regions. We do this in a way that attempts to convey as much
information as possible in heat maps, showing a detailed picture of the historical trends in
stratospheric ozone.
6.1 Chosen Inputs to the DLM Procedure
In this section, we outline the inputs to the DLM procedure that we choose by going through
all of the items on the list given in Section 5.3. Since the data record we are using is
a relative anomaly data record it is already deseasonalized. So, we elect not to use any
Fourier form seasonal model components. We use a local level trend model (Section 4.6.4),
a multiple regression DLM (Section 4.6.2) with the QBOA, QBOB, SOLAR, ENSO, and
AOD regressors, and a first order autoregession DLM (Section 4.6.3). The first three model
matrices Fi,Gi, and Wi are therefore the same as what was shown in the example in Section
4.6.5 minus the Fourier form seasonal DLMs. We note that the components of the state
vector in order are then referred to as the level, trend, 5 regressors, and the AR components.
For the last model matrix Vi, we use the square of the standard deviation of the relative
anomaly data provided with the SOO data record. For the DLM priors, we use,




















for the MCMC with 2000 burn-in iterations,
100000 iterations after the burn-in, and no thinning rules. We choose the proposal distribu-
tion to have independent variables such that Equation 3.7 can be used. For each unknown
parameter σtrend, σAR, and ρ we use value constrained Gaussian distributions centered at
the current state (see Section 3.3.1 for the description of this proposal distribution) with
variances of 0.0001, 0.003, and 0.15 respectively. The value constraints are between 0 and
0.0004, 0 and positive infinity, and 0 and 1 respectively. The prior distribution for θ is chosen
to be uniform over the entire space. Recall from the discussion at the end of Section 5.1.2
that this choice of proposal and prior distributions is equivalent to choosing the proposal
distributions to not be value constrained and instead have the prior distribution bounded by
the same value constraints. The only reason we do it the way we are instead is because we
believe the MCMC fairs better this way.
For reporting our results, we take a sample of size 100 of both the state vector from
the distribution N [xni ,Pni ] and model fit from the distribution N [Fixni ,FiPni FTi ] at each θ
in the MCMC chain. Also, we take a sample of size 100 for the difference between the
background level at present (2018-02) and 1997-01 and at 1997-01 and the start of the time
series (1984-10) at each θ in the MCMC chain.
6.2 Example Time Series
In this section, we show the results of the DLM procedure in detail for a single time series.
The SOO MZM time series for an altitude of 42.5 km and latitude region of 35◦ to 45◦ N
is shown in Figure 6.1 without any error bars. We have used this time series as an example
throughout this thesis, and select it again here since it is in the region where the strong
negative trend is seen before 1997 and slightly positive trend is seen afterward. Again, this
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Figure 6.1: SOO MZM Relative Anomaly 42.5 km altitude 35◦ to 45◦ N latitude.
time series and the others in nearby regions were the motivation for choosing the LINEAR
PRE and LINEAR POST regressors in the MLR model. In this section, we will see how
the DLM procedure we have developed models this data in contrast to the Prais-Winsten
estimation, where the results are shown for this time series in Section 2.5.1.
We first show the sampling of θ from the MCMC experiment by showing the trace plots
and histograms for each component of θ separately in Figure 6.2 (see Section 3.2.2 and Section
3.4.2 for the description and discussion of these MCMC visual diagnoses). Before looking at
any other results we always want to look at these to make sure that the MCMC chain has
converged. If it has not then all the other results would be less accurate. Furthermore, if the
MCMC experiment was set up very badly then the other results could even be unintelligible.
But, from the trace plots shown here, we see that the MCMC chain has converged fairly well.
Recall that in Chapter 3 of this thesis on MCMC, all we have given as a means to assess
convergence is looking at these visual diagnosis illustrations, as this is what is often done in
practice. There is no great way to assess convergence in MCMC, but there do exist more
rigorous methods. One way we know of involves running multiple MCMC chains. Better
assessing the convergence of these MCMC experiments should probably be something that
is looked into as future work. But, recall that when the chain converges these histograms
become the shape of the marginal distributions of p(θ|ỹ). We are confident that we see close
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to these marginal distributions here.
To give an idea on how the varying θ changes the result of the DLM we show the DLM
model fit for a few different θ’s in the MCMC chain in Figure 6.3. With this, we get a sense
of how changing the DLM input parameters θ affects the results of the model. But, note
that we do not choose any θ here, these are all θ’s that were obtained from the MCMC
experiment, so they are all reasonably probable θ’s for the given data. Similarly, we also
show the background level component of the model, which we call the background level fit, for
these same θ’s in Figure 6.4. We see in these two figures that the fits are all fairly similar for
different θ. This is generally the case for all altitude-latitude regions of the SOO data record.
So, it is not surprising that we find that the errors from the DLM itself are much larger than
the errors resulting from the uncertainty in its input parameters θ. This means that for most
altitude-latitude regions the error estimations for a DLM with an optimal θ are close to the
error estimation from the whole DLM procedure. It will only be a slight underestimate and
for some altitude-latitude regions even unnoticeable. Of course, we still need to do our due
diligence and account for these errors, with it mattering for certain altitude-latitude regions
and for the other data records (for ozone or other species) that the DLM procedure will be
applied to.
Next, we show the results of sampling the state vector at a given index i from N [xni ,Pni ]
as described in Section 5.2. We can say that this is a sample from the random vector Xi. In
Figure 6.5 we show the sample of X50 (index 50 corresponds to December 1988 in this time
series) by generating histograms for each of its components. We put a red line at the mean of
these and an orange line at the 5th and 95th percentiles. Note that they all appear to be very
close to Gaussian distributed. This is because for these, as described in Section 5.2, we are
sampling from a Gaussian distribution at each θ of the MCMC chain and concatenating the
results. So, what we are seeing here is related to how the DLM hardly changes for different
θ’s of the MCMC chain, which was already discussed and shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
Now, we should understand that of course if θ had more of an effect we would potentially see
samples that do not appear to be Gaussian. We can see now from this argument what was
meant in the last paragraph when we said that the DLM itself has much larger error than
errors resulting from the uncertainty of the input parameters θ. It is because the spreads
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(d) σAR Trace Plot

























(f) ρ Trace Plot
Figure 6.2: MCMC Histograms and Trace Plots
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Figure 6.3: DLM model fits at various θ’s in the MCMC chain. Numbers 1, 30, 500,
etc. represent the index of the MCMC chain.

























Figure 6.4: DLM background level fit at various θ’s in the MCMC chain. Numbers
1, 30, 500, etc. represent the index of the MCMC chain.
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Figure 6.5: A sample of the state vector at index 50 (December 1988).
of these samples are not increased much by varying θ, instead, the spreads are basically the
same as what results from the Gaussian that describes the error of the DLM.
We also generate a histogram from the sample of the DLM model fit at index 50. This is
shown in Figure 6.6. To obtain this sample, we simply right multiply with the matrix F50 to
each sample of X50 (recall from Section 5.2 that this is the same as drawing a sample from
the model fit Gaussian distribution N [F50xn50,F50Pn50FT50]).
Recall that for our chosen DLM the regression coefficients of the multiple regression
















Figure 6.6: A sample of the model fit at index 50 (December 1988).
can concatenate the samples at each i together to get a single larger sample, opposed to just
considering them at index 50 like was illustrated in Figure 6.5. The histograms for these
concatenated samples for the five regressors are shown in Figure 6.7.
We can, in a sense, visualize all i = 1, ..., n model fit samples rather than just single ones
like we have in Figure 6.6. We show this in Figure 6.8 where the mean value of the samples
at each index is shown as the orange line and the 5th and 95th percentiles are the ends of
the shaded region. Similarly, for the background level fit we show the sample means and 5th
and 95th percentiles in Figure 6.9.
Lastly, we show the histograms resulting from the samples that we chose to create for
the difference between the background level fit from 2018-02 to 1997-01 and from 1997-01 to
1984-10 in Figure 6.10. These illustrations show an important result for stratospheric ozone.
We multiply the samples by 100% multiplied by 120 total months in 10 years divided by
the number of months between where the differences were calculated (i.e. t − s referring to
the t and s in Section 5.2.1) so that the units are converted to % change per decade, the
commonly used unit is stratospheric ozone trend literature. The means of the samples show,
as we already know, that before 1997 there appears to be a decrease in ozone and after 1997
a smaller increase. But more importantly, the Gaussian looking samples hardly cross zero in
both cases, showing us that there is a great deal of certainty that ozone did indeed decrease
and then increase. We see from the orange lines that well over 95% of the sample is negative
for the before 1997 case and well over 95% is positive in the after 1997. In fact, the percentile

















































































Figure 6.7: A sample of the regression coefficient components of the state vector
where the samples from all indices i are concatenated together.


















Figure 6.8: Mean model fit with 5th and 95th percentiles.
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Figure 6.9: Mean background level fit with 5th and 95th percentiles.















(a) 2018-02 to 1997-01
















(b) 1997-01 to 1984-10
Figure 6.10: A sample of the background level differences.
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6.3 Results for the SAGE II/OSIRIS/OMPS Data
Record
In this section, we convey as detailed as possible all the results shown in detail in the last
section for a single time series, but for all altitude-latitude regions in the SOO data record.
Again, the first thing we want to do is make sure that the MCMC chains for each altitude-
latitude region have converged. We show all these trace plots and histograms in Appendix
V, where further discussion about the results of these is also had. All of the chains show that
they are fairly well converged. Now, consider trying to show the model fit sample illustrated
in Figure 6.6 as a histogram, but for all indexes of the data and for all altitude-latitude
regions. One way we can present this is to just show the means of these samples in a set
of heat maps. For instance, we can make an individual heat map of these means for each
latitude region where the y-axis covers all the altitudes and the x-axis all the time. We show
this in Figure 6.11 for the example latitude region of 5◦ to 15◦ N. The rest of the latitudes
are shown in Figures 6.12 and 6.13. With these illustrations, we see the point estimates of
the DLM model fit for the entire SOO data record. In Figure 6.11 we also show the raw SOO
data that is being fit too.
Now, we can make similar illustrations for any component of the DLM state vector. So,
this brings us to what is thus far the primary application for the DLM procedure developed
in this thesis, to quantify stratospheric ozone trends from the SOO data record. Again,
consider the trend sample illustrated in Figure 6.5 (b) as a histogram. We show the means
of these trend samples for the example latitude region of 5◦ to 15◦ N in Figure 6.14. Recall
from Section 4.6.5 that with the way we have selected our DLM, this component of smoothed
estimates of the state vector is equivalent to the derivative of the background level fit. We
have also multiplied this quantity by 100 x 12 months x 10 years so that the units of it
become percent change per decade. Since this unit is commonly used in stratospheric ozone
trend literature. So, this illustration combined with the ones for the other latitude regions
gives a full picture of the trends estimated by the chosen DLM. A feature of this illustration
that was not in the illustrations for the model fit is that we attempt to give an idea of
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(a) Mean model fit

































(b) Raw SOO data
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Figure 6.13: Mean Model Fits.
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the certainty of the sign from the sample. To do this we overlay solid, dashed, and dotted
grey contours on the heat map that indicate what percentage of negative (or positive) values
that the sample contains. The solid dashed and dotted lines represent 80%, 90%, and 95%
respectively. Whether a given dotted contour, for example, is showing the bound for 95%
positive values or 95% negative values is obvious from the surrounding color. When the
surrounding color is positive then the contour is showing the 95% positive values bound and
when it is negative it is showing the 95% negative values bound. We have used these dotted,
dashed, and solid contours before in reporting the Prais-Winsten trend results in Figure 2.12.
The purpose of these is the same here as it was there, we are trying to indicate the percent
confidence in the sign of the point estimate in the trend.
The illustrations for the rest of the latitude regions are shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16.
The combinations of all of these give a very complete picture of the trends in stratospheric
ozone concentration in the given latitude regions. There is one important conclusion that we
can draw from these. It is already known that ozone concentrations in the middle to high
latitudes of the upper stratosphere decreased from 1984 until about 1997 and increased to a
lesser degree after. We can actually see this clearly now in these illustrations for the middle
to high latitudes, where in the upper altitudes we see, for the most part, a border between
the blue and red colors around the year 1997. This is probably most pronounced in the 55◦ to
45◦S illustration. The important conclusion that we can draw however is that, for the most
part, in these regions, the increases after 1997 were stronger closer to 1997 and started to die
off afterward (i.e. as time has gone on the increase has lessened). This has been suspected for
some time now by the atmospheric remote sensing community, but to our knowledge, never
quantified or presented until now.
For the regression terms, we want to make similar illustrations. Conveniently, we lose
the time dimension because we can concatenate the samples across time like in Figure 6.7.
So, with samples like the ones shown in Figure 6.7 for all altitude-latitude regions, we can
illustrate the means for each regressor on a single heat map with dimensions of altitude
and latitude. These are shown in Figure 6.17. We also use the dotted dashed and solid
contours here for an indication of the certainty in the sign of the point estimate. These
illustrations are directly comparable to the analogous illustrations generated from the Prais-
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Figure 6.14: Derivative of background level fit for latitude 5◦ to 15◦ N, converted to
units of percent change per decade.
Winsten in Figure 2.11. We use the same colormap in both figures for comparison purposes.
The conclusion of the comparison is that they agree quite well. The astute reader may have
noticed that for the example time series of 42.5 km altitude and 35◦ to 45◦ N latitude we
have used commonly throughout this thesis, that the Prais-Winsten procedure estimates a
fairly large QBOB term, whereas this QBOB term is quite minimal in the DLM procedure’s
estimate (refer to Sections 2.5.1 and 6.2). This is an interesting difference for this region, but
when looking at the entire picture for the SOO data record with these heat map illustrations,
we see that the QBOB terms agree fairly well in general. But again, the difference is still
there is this region.
For the background level differences, we have a similar scenario to the regression terms.
With samples like the ones shown in Figure 6.10 for all altitude-latitude regions, we can
again illustrate their means on a single heat map. They are shown in Figure 6.18 with the
dotted, dashed, and solid contours. These statistics were mainly calculated in the first place
for comparison to the results from the trend estimations from the Prais-Winsten procedure.
We can now directly compare these to the Prais-Winsten illustrations in Figure 2.12. We re-
show these here in Figure 6.19 for comparison. We see from Figure 6.18 that the structures
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Figure 6.16: Derivative of background level fits, converted to units of percent change
per decade.
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Figure 6.17: Estimated Ozone Influencing Phenomena Coefficients.
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Prais-Winsten illustrations are slightly larger in many regions. This typically works out this
way when the inflection point for the LINEAR PRE and LINEAR POST regressors for the
MLR model is not well suited for the time series. Also, the confidence levels, as shown by
the dotted, dashed, and solid contours, are in general lesser in Figure 6.18 than in Figure
6.19. This could be because the magnitudes are smaller in Figure 6.18 or because the DLM
procedure takes uncertainty in ρ into account when estimating errors while the Prais-Winsten
procedure does not.
In this chapter, we showed the results of the DLM procedure in detail for a single time
series in the SOO data record and for the entire SOO data record. We started by clearly
defining our chosen input parameters to the DLM procedure so that the work can be repli-
cated if desired. By showing the results in detail for a single time series, we gave a sense of
what the data from the DLM procedure looks like at the lowest level and how to interpret
it. Then with the entire SOO data record, we chose to only illustrate the important parts
and tried to illustrate them intelligently. With this, we painted a very complete picture of
the trends in ozone concentration in the stratosphere from 1984 to present (2019) using the
SOO data record and made some noteworthy conclusions.
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(a) 1997-01 to 1984-10































(b) 2018-02 to 1997-01
Figure 6.18: Background level differences, converted to units of percent change per
decade.
































































Figure 6.19: LINEAR PRE and LINEAR POST regression coefficients, converted to
units of percent change per decade.
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7 Summary and Conclusion
We conclude that the DLM procedure developed in this thesis is, in general, better to
use for quantifying trends in the SOO data record than the Prais-Winsten MLR procedure.
There are two reasons we make this claim. One is that the shape of the LINEAR PRE and
LINEAR POST regressors in the MLR model is not well suited for many SOO altitude-
latitude regions, and the other is that the Prais-Winsten procedure does not report its errors
considering uncertainty in the autocorrelation parameter ρ, while the DLM procedure does.
We discuss these two points further in the next two paragraphs.
The LINEAR PRE and LINEAR POST regressors constrain the shape of the trends for
the MLR model. So, this can be thought of as external information that is imposed upon
the model by the modeller. In this light, an argument for the DLM procedure could be
that instead of imposing a shape, the ozone data alone should inform us about the shape
of the trend. This is exactly what the DLM procedure does. However, to be fairer in this
argument between MLR and the DLM procedure, it is not unreasonable in statistics to make
big constraints on models if the constraint is known to be true or if some specific goal is
desired. It is sometimes even necessary to make constraints so that reasonable results can
be obtained. But, for many altitude-latitude regions of the SOO data record, it is difficult
to select a set of usable predictors for the MLR model that adequately represents the trend
in the time series. Still, the MLR model can be useful in obtaining what it was made for,
the linear ozone trend estimation over a wide time region. And, it is of course fairly well
suited for the SOO time series in the middle to high latitude upper altitude regions, that
were really what was had in mind when the LINEAR PRE and LINEARE POST regressors
were constructed. But even still, with the example shown in this thesis with the 42.5 km
and 35◦ to 45◦ N SOO time series, we see that the DLM background level fit is probably also
better suited in this region as well. Furthermore, the different time series in these regions
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have different “inflection points” (as we see from the DLM procedure’s results given in this
thesis, and if not, from the raw data). Perhaps if the MLR model is still going to be used,
a procedure could be developed to find some sort of optimal inflection point of the LINEAR
PRE and LINEAR POST regressors for each altitude-latitude region time series in the SOO
data record. For some of them, this will be tricky however, because the LINEAR PRE and
LINEAR POST regressors do not suit the data at all. Lastly, we note that the LOTUS
initiative is beginning to recognize this advantage of DLMs over MLR models when they say
“being that the DLM does not constrain the shape of the trend terms, it may ultimately
make it better suited for ozone trend analysis” (Petropavlovskikh et al., 2019).
The DLM procedure accounts for uncertainty in the autocorrelation parameter ρ, while
the Prais-Winsten procedure does not. In the DLM procedure, ρ is a parameter in θ, therefore
its uncertainty is accounted for. Something further to note concerning this is that it was
shown in this thesis (Figures V.9 through V.12 in Appendix V) that for the majority of
altitude-latitude regions of the SOO data record, the MCMC experiment indicates that a
wide range of values for this parameter are possible (i.e. the data is not strongly indicating a
particular value of ρ is highly probable). Again, the DLM procedure theoretically accounts
for the uncertainty associated with these many values of ρ being possible, and the Prais-
Winsten estimation does not. With our understanding of how the Prais-Winsten procedure
works, we know that ultimately the procedure finds an optimal ρ, but then the results that
it reports are simply the GLS estimation results assuming that this is the correct parameter
ρ which represents the data with no error. So, the DLM procedure gives a more accurate
estimation of errors in this regard, and there is not a great way to amend this for the Prais-
Winsten estimation (although something could probably be devised if desired. Something
that likely includes Monte Carlo integration’s).
To summarize this thesis, we started with a background chapter that contained material
about what was in place at the outset of this thesis work. This included the generation of the
SOO data record from the three respective smaller data records and the Prais-Winsten MLR
procedure that is commonly used to estimate trends in ozone. In this background chapter,
we provided some theoretical details behind the Prais-Winsten estimation procedure, which
should make this information easier to access for somebody who is not a statistician. The
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results of this procedure in modelling and predicting trends with the SOO data record were
then shown. In the chapter that followed, we covered the topic of MCMC. This was done
independently from the rest of this thesis, and served as an introductory understanding into
the topic, with it being such an essential part of the DLM procedure.
The next chapter was on the DLM. We started by giving two introductory DLMs called
the multiple regression DLM and the local level DLM. These served as motivation for the
DLM and allowed us to see that it is useful to specify DLMs in a general form. After this
general form DLM was given, we gave the recursive estimation equations used to estimate
its parameters. This was done before a significant portion of this thesis was spent on the
theoretical background of these equations, where several different statistical criteria leading
to them were shown. This part of the thesis should serve as a good reference to this material,
because it is difficult to tread through all of these statistical derivations with multiple other
sources that use different notations and have fewer details. So likewise to the Prais-Winsten
procedure, we have made this material easier to access for the reader. At the end of this
chapter, we showed how to construct specific DLMs for modelling time series data.
In the next chapter, we described the DLM procedure of this thesis work. We started
by explaining how to use MCMC experiments to obtain a sample from the probability dis-
tribution of a DLM’s unknown input parameters. We then described how running the DLM
estimation and sampling from its results for each chain in the MCMC experiment is effectively
the DLM procedure developed in this thesis. In the next chapter, as an example application
for the DLM procedure, we showed its results for the SOO ozone data record. With this,
we quantified trends in middle and tropical latitude stratospheric ozone with a procedure
similar to procedures that are just starting to be adopted for this problem (Ball et al., 2017;
Ball et al., 2018; Laine et al., 2014), and have painted a clear and detailed picture of the
quantified trends with Figures 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16.
7.1 Suggestions for Improvement and Future Work
There is a lot of potential improvements one could think about related to the MCMC algo-
rithm. In the DLM procedure, we use a simple Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. For the ozone
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problem, some have used slightly more advanced algorithms (Laine et al., 2014). Adaptive
metropolis algorithms and Hamiltonian Monte Carlo algorithms are a few MCMC algorithms
that could be looked into for improvements. However, we stress that improving the MCMC
algorithm is not really going to improve the results of the developed procedure, unless we are
wrong in our assessment in this thesis, for the ozone problem for example, that the MCMC
experiments are pretty much converged. We recall the discussion that was had in Chapter 3
that a better tuned MCMC algorithm only improves the rate of convergence of the MCMC
experiment. So, if an MCMC algorithm is developed that converges 1.5 times faster than a
previous one, then the same result could have been achieved by running the previous algo-
rithm for 1.5 times longer. So, when trying to get slight improvements with more advanced
algorithms this is just something to keep in mind.
Still, new algorithms could be implemented into the software that was developed for
this thesis work. Open-source MCMC software, which of course use more advanced MCMC
algorithms, could also be looked into. But, from a glance at them, we got the impression
that they do not give as much freedom as we desire for this DLM application. Certain things
about the complete algorithm of the DLM procedure can be optimized (i.e. the smoothing
recurrence relations do not need to run each MCMC iteration), which we are not sure can
be done with open-source MCMC software. Others in the community have used open-source
software (Alsing, 2019). But, we find this software to be slower in convergence time than the
software we have developed when using a decently tuned proposal distribution for reasons that
are unknown to us. Using open-source software or implementing better MCMC algorithms
in our software could certainly be looked into as future work. But perhaps a more important
thing to look at for the MCMC would be a way of better assessing convergence. As we
recall, all we have done for this in this thesis is visualize the MCMC results with diagnosis
illustrations. This is maybe lacking in rigour even though this is often what is done by
MCMC practitioners.
For the SOO ozone data record application of the DLM procedure, the reported standard
deviations are an essential component of the DLM model. They completely define the model
matrix Vi. However, these standard deviations are known to be fairly unreliable. One option
to deal with this is to not include the reported standard deviations in the model at all, and
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instead assume that the standard deviation is constant across the data and have this constant
number estimated by the MCMC experiment. Mathematically, what we mean is that we set
the DLM model matrix Vi equal to some value V for all i, and the V is a quantity that is
put in θ.
Another similar option could be to have different values of V for different regions of the
time series (i.e. for different i). For example, we could assume V is something different for
the SAGE II, OSIRIS, and OMPS portions of the time series as well as in the two overlap
periods. This would add 5 variables to θ however, which could potentially lead to some
problems for the convergence of the MCMC chain.
The last option we give, which we think has the most potential, is that we could set
Vi = aki, where we have a as a parameter in θ and the ki specified by the modeller. So, this
means that the ki (for all i) should just be a relative quantity of the variance. This would
only add one parameter to θ, but the trouble is determining what to specify ki as. However,
estimating ki is of course theoretically simpler than estimating the variance all together. So,
if it is realized that some method to estimate ki can be devised which is easier than estimating
the variances all together for the SOO data record, this could be useful. One simple example
could be to choose these weights to be 1/n, where n is the total number of data points that
each MZM is constructed with. This would specify to the DLM, for instance, that the error
is much larger for the SAGE II portion of the time series than the rest.
Lastly for potential improvement and future work, a further and more thorough assess-
ment of the DLM procedure could be done. In this thesis, we have developed a statistical
procedure and presented the results for an example application. The next step is often to
evaluate the procedure in some way to ensure it is suited for a problem. What we did do
is note how our results for the example application agree fairly well with the Prais-Winsten
procedure, and how theoretically the results are better because they account for more error
and do not restrict the shape of the trend terms. Further assessment of the DLM proce-
dure should be included as future work. The literature on methods for evaluating statistical
models (in general) could maybe be useful in this endeavour.
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MLR Least Squares Derivation
Ordinary Least Squares
The sum of squares is given as,
S(β) = εTε (A.1)
= (y −Xβ)T (y −Xβ). (A.2)
Taking the derivative of this with respect to β (using identities in Appendix P) and setting




= −2XT (y −Xβ) = 0. (A.3)
The solution β∗ to this equation is
β∗ = (XTX)−1XTy. (A.4)
Generalized Least Squares
Under the transformed model for the GLS technique, we have GY as Y, and GX as X in
comparison to the regular model equation where the BLUE is given by OLS estimation. So,
we can see that to find the GLS estimate of the regression coefficients, all we need to do is
plug in these new matrices into Equation A.4. This gives,
β∗ = ((GX)TGX)−1(GX)TGy (A.5)
β∗ = (XTGTGX)−1XTGTGy (A.6)
β∗ = (XTV−1X)−1XTV−1y. (A.7)
Alternatively, if we wrote the sum of squares for this GLS case we would have,
S(β) = εTε (A.8)
= (Gy −GXβ)T (Gy −GXβ), (A.9)
(A.10)




The purpose of this appendix is to show that for an MLR model using OLS estimation,


















n− (k + 1)
(B.2)
=
(y −Xβ∗)T (y −Xβ∗)
n− (k + 1)
(B.3)
=
(y −X(XTX)−1XTy)T (y −X(XTX)−1XTy)
n− (k + 1)
, (B.4)
Plugging in Y for y to obtain an estimator of this quantity, which we denote as S2, gives,
S2 =
(Y −X(XTX)−1XTY)T (Y −X(XTX)−1XTY)
n− (k + 1)
(B.5)
=
(Y −HY)T (Y −HY)
n− (k + 1)
, (B.6)
where we define H as X(XTX)−1XT . The expectation of this estimator is given as,
E[S2] =
1
n− (k + 1)
E[YTY −YTHTY −YTHY +YTHTHY]. (B.7)
Noting that H = HT = HTH, we may write,
E[S2] =
1
n− (k + 1)
E[YTY −YTHY]. (B.8)
The first term is
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E[YTY] = E[(Xβ + e)T (Xβ + e)] (B.9)
= βTXTXβ + nσ2. (B.10)
The second term is
E[YTHY] = E[(Xβ + e)TH(Xβ + e)] (B.11)
= βTXTHXβ + tr(H)σ2 (B.12)
= βTXTXβ + tr(H)σ2. (B.13)
So, for E[S2] we have,
E[S2] =
σ2
n− (k + 1)
(n− tr(H)). (B.14)
It can be shown that when the number of columns of X is less than or equal to the
number of rows, that the trace of H = X(XTX)−1XT is equal to the number of columns of
X. We know that for the MLR model the number of columns of X is k + 1. Therefore, we
have shown that S2 is an unbiased estimator of σ2 by showing that
E[S2] = σ2. (B.15)
Note that the condition that the number of columns of X being less than the number of rows
is almost always the case. Lastly, note that although S2 is an unbiased estimator of σ2, S is
not an unbiased estimator of σ also.
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Appendix C
The Minimum Mean Squared Error Statistic
Similarly to the way which the variance of a random variable is defined, as an expectation
of a squared deviation, the mean squared error (MSE) of an estimator θ̂ of some parameter
of interest θ is defined as E[(θ̂ − θ)2].
Definition 1 MSE of an estimator θ̂ of some parameter of interest θ: E[(θ̂ − θ)2]
If one is looking for an estimator of θ a reasonable goal might be to seek an estimator
where the MSE is smaller than that of every other estimator of θ. This is called the minimum
mean square error (MMSE) estimator.
This is oftentimes a too ambitions goal however (Devore and Berk, 2011). Instead, a com-
mon restriction that can be made is that the estimator must be “unbiased”. This means that
E[θ̂] = θ, or in words, that the expectation value of the estimator is equal to the parameter
it is meant to estimate. So, the MMSE estimator can be found under this restriction. The
bias of an estimator is defined as E[θ̂]− θ.
Definition 2 Bias of an estimator: E[θ̂]− θ
Definition 3 An estimator is unbiased if: E[θ̂] = θ
Notice that if the common equation for the variance of a random variable,
V ar(X) = E[X2]− E[X]2, (C.1)
is used, then the MSE can be expressed in the following form:
E[(θ̂ − θ)2] = V ar(θ̂ − θ) + E[θ̂ − θ]2 (C.2)
= V ar(θ̂) + (E[θ̂]− θ)2. (C.3)
The result is that the MSE is shown to be the sum of the variance of the estimator and the
square of the bias of the estimator. So, if the estimator is restricted to be unbiased, the
MMSE estimator is the same as the estimator that has minimum variance out of all possible
unbiased estimators. This is called the minimum variance unbiased estimator (MVUE).
For regression analysis, the Gauss-Markov theorem (Appendix E) considers the MVUE, but
only for linear estimators. In this case, the estimate is often called the best linear unbiased
estimator (BLUE).
If the parameter of interest is a vector θ of size n rather than just a single number then
the mean squared error is given by,
n∑
i=1
E[(θ̂i − θi)2]. (C.4)
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With simple linear algebra, this can be expressed in a few different ways as follows:
n∑
i=1
E[(θ̂i − θi)2] = E[(θ̂ − θ)T (θ̂ − θ)] (C.5)
= tr(E[(θ̂ − θ)(θ̂ − θ)T ]) (C.6)
= E[tr((θ̂ − θ)(θ̂ − θ)T )]. (C.7)
The definition of bias for the multivariate case is analogous to the univariate case with it
being E[θ]− θ.
Note that so far we have treated θ as a scalar quantity and θ as a vector variable. However,
they could also be treated as random quantities and the same definition of mean squared
error applies. If this is the case then the definitions of bias can be extended to be E[θ̂]−E[θ]
in the univariate case and E[θ̂]− E[θ] in the multivariate case.
C.1 MMSE as a Conditional Expectation
In this section, it is proven that if we have observed a random vector Y as the value y, then
the MMSE estimate x̂m out of all estimates x̂ of the random vector X is the same as the
conditional expectation,
x̂m = E[X|y], (C.8)
under the restriction that the estimates must be a function of y (i.e. x̂ = g(y)). Before
the proof begins, let us also define X̂m as the MMSE estimator and X̂ = g(Y) as the valid
estimators of the random vector X.
Proof
The MSE of the estimate x̂ is given as,
MSE = E[(x̂−X)T (x̂−X)|y] (C.9)
= x̂T x̂− E[X|y]T x̂− x̂TE[X|y] + E[XTX|y]. (C.10)




= 2x̂m − E[X|y]− E[X|y] = 0. (C.11)
Therefore, x̂m is given as,
x̂m = E[X|y]. (C.12)
Replacing Y for y, the corresponding estimator is given as,
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X̂m = E[X|Y]. (C.13)
We also note that this estimator is unbiased. We see this because taking the expected
value of this random vector gives E[X̂m] = E[X] by the law of total expectation. Lastly, the
MSE of the estimator X̂ can also be written without any conditioning on Y as,
MSE = E[(X̂−X)T (X̂−X)] = E[(g(Y)−X)T (g(Y)−X)]. (C.14)
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Appendix D
Covariance with a Linear Operator
The covariance of a random vector Y = AX, where A is some matrix and X is a random
vector, is given as,
Cov[Y] = ACov[X]AT . (D.1)
Proof
Cov[Y] = E[(AX−AE[X])(AX−AE[X])T ] (D.2)
= E[A(X− E[X])(X− E[X])TAT ] (D.3)





The Gauss-Markov theorem is the proof that the OLS estimator of β for the MLR model
is, out of all possible unbiased estimators that are linear in Y, the unbiased estimator with
minimum variance (see Appendix C for more theoretical background on the idea behind
creating an unbiased estimator with minimum variance, and why this is good). In this
appendix, rather than presenting the proof for the traditional Gauss-Markov theorem, the
GLS estimator for a general covariance structure is proven to be the minimum variance
unbiased linear estimator instead. The traditional proof can simply be seen from this with
V = I.
Proof
Recall the GLS estimator given as,
β̂ = (XTV−1X)−1XTV−1Y, (E.1)
and define another linear in Y estimator as β′ = CY, where C = (XTV−1X)−1XTV−1 +D
and D is a non-zero matrix. The point of specifying this second estimator like this is to
encompasses all possible linear in Y unbiased estimators.
The expectation value of the β′ estimator is given as follows:
E[β′] = E[CY] (E.2)
= E[((XTV−1X)−1XTV−1 +D)(Xβ + e)] (E.3)
= ((XTV−1X)−1XTV−1)Xβ (E.4)
= β +DXβ (E.5)
= (I+DX)β. (E.6)
Therefore, if the estimator β′ is to be unbiased, DX must be equal to zero.
Now, using the fact that DX is equal to zero, the covariance matrix of the β′ estimator
is given as follows:
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Cov[β′] = Cov[CY] (E.7)
= CCov[Y]CT (E.8)
= a2CVCT (E.9)
= a2((XTV−1X)−1XTV−1 +D)V((XTV−1X)−1XTV−1 +D)T (E.10)
= a2((XTV−1X)−1XT +DV)V−1V(V−1X(XTV−1X)−1 +DT ) (E.11)
= a2((XTV−1X)−1 +DX(XTV−1X)−1 + (XTV−1X)−1(DX)T +DVDT ) (E.12)
= a2((XTV−1X)−1 +DVDT ) (E.13)
= Cov[β̂] + a2DVDT . (E.14)
Therefore, since DVDT is guaranteed to be a positive semidefinite matrix with positive
diagonal elements, the variance of all the elements of β′ exceeds that of β̂. Therefore, out of
all possible linear in Y unbiased estimators of β, β̂ is the one with minimum variance.
Again, for the OLS estimate where V = I, the same argument is seen. And lastly, it
is important to note that alternatively to the approach here, we could have proven this for
the OLS case and it would have then been sufficient to just say that the GLS estimator
is also minimum variance because the GLS estimation is just an OLS estimation given the
transformation described in Section 2.4.2.1.
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Appendix F
Verification of Matrix Inverse for Prais-
Winsten Estimation
In this appendix, a verification of the inverse of V, as shown in Equation 2.46 and
Equation 2.47, is shown. For a non-singular tridiagonal matrix (a matrix where all elements






. . . . . .
. . . . . . bn−1
cn−1 an
 , (F.1)
the inverse is given as,
(T−1)ij =

(−1)i+jbibi+1 · · ·j−1 θi−1φj+1/θn i < j
θi−1φj+1/θn i = j
(−1)i+jcjcj+1 . . .i−1 θj−1φi+1/θn i > j
, (F.2)
where the θi satisfy,
θi = aiθi−1 − bi−1ci−1θi−2 i = 2, 3, ..., n, (F.3)
with initial conditions θ0 = 1 and θ1 = a1, and the φi satisfy,
φi = aiφi+1 − biciφi+2 i = n− 1, n− 2, ..., 2. (F.4)
With this, we can work backwards and find the inverse of V−1 to verify that this is equal
to the V given in Equation 2.46. The θi and φi for this particular matrix are all seen to be
equal to 1, except for θn, which is equal to 1− ρ2. Therefore, it is shown that
(V)ij =

(−1)i+j(−ρ)j−i/(1− ρ2) i < j
1/(1− ρ2) i = j




ρj−i/(1− ρ2) i < j
1/(1− ρ2) i = j
ρi−j/(1− ρ2) i > j
, (F.6)
which is indeed consistent with the matrix V given by Equation 2.46.
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Appendix G
The Standard Normal Distribution
If a random variable X is a Gaussian distributed random variable with a mean of µ and





is the standard normal distribution (which means it is a Gaussian distributed random variable
with a mean of 0 and variance of 1).
Proof








Taking the variance gives,
Var[Z] = E[Z2]− E[Z]2 (G.3)
= E[




E[X2]− 2µ2 + µ2
σ2
, (G.5)
where E[X2] can be found to be,
E[X2] = Var[X] + E[X]2 = σ2 + µ2. (G.6)
Therefore we have,
Var[Z] =










The t Distribution for MLR Confidence In-
tervals





where Z is the standard normal random variable and χv is a chi-squared random variable

































is a standard normal random variable Z, what remains is to show that
(n−(k+1))S2
σ2
is a chi-squared random variable with n− (k + 1) degrees of freedom. This is the
case, and will not be shown in this thesis as it is fairly involved.
For the GLS case now, we implied in Section 2.4.5.1 that the associated t distributed





































(A+UCV)−1 = A−1 −A−1U(C−1 +VA−1U)−1VA−1 (I.1)
Matrix Addition Inversion Identity
(A+B)−1 = A−1 − (A+B)−1BA−1 (I.2)
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Appendix J
RLS Algorithm Alternate Form











Using the first RLS algorithm presented in this thesis of Equations 4.11, 4.8, and that β∗i =
PiBi, we find that
β∗i − β
∗






































(yi −ϕTi β)2 +
1
2
(β − β∗0)TP−10 (β − β∗0) (K.1)
is at β = β∗n.
Proof
In this proof, we start by showing that the theorem is true for n = 1. We then use this result
to manipulate the cost function so that we can get Fn(β) in a desired form. Then, we show
that the minimum of Fn(β) is at β∗n, proving the theorem for any n.







(β − β∗0)TP−10 (β − β∗0). (K.2)
Differentiating this with the matrix derivative identities in Appendix P and setting the deriva-




= −ϕ1(y1 −ϕT1 β′) +P−10 (β′ − β∗0) = 0, (K.3)









There is a little bit of work left in order to show that this is equivalent to β∗1. We will show
that this is equivalent to β∗1 = P1B1, which is the first version of the RLS algorithm presented


















Therefore, we see that Equation K.5 is
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β′ = P1B1 = β
∗
1, (K.7)
and so we have proven the theorem for the n = 1 case.
To extend this proof to any n, we start by Taylor series expanding F1(β) about β∗1 (see





























equal to zero because β∗1 is the minima location of F1(β), as we have

















= P−11 . (K.11)







(β∗1 − β∗0)TP−10 (β∗1 − β∗0), (K.12)
then Equation K.8 becomes
F1(β) = C1 +
1
2
(β − β∗1)TP−11 (β − β∗1). (K.13)
This is the exact function of F1(β) and not an approximation because F1(β) is clearly
quadratic and higher order derivatives are zero. To write F2(β) now, we note that our
cost function in Equation K.1 has the following property:




So we write F2(β) as
F2(β) = C1 +
1
2
(y2 −ϕT2 β)2 +
1
2
(β − β∗1)TP−11 (β − β∗1). (K.15)
We note that this equation closely resembles Equation K.2 for F1(β). So, we can see then
that if we were to minimize this function we would find the minimum to similarly be at β∗2.
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Furthermore, we see that if we perform the Taylor Expansion of F2(β) about β∗2 and then
add the 1
2
(y3 −ϕT3 β)2 term exactly as before then we get the following for F3(β):
F3(β) = C1 + C2 +
1
2
(y3 −ϕT3 β)2 +
1
2
(β − β∗2)TP−12 (β − β∗2). (K.16)










(β − β∗n−1)TP−1n−1(β − β∗n−1). (K.17)





(yi −ϕTi β∗i )2 +
1
2
(β∗i − β∗i−1)TP−1i−1(β∗i − β∗i−1). (K.18)
At this point, the proof is pretty much done. Because we know from the math at the
beginning of this proof for minimizing F1(β), that the minimum location of this function
would be found to similarly be at β∗n, proving our theorem. We show this once more anyway.
Starting with the derivative as,
∂Fn(β)
∂β
















Also, recall from Equation 4.8 that Bn = Bn−1 + ϕnyn and that we have β∗n−1 = Pn−1Bn−1






Therefore we see that Equation K.21 is the same as
β′ = PnBn = β
∗
n, (K.23)




In this appendix, we show the modification to the RLS algorithm considering a covariance
structure in the errors of the MLR model. So, where the RLS algorithm we show in Section
4.1 is related to an OLS estimate, this weighted RLS algorithm in this appendix is related
to a GLS estimate.
By the nature of the RLS algorithm, we can not assume a completely general matrix
error covariance structure as we have for the GLS estimate. Instead, we assume a diagonal
covariance structure of the errors such that
V =

V1 0 . . . 0
0 V2 . . . 0
... ... . . . ...
0 0 . . . Vn
 . (L.1)
Note that rather than factoring out a constant a2 like what was done in this thesis with the
GLS theory, we keep this constant inside V.
Now, the exact same procedure that was carried out in Section 4.1.1 in deriving the RLS
algorithm can be followed. This time we just have the GLS estimation formula,
β∗ = (XTV−1X)−1XTV−1y, (L.2)
rather than the OLS estimation formula, and so we define P and B as (XTV−1X)−1 and
XTV−1y respectively instead. This exercise is left to the reader. The resulting recurrence














where we see that the only thing that changes from the RLS algorithm presented in Section
4.1 is the Vi in place of what was a 1 before.
Lastly, for this weighted RLS algorithm, we can see that the modification to the RLS cost








(yi −ϕTi β)2 +
1
2




It is often mentioned in this thesis that for the general DLM, the random vector Xi that
represents the state vector can be written in terms of only the random vectors X0 and ws’s
where s ≤ i. This is obvious just by looking at the evolution equation. In this appendix,
this, along with a similar result for Yi, is developed more firmly.
If we continually apply the evolution equation for the general DLM (Equation 4.29)
starting with X0 we have,
X1 = G1X0 +w1 (M.1)
X2 = G2(G1X0 +w1) +w2 (M.2)
X3 = G3(G2(G1X0 +w1) +w2) +w3. (M.3)





















Also, from the general DLM observation equation (Equation 4.28) it can be seen that,










Gj)wk−1)) + vi. (M.7)
So, we also have the random vector Yi written in terms of only X0, ws’s where s ≤ i, and
vi.
It is important to note that if our initial condition has E[X0] = 0 (which is always done
in practice) then E[Yi] = 0 and E[Xi] = 0. Also, since we have defined the w’s and v’s to
be Gaussian, if X0 is also Gaussian (which is what we always chose in practice), then the
Y’s and X’s are also Gaussian since they are a linear combination of Gaussian distributed
random vectors.
As a final note, similarly to the above equations, if we are given the random vector Xs





















Gj)wk−1)) + vi. (M.9)
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Appendix N
Bayes Theorem with Gaussian Statistics
In this appendix, we prove that for a Gaussian distributed prior distribution and a Gaus-
sian likelihood function, the posterior distribution resulting from Bayes theorem is Gaussian.
This is done for both the univariate and multivariate Gaussian cases. These are well-known
results and are typically described in terms of the term “conjugate priors”. Furthermore,
once this is proved the values of the posterior mean and variance/covariance are found.
We do this for likelihood functions stemming from the following equations. For the
univariate case:
Y = cX + v, v ∼ N [0, B], (N.1)
where c is some constant, and for the multivariate case:
Y = KX+ v, v ∼ N [0,B], (N.2)
where K is some matrix. Note that this are more typically seen for c = 1 and K = I. The
linear class of functions used here (i.e. cX apposed to a general g(X)) is the only set of
functions where the results shown in this appendix hold.
Univariate
The posterior probability density p(x|y) is given with Bayes theorem as,
p(x|y) ∝ L(x|y)p(x), (N.3)
where p(x) is Gaussian distributed with mean d and variance D and the likelihood function
L(x|y) is written as a Gaussian distribution with mean of cx and variance B. We have,
ln(p(x|y)) = ln(L(x|y)) + ln(p(x)) + ln(c1) (N.4)







where c1 and c2 are constants. Since this is quadratic in x it must be possible to write




where c3 is another constant. This is true because the parameters µ, V , and c3 can be chosen
to make it so that this is equal to Equation N.5. More specifically, first V can be chosen so
that the x2 terms in equations N.5 and N.6 are equal, then µ can be chosen so that the linear
in x terms are equal, then the density function can be normalized for the constant term.
Since p(x|y) can be written as it is in Equation N.6 it must be a Gaussian distribution. This
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gives us the first result of this appendix that the posterior distribution for the univariate case
is Gaussian given a Gaussian likelihood and prior.
Now, the mean µ and variance V of the posterior distribution will be found as described













































This mean µ can also be expressed in another form by noting that







































(cy − d). (N.16)
The from of Equation N.16 is arguably more intuitive since we can think of it as the mean
of the prior d plus some additional term that takes into account y.
In this univariate section of this appendix, we have proved that a Gaussian likelihood and
Gaussian prior result in a Gaussian posterior and we have given equations for the resulting
mean and variance of the posterior.
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Multivariate
This section follows the steps of the previous univariate section very closely. We have the
posterior probability density p(x|y) given by Bayes theorem as,
p(x|y) ∝ L(x|y)p(x), (N.17)
where p(x) is Gaussian distributed with mean d and covariance matrix D and the likelihood
function L(x|y) is written as a Gaussian distribution with mean Kx and covariance matrix
B. We have,





(x− d)TD−1(x− d)− c2, (N.19)
where c1 and c2 are constants. Since this is quadratic in x it must be possible to write
ln(p(x|Y = y)) = −1
2
(x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ) + c3, (N.20)
where c3 is another constant. This is true because the parameters µ, Σ, and c3 can be chosen
to make it so that this is equal to Equation N.19. More specifically, first Σ can be chosen
so that the xTx terms in equations N.19 and N.20 are equal, then µ can be chosen so that
the linear terms in x are equal, then the density function can be normalized for the constant
term. Since p(x|y) can be written as it is in Equation N.20 it must be a multivariate Gaussian
distribution, giving us the result that Gaussian distribution Likelihood and priors result in
a Gaussian distributed posterior in the Multivariate case as well.








we find that the covariance matrix Σ of the posterior density is
Σ = (D−1 +KTB−1K)−1. (N.22)








and taking the transpose,
KTB−1y +D−1d = Σ−1µ, (N.24)
we find that the mean µ of the posterior density is
µ = Σ(KTB−1y +D−1d) (N.25)
= (D−1 +KTB−1K)−1(KTB−1y +D−1d). (N.26)
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Now, different forms of the mean and covariance given in Equations N.26 and N.22 can
be expressed. Using the Woodbury matrix identity in Appendix I, the covariance can be
written alternatively as,
Σ = (D−1 +KTB−1K)−1 (N.27)
= D−DKT (B+KDKT )−1KD. (N.28)
The mean can be written alternatively as,
µ = (D−1 +KTB−1K)−1(KTB−1y +D−1d) (N.29)
= d− d+ (D−1 +KTB−1K)−1(KTB−1y +D−1d) (N.30)
= d+ (D−1 +KTB−1K)−1(KTB−1y +D−1d− (D−1 +KTB−1K)d) (N.31)
= d+ (D−1 +KTB−1K)−1(KTB−1y −KTB−1Kd) (N.32)
= d+ (D−1 +KTB−1K)−1KTB−1(y −Kd). (N.33)
Now, Equation N.33 can be converted to yet another form which is typically more computa-
tionally efficient to calculate. If we have any matrices W,Z,X,Y and WZ = XY where X
and Z are invertible so that we also have X−1W = YZ−1. Then, if we define X−1 and W
for the problem at hand to be
X−1 = (D−1 +KTB−1K)−1, (N.34)
and
W = KTB−1, (N.35)
and then arbitrarily define Y to be DKT , we see that we must have Z = B + KDKT if
WZ = XY is to hold. So, we may write X−1W = YZ−1 for the problem at hand as,
(D−1 +KTB−1K)−1KTB−1 = DKT (B+KDKT )−1. (N.36)
So, from this we see that the another form of the mean µ, which is most typically used since
is it the most computationally efficient, is given as,




In this appendix, we show that Xi and Ys for s such that s > i are conditionally inde-
pendent given Xi+1. Meaning that
p(xi,ys|Xi+1) = p(xi|Xi+1)p(ys|Xi+1). (O.1)
Since the random vectors Xi and Ys are Gaussian distributed, proving that the covariance
of every combination of elements of Xi and Ys conditioned on Xi+1, given as,
Cov[(Xi)j, (Ys)k|Xi+1] = E[(Xi)j(Ys)k|Xi+1]− E[(Xi)j|Xi+1]E[(Ys)k|Xi+1], (O.2)
is zero is sufficient to prove that they are independent (see Appendix W). In the above
equation j and k represent the jth and kth elements of the random vectors Xi and Ys
respectively. So, if this condition is to be true it must be true for all combinations j = 1, ..., n
with k = 1, ...,m where n and m are the lengths of the random vectors Xi and Ys respectively.
Xi is independent of Xi+1 and can be defined in terms of the wi and X0 random vectors











So, since we typically choose E[X0] = 0 the expectation of Xi is zero, giving,
E[Xi|Xi+1] = E[Xi] = 0. (O.4)
This shows that the second term in Equation O.2 is 0 for all j and k combinations. What is
left then is to show that
E[(Xi)j(Ys)k|Xi+1] = 0. (O.5)
Starting with s = i+ 1 we have,
E[(Xi)j(Fi+1Xi+1 + vi+1)k|Xi+1] = 0. (O.6)
This is zero since X0 and ws where s ≤ i (again, what the random vector Xi is composed
of) have zero mean and are Gaussian distributed and are independent of vi+1 and the given
Xi+1. So, for all combinations of j and k this is zero. A similar story is seen to happen for
s = i+ 2, as,
E[(Xi)j(Fi+2(Fi+1Xi+1 + vi+1) + vi+2)k|Xi+1] = 0, (O.7)
and for any s > i. The breaking point is s = i since for this and any smaller s, Ys is no
longer dependent on Xi+1 and it can be seen that non-zero terms such as E[(X0)j(AX0)k]
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arise (where A is any matrix). So, the covariance Cov[(Xi)j, (Ys)k|Xi+1] for s such that s > i





In this thesis, we use the numerator-layout notation convention of matrix calculus rather
than the denominator-layout convention.
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. . . ∂ym
∂xn
 (P.3)
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All the following derivative identities can most easily be verified by explicitly writing out a
low dimensional case, and then extending the work to N dimensions.
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(AT +A)x non sysmmetric A
2Ax sysmmetric A
(P.8)
The scalar quantity a = (Ax+ b)TC(Dx+ e)
∂a
∂x





= ATC(Dx+ e) +DTCT (Ax+ b) (P.10)
In the case where C is symmetric, A = D, and b = e, so that we have a = (Ax+b)TC(Ax+
b), the derivative is given by:
∂a
∂x





= 2ATC(Ax+ b) (P.12)
Furthermore, in the case where C is symmetric, A = D = I, and b = e, so that we have
a = (x+ b)TC(x+ b), the derivative is given by:
∂a
∂x





= 2C(x+ b) (P.14)
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Suppose we have a scalar function f(x) with a vectored input x of length n. The Hessian
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With the definition of derivatives of a scalar by a vector and a vector by a vector it is seen



















Equivalence of the DLM MMSE estimator
and an Orthogonal Projection
In this appendix, we show that for Gaussian distributed Xi and Yi (with zero mean) for
the general DLM, the orthogonal projection of the elements of Xi onto the Υn vector space
is equal to the conditional expectation E[Xi|Ỹn], which is the DLM MMSE estimator.
We start by writing the elements of the random vector Xi equal to two components, the
orthogonal projection of elements of Xi onto the Υn space and the elements of Xi orthogonal
to the Υn space (i.e. the trick of Equation 4.138) as,
Xi = X̄i + X̃i. (Q.1)
Since we are requiring that E[Xi] and E[Yi] are zero for all i, we also have E[X̄i] = 0 since
the elements of X̄i are linear combinations of the elements of the Yi’s, and therefore we must
also have E[X̃i] = 0. In the DLM formulation, having E[Xi] and E[Yi] equal to zero only
amounts to selecting the prior expectation E[X0] as zero. This can be seen easily from the
expanded DLM evolution and observation equations in Appendix M.
Now, it can be seen that the elements of X̃i are uncorrelated to every random variable
that that is an element Ys for any s ≤ n. We see this since they have zero covariance, as,
E[X̃ijY
T
sk]− E[X̃ij]E[Ysk]T = 0, (Q.2)
where we define X̃ij as the jth element of X̃i and as Ysk the kth element of Ys. The last
term is zero for all j and k based on the discussion just had and the first term is clearly zero
since these random variables are orthogonal to each other just by the way X̃i was defined.
So, what we consider next, and this is where the Gaussian part comes into play, is that
since Gaussian distributed random variables that are uncorrelated are also independent (see
Appendix W) X̃i and all the random variables contained in Ỹn are independent (recall our
notation Ỹn = Y1, ...,Yn). Therefore, we may write
E[X̃i] = E[X̃i|Ỹn] = 0, (Q.3)
and from this we find that,
E[X̃i|Ỹn] = E[Xi − X̄i|Ỹn] (Q.4)
= E[Xi|Ỹn]− E[X̄i|Ỹn] (Q.5)
= E[Xi|Ỹn]− X̄i (Q.6)
= 0. (Q.7)
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And so we have the orthogonal projection of the elements of Xi onto the Υn vector space
(i.e. X̄i) equal to the conditional mean, as,
X̄i = E[Xi|Ỹn]. (Q.8)
To summarize, we have shown that for Gaussian distributed Xi and Yi with zero mean
for the general DLM (which is in fact how we have defined the general DLM by choosing to
specify wi, vi, and X0 as Gaussian distributed. The only caveat is we must choose E[X0] to
be 0) the orthogonal projection of the elements of Xi onto the Υn vector space is equal to
the conditional expectation E[Xi|Ỹn], which is the DLM MMSE estimator.
Orthogonality Principle
In addition to what was just proven, it will also be instructive to show that for any random
variable X (this section has nothing to do with the DLM) the MMSE estimator of X restricted
to be on a given vector space is the orthogonal projection of the random variable onto that
vector space. This is known as the orthogonality principle.
Proof
We start by writing the random variable X in two different ways. First, using the trick of
Equation 4.136, we write,
X = X̄ + X̃, (Q.9)
where X̄ is the orthogonal projection onto any vector space and X̃ is orthogonal to this
vector space. Second, we write,
X = W̄ +W ′, (Q.10)
where W̄ is any random vector in the same vector space as X̄ and W ′ is the random variable
that is needed to be added to W̄ to give X (note that W ′ is only orthogonal to the vector
space in the one case where W̄ = X̄).
It will be shown now that E[(X − W̄ )2] ≥ E[(X − X̄)2]. This inequality states that the
orthogonal projection onto the vector space X̄ has the smallest MSE out of any other possible
estimator on the vector space, hence completing our proof. We have,
E[(X − W̄ )2] = E[(X + X̄ − X̄ − W̄ )2] (Q.11)
= E[(X − X̄)2] + E[(X̄ − W̄ )2] + 2E[(X − X̄)(X̄ − W̄ )]. (Q.12)
The last term is zero since X − X̄ is orthogonal to the given vector space and X̄ − W̄ is in
the given vector space. Therefore we see that
E[(X − W̄ )2] ≥ E[(X − X̄)2], (Q.13)
since E[(X̄ − W̄ )2] is positive, and the proof is complete.
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As an aside, note that this orthogonality principle is fundamentally similar to a result
from linear algebra that says the square difference between a vector and some vector on a
vector space is minimized when the vector on the vector space is the orthogonal projection
of the other vector. If we call the other vector x, the vector on the vector space w̄, and the
orthogonal projection of x onto the vector space x̄, then we have,
(x− w̄)2 ≥ (x− x̄)2, (Q.14)
and the proof is fundamentally the same as what we have shown here for random variables
rather than vectors. And this notion here can be thought of as just reflecting basic geometry.
Also, for the extension of the orthogonality principal to random vectors, the proof that
E[(X− W̄)T (X− W̄)] ≥ E[(X− X̄)T (X− X̄)] is essentially the same. If we define
X = X̄+ X̃, (Q.15)
and
X = W̄ +W′, (Q.16)
and carry out the same steps, we have,
E[(X− W̄)T (X− W̄)] = E[(X+ X̄− X̄− W̄)T (X+ X̄− X̄− W̄)] (Q.17)
= E[(X− X̄)T (X− X̄)] + E[(X̄− W̄)T (X̄− W̄)]
+ E[(X− X̄)T (X̄− W̄)] + E[(X̄− W̄)T (X− X̄)] (Q.18)
= E[(X− X̄)T (X− X̄)] + E[(X̄− W̄)T (X̄− W̄)]. (Q.19)
Therefore we have,
E[(X− W̄)T (X− W̄)] ≥ E[(X− X̄)T (X− X̄)] (Q.20)
since the vector E[(X̄ − W̄)T (X̄ − W̄)] has all positive elements, and the proof for the
multivariate random vector case is complete.
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Appendix R
Proofs to Three Results
In this appendix, the three results presented in Section 4.5.5.2 are proven.
Result 1




(x− a)TA(x− a) + 1
2
(b−Bx)TC(b−Bx), (R.1)








which can also be written as (see Equations N.26 through N.37 in Appendix N),
xm = a+A
−1BT (C−1 +BA−1BT )−1(b−Ba). (R.4)
Result 2













= A(xm − a)−BTC(b−Bxm)−DTE(d−Dxm) = 0. (R.6)
So, if we make the substitutions Z = A+BTCB and Y = BTCb+Aa we have,
xm = (Z+D
TED)−1(Y +DTEd). (R.7)
Now, some algebra will be done to put this into the desired form that is given in Section
4.5.5.2. Using the Woodbury matrix identity of Appendix I we may write,
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(Z+DTED)−1 = Z−1 − Z−1DT (E−1 +DZ−1DT )−1DZ−1. (R.8)
Therefore xm can be written as,
xm = Z
−1Y − Z−1DT (E−1 +DZ−1DT )−1DZ−1Y + Z−1DTEd
− Z−1DT (E−1 +DZ−1DT )−1DZ−1DTEd, (R.9)
where last two terms are equal to,
Z−1DT (E− (E−1 +DZ−1DT )−1DZ−1DTE)d. (R.10)
Using the matrix addition inversion identity of Appendix I we may write,
E− (E−1 +DZ−1DT )−1DZ−1DTE = (E−1 +DZ−1DT )−1. (R.11)
So, xm can be written as,
xm = Z
−1Y − Z−1DT (E−1 +DZ−1DT )−1DZ−1Y
+ Z−1DT (E−1 +DZ−1DT )−1d (R.12)
= Z−1Y + Z−1DT (E−1 +DZ−1DT )−1(d−DZ−1Y ). (R.13)
Result 3
We have the function,











where A and E are symmetric matrices. We define w = x2 −Dx1 so that we can write,















= −D−1TA(D−1(x2 −wm)− a)− Ewm = 0. (R.16)
Therefore for wm we have,
wm = (D
−1TAD−1 − E)−1D−1TA(D−1x2 − a). (R.17)




AD−1 − E)−1 = DA−1DT −DA−1DT (E−1 +DA−1DT )−1DA−1DT . (R.18)
So we have,
wm = (D−DA−1DT (E−1 +DA−1DT )−1D)(D−1x2 − a) (R.19)
= (I−DA−1DT (E−1 +DA−1DT )−1)(x2 −Da). (R.20)
We define P = E−1+DA−1DT (note that since E and A are symmetric P must be symmetric)
and w̄ = x2 −Da so that we can write,
wm = (I−DA−1DTP−1)w̄ (R.21)
= (P−DA−1DT )P−1w̄ (R.22)
= E−1P−1w̄. (R.23)
We note that we can write D−1(x2 −w)− a as,
D−1(x2 −w)− a = D−1(x2 −w −Da) (R.24)
= D−1(w̄ −w). (R.25)
So the first term of F (x1,x2) can be written as,
1
2
(D−1(x2 −w)− a)A(D−1(x2 −w)− a) =
1
2
(w̄ −w)TD−1TAD−1(w̄ −w). (R.26)
Plugging in wm in the form of Equation R.21 for w into F (w,x2) we have,
F (wm,x2) = k +
1
2








This is the same as function we have called F (x1m(x2),x2) in Section 4.5.5.2, because wm is
a function of x2 as well. The job now is to simplify this to be in the desired form that we
gave in Section 4.5.5.2. The last term is given as,
last term = 1
2
w̄TP−1E−1P−1w̄. (R.28)
The first non constant term is given as,
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Therefore, the function F (x1m(x2),x2) is given as,










The Taylor series quadratic approximation for a univariate function f(x) about the point
a is given as,












Similarly, the Taylor series quadratic approximation of a multivariate function f(x) about
the point a is given as,










This equation makes use of the matrix calculus defined in Appendix P. With this matrix















as we have defined it. Also, note that the second term can alternatively be







Multiple Regression DLM Estimation Reduc-
ing to MLR GLS Estimation
In this appendix, we show that for the multiple regression DLM with Wi = 0, the filtering
recurrence relations reduce to the weighted RLS recurrence relations and the smoothing
recurrence relations reduce to xni = xni+1 and Pni = Pni+1. This effectively creates the same
results as an MLR model estimation, as discussed in Section 4.6.2.





























The estimates xii and Pii are then seen to be,
xii = x
i−1


























We see that these recurrence relations are identical to the weighted RLS recurrence relations
given in Appendix L, with the multiple regression DLMs Vi’s defining the covariance structure
of the errors.
Note that for the weighted RLS algorithm in Appendix L, the definition of P is (XTV−1X)−1.
So, we make the point that this is the same as the GLS covariance matrix of the regression
coefficient estimator, a2(XTV−1X)−1. The factor a2 is just simply not factored out of the
covariance structure in the DLM and RLS formulations like it is for the GLS MLR formula-
tion.
Lastly, we will show that the smoothing recurrence relations for this DLM result in
xni = x
n
i+1 and Pni = Pni+1. In words, this means that all the smoothed estimates xni and Pni
are equal to the final filtered estimates xnn and Pnn, which as we just proved, the result of
the weighted RLS algorithm, equal to the GLS estimation so long as the prior information
is negligible.
Recall that for this DLM that we have Pii+1 = Pii. Therefore, the matrix Ji in the




















i+1 − xii+1) (T.14)
= xii + (x
n














Local Level Trend DLM Forward Differ-
ence







the trend component of the sequence of smoothed estimates is equal to the forward difference
of the level component of the sequence of smoothed estimates. Furthermore, it is shown that



























using the defined model matrices of this DLM and any filtered estimate xii and covariance
matrix P ii , is consistent with the forward difference equation,
αni = µ
n
i+1 − µni . (U.5)
The algebra for this becomes fairly involved. Following the Mathematica notebook below we






Lastly, the second block of the Mathematica notebook shows that when we do not choose
the first element of Wi to be zero, the forward difference no longer holds.
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With zero variance on the background level evolution
In[204]:= Gi+1 = {{1, 1}, {1, 0}};
xi, i = {μi, i, αi, i};
Wi = {0, 0}, 0, σtrend
2
;
Pi, i = {{a, b}, {b, c}};
Pi+1, i = Gi+1.Pi, i.Transpose[Gi+1] + Wi;
xi+1, n = {μi+1, n, αi+1, n};
xi, n = xi, i + Pi, i.Transpose[Gi+1].Inverse[Pi+1, i].xi+1, n - Gi+1.xi, i ;
FullSimplify[xi, n[[1]] + xi, n[[2]]]
Out[211]= μ1+i,n
With variance on both the background level and trend evolution
In[212]:= Wi = {{d, 0}, {0, e}};
Pi+1, i = Gi+1.Pi, i.Transpose[Gi+1] + Wi;
xi, n = xi, i + Pi, i.Transpose[Gi+1].Inverse[Pi+1, i].xi+1, n - Gi+1.xi, i ;
FullSimplify[xi, n[[1]] + xi, n[[2]]]
Out[215]= -
d (a + e) αi,i + a + b d α1+i,n + d -b + e μi,i + -b
2 + a c + a + 2 b + c e μ1+i,n
b2 - 2 b + c + d e - a c + d + e
Appendix V
MCMC Results on the SOO Data Record
To illustrate the MCMC samples of the unknown DLM parameters, and to also assess the
convergence of the MCMC chain, we show histograms and trace plots in Figures V.1 through
V.12 like what was shown in Figure 6.2 for the single time series example. In these figures,
the histograms and trace plots for each unknown parameter σtrend, σAR, and ρ are shown
on large grids of altitude and latitude. We see from the trace plots that the chains for each
altitude-latitude region for the SOO data record are fairly well converged.
A few other points from these illustrated MCMC samples can be made. We see that the
values of σtrend do not reach much higher than 0.00025 for all of the altitude-latitude regions.
Recall that σtrend indicates the degree of variation for the background level fit. If we recall
the example in Section 5.1.2 with Figure 6.18, we can roughly infer that our background
level fits are at most varying somewhere between what is shown in (a) and (b) in the figure
and typically are closer to (a) or even lesser than (a). The only exceptions to this are a few
altitude-latitude regions in the tropical lower altitudes.
For an easier way to look at the samples of σtrend, we make heat maps with dimensions of
altitude and latitude for the mean, 5th percentile, and 95th percentile of the samples. This
is shown in Figure V.13. Similarly, we show this same concept for the other two parameters.
These are shown in Figures V.14 and V.15.
For Figure V.15, which illustrates the samples of ρ, except for the altitude-latitude regions
in the lower and mid tropical regions, we see that the data does not favour any particular
value of ρ. In more detail, from the histograms for the samples (Figures V.9 and V.11), we
see that the marginal distributions are all fairly constant over 0 to 1. However, for the lower
and mid tropical regions the story is different. In these regions, the model is telling us with
a decent amount of certainty that the autocorrelation is high, especially from 30.5 to 35.5
km. Figure V.15 is directly comparable to the Prais-Winsten illustration in Figure 2.13. We
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Figure V.12: ρ Trace Plots Continued.
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Figure V.13: σtrend MCMC Samples.
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Figure V.14: σAR MCMC Samples.
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Figure V.15: ρ MCMC Samples.
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(b) 95% confidence interval lower bound
























(c) 95% confidence interval upper bound
Figure V.16: Estimated ρ from Prais-Winsten Procedure.
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Appendix W
Uncorrelated Gaussian Random Vectors are
Independent
In this appendix, we prove that if Gaussian distributed random vectors are uncorrelated
(zero covariance) then they are also independent. The same also applies to random variables
where we consider the random vectors to just be of length 1.
Proof
We define the random vectors X = (X1, ..., Xm)T and Y = (Y1, ...., Yn)T . To prove that these
random vectors are independent is to prove that their joint distribution equals the product
of their marginal distributions as follows:
p(x,y) = p(x)p(y). (W.1)
Let us define Z = (XT ,YT )T so that p(z) = p(x,y). If X and Y are Gaussian distributed,


















holds. Here we have defined µz, µx, µy, Σz, Σx, and Σy as the means and covariance















From noting that the determinate and inverse of Σz are,
|Σz| =
∣∣∣∣Σx 00 Σy














from block matrix properties, it can be seen quite readily that Equation W.2 holds. Therefore
it is proven that if Gaussian random vectors are uncorrelated then they are also independent.
We also note here that independence of the random vectors X and Y implies that
p(x|y) = p(x), (W.7)
and similarly that
p(y|x) = p(y). (W.8)
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